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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND HYPOTHESES 
This introductory chapter presents the general aim 
of the dissertation and the major research questions which 
guided the investigation. Specific null hypotheses are 
stated; terms are conceptually and operationally defined. 
General Aim of the Dissertation 
The topic under study involves the encounter of Uni-
tarian Universalism, Black Power, and civil rights militancy. 
From 1968 to 1972, Black Power as a minority movement with-
in Unitarian Universalism in the United States had made re-
peated efforts to transfer some measure of what it consid-
ered to be white racist decision-making in the Unitarian 
Universalist mission to the black community (Llorens, 1968: 
88). This effort was carried out by a vocal group of mili-
tant black Unitarian Universalists who were supported by a 
rather sizable contingent of radical white confreres. 1 The 
handful of moderate black uus, however, shrank back from the 
1Based on estimates of black uus in America (Jack, 
1967: 14), about 1,000 of the 1,500 black uus could be con-
sidered militant. Voting figures at UUA General Assemblies 
from 1969 to 1971 show that about 35 per cent of the total 
white UU membership in America could be considered radical. 
1 
2 
Black Power rhetoric while the vast majority of liberal 
white uus greeted the tactical· challenge to racial integra-
tion with an exceedingly mixed but often intensely emotion-
al reaction. Therefore, the general aim of the disserta-
tion was to determine what were the important social struc-
tural variables that accounted for the differences in the 
attitudes and the behavior of American Unitarian Universal-
ists with regard to Black Power and militant civil rights 
activities. 
Although the identity of the Unitarian Universal-
ist Association as a liberal religious movement in the 
United States has been said to have always existed "in a 
perpetual state of crisis" (Rushton, 1972: 5), perhaps no 
more stressful a struggle could have erupted between "mod-
erates-liberals versus liberals-radicals" than that which 
ensued from the line-drawing between gradualism and racial 
integration on the one hand and militancy and racial separ-
atism on the other (Marty, 1969b:9). The tragic irony of 
events, it would appear, lies in the claim by one UU his-
torian that "no religious group in America has worked long-
er, harder, or more courageously to eliminate war, poverty, 
and racial discrimination" (Cassels, 1969: 12). Careful 
reading of the denominational newspaper, UU World, from 
1969 to 1973 gives manifold testimony to concerns of Uni-
tarian Universalists across the nation for black history, 
racial equality,. black religion, interracial understanding, 
black politics, and so forth. Even the very basic protest 
3 
song, "We Shall Overcome," was passed along by a Unitarian 
minstrel to Martin Luther King during the Montgomery bus 
boycott of 1955-1956. 
Similarly publicized has been the alleged revolt 
against racism within the UUA that was begun by the forma-
tion of a Black Unitarian Universalist Caucus (BUUC) in 
1968 (Poinsett, 1968: 67). BUUC through its program arm, 
the Black Affairs Council (BAC), sought "to free black so-
cial action programs from white institutional control" by 
redirecting UUA funds into black-run projects in black com-
munities throughout the United States (Thomas, 1969: 503). 
A year later, BAC walked out of the Boston General Assembly 
when further racial reparations were not forthcoming from 
the UUA. And Black and White Action (BAWA) was chartered 
as a coalition group for racial integration to counter the 
black separatist ideology and program of BUUC and BAC. 
Through 1972 the General Assemblies at Seattle, Washington, 
and Dallas vigorously debated the positive and negative as-
pects to black self-determination as defined by the Black 
Affairs Council leader, Haywood Henry. He had described the 
thrust of Black Power and militant civil rights activity as 
black empowerment: the transfer of authority and responsi-
bility for achieving racial justice to the Unitarian Uni-
versalist "Black constituency" (Henry, 1969: 25). 
In the final analysis, many UUs regard black empower-
ment--including the ideology of Black Power with its atten-
dant militant pursuit of black self-determination--as having 
L 
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irreparably broken the traditional Unitarian Universalist 
consensus on race relations (Harris, 1971: 5). These same 
uus are adamantly opposed to tactics of civil disobedience 
and are greatly disturbed by black separatism (Beattie,1970: 
49-50). Nevertheless, a significant and outspoken minority 
of uus construe black empowerment as being very much in the 
mainstream of Unitarian Universalist concerns (Mendelsohn.et al., 
1968: 12). These same uus back totally black control of 
funds for black programs in the UUA (Hansen, 1970: 3).There-
fore, differences in viewpoints and styles of action clear-
ly have been articulated in Unitarian Universalism with 
reference to black empowerment. 
Major Research Questions 
In order to account for the polarization between 
those uus who found Black Power and civil rights militancy 
to be detrimental to established Unitarian Universalism as 
contrasted with those uus who did not, the writer construct-
ed a series of research questions to provide empirical direc-
tion to his study. From the outset, it was defined that UU 
attitudes toward Black Power, as well as UU verbalization of 
militant UU behavior with reference to civil rights, were 
dependent variables. And, from among several variables that 
have been cogently offered as independent factors, five most 
frequently cited variables were selected as possibly account-
ing for the variation in the dependent variables. They were 
(1) type of religious group membership; (2) age; (3) denom-
inational orientation; (4) local religious group participation; 
5 
and (5) social action orientation. These five variables 
were representative of the major conceptual frameworks in 
sociology but, until this study, they had been the subject 
of little systematic analysis with respect to UUs and black 
empowerment (Tapp, 1973: 95). 
The first set of major research questions concerned 
religious group membership type. Glock and Stark (1965:.228) 
noted that homogeneous churches often took decisive stands 
on social issues; ~oreover, Liebman (1966): 158) termed the 
churchlike viewpoint as sympathetic to social forces. 
Bartlett's study of UU fellowships, however, illustrated 
that their small size and lay primacy tended to make fellow-
ships more of ten reluctant to take stands which were con-
troversial and which could possibly destroy the intimacy of 
the group (196~: 25.6) • Thus, the dissertation asked: How 
may individual UUs' membership in church or fellowship af-
fect their attitudes toward Black Power and their militant 
civil rights activities? Are there distinguishable charac-
teristics of church and fellowship members and how do they 
relate to the dependent variables? 
The second set of major research questions focused 
on age. Johnstone (1969: 87) discovered that among black 
ministers militancy on political and social issues was re-
lated to their being under 55; Johnson (1966: 207) found 
that white Protestant clergy under 45 were generally more 
liberal in thought and action. The 1966 survey of UUs by 
~app (1973: 106) depicted those who were post-traditionally 
6 
religious and racially more tolerant were also more likely 
to be under 55. As a consequence, the dissertation asked: 
How may individual uus' age affect their attitudes toward 
Black Power and their militant civil rights activities? Are 
there distinguishable characteristics of younger and older 
uus and how do they relate to the dependent variables? 
The third set of major research questions dealt with 
denominational orientation, subsequently referred to as re-
ligious self-ascription. Clark (1955: 68) defined such re-
ligious orientations as "combinations of faith and skepti-
cism as sources of motivation together with the resulting 
tensions." Hammond (1961: 169) went so far as to typolo-
gize orientations as primarily theocentric or sociocentric. 
And Persons commented (1963: 61) that Unitarian Universal-
ism has long been "prepared to harbor theist and humanist 
indiscriminately." ·Therefore, the dissertation asked: "How 
may individual UUs' denominational orientations {i.e., re-
ligious self-ascriptions) affect their attitudes toward 
Black Power and their militant civil rights activities? Are 
there distinguishab.le characteristics of modern and histor-
ic self-ascriptions among uus and how do they relate to the 
dependent variables? 
The fourth set of major research questions was di-
rected toward level of local religious group participation. 
Goode (1970: 779) observed that religious group participa-
tion was linked with social class, particularly education 
and occupation. Ashbrook (1967: 6-7) determined that par-
ticipation in religious groups varied according to whether 
7 
or not expressive or instrumental needs of participants 
were being satisfied. uu historian Richard Sykes (1969: 
292) recognized that religious ritual reinforced social role 
commitment and action. And so the dissertation asked: How 
may. individual uus' level of local religious group partici-
pation affect their attitudes toward Black Power and their 
militant civil rights activities? Are there distinguish-
able characteristics of highly active UUs and low active 
uus, and how do they relate to the dependent variables? 
The last set of major research questions embraced 
social action orientation. Glock and Stark (1965: 252-254) 
described innovative religious orientations as those that 
enforce some neglected value or change some portion of the 
prevalent value system "without abandoning a commitment to 
the general outlines of existing social organization." Such 
orientations have been associated with commitment to the 
"humanly beneficial" (Clark, 1967: 17). And uus have been 
said to have fulfilled their ttreligious quest" by turning 
to compassionate and "common involvement one in another" 
(Marshall, 1966: 126). That is why this study raises the 
question: How may individual UUs' social action orienta-
tions affect their attitudes toward Black Power and their 
militant civil rights activities? Are there distinguishable 
characteristics of high .social actionist UUs and low social 
actionist uus, and how do they relate to the dependent var-
iables? 
The above five sets of major research questions were 
8 
in no way intended to be an exhaustive statement of all of 
the variables that m;ght have had some pertinence to Uni-
tarian Universalism and black empowerment. A synopsis of 
all of the sociological research on Unitarian Universalists 
that is known to the writer appears in Appendix A; such re-
search has generated many of the survey questionnaire items 
in Appendix B that relate to variables other than those al-
ready mentioned. Analyses of the effects of independent var-
iable overlap and related control variables on the inde-
pendent and dependent variables appear in Appendices I and 
J. However, the major research questions have enabled the 
writer to specify a battery of hypotheses concerning rela-
tionships between the most frequently cited factors of mem-
bership type, age, self-ascription, activity level, and so-
cial actionism. 
Specific Hypotheses 
In view of the dissertation's general aim and its 
major research questions, ten null hypotheses were formulat-
ed for verification. Relating each of the five independent 
variables to both dependent variables, the hypotheses are as 
follows: 
(1) There will be no association between type of 
group mernbersni:P (i.e., church or fellowship) and the in-
dex of estimated Black Power. 
(2) There will be no association between type of 
group membership and the index of demonstrated civil rights 
militancy. 
9 
(3) There will be no association between a9e 
(SO and over, under 50) and the index of estimated Black 
Power. 
(4) There will be no association between age and 
the index of demonstrated civil rights militancy. 
(5) There will be no association between scores on 
the index of religious self-ascription and the index of 
estimated Black Power. 
(6} There will be no association between scores on 
the index of religious self-ascription and the index of 
demonstrated civil rights militancy. 
(7) There will be no association between scores on 
the indicator of local religious group activity and the in-
dex of estimated Black Power. 
(8} There will be no association between scores on 
the indicator of local religious group activity and the in-
dex of demonstrated civil rights militancy. 
(9) There will be no association between scores on 
the index of social actionism and the index of estimated 
Black Power. 
(10) There will be no association between scores 
on the index of social actionism and the index of demon-
strated civil rights militancy. 
Definition of Terms 
The nine terms or phrases that were expressed in 
the various null hypotheses are defined below, first con-
ceptually and then operationally: 
10 
(1) Black Power is that rhetoric, ideology, and 
movement which seeks "to mobilize the black communities of 
this country in a monumental effort to remove the basic 
causes of alientation, frustration, despair, low self-esteem, 
and hopelessness" (Washington, 1969: 83). The index of 
estimated Black Power is that compositely scored set of two 
questions that was designed to elicit a combined estimate 
of the meaning of the phrase "Black Power" and degree of 
favorableness toward that phrase (see Appendix B, items 27-a 
and 27-b) • Answers to each question were categorized from 
negative (weighted 1) to positive (weighted 9); median for 
combined totals was 15.192 and high or low scorers fell 
above the median or at the median or below. Brink and 
Harris (1967: 200, 264) have attested to the face validity 
of the items and identical,or at least very similar, ques-
tions have been already used by R. Smith (1971: 137) and by 
Aberbach and Walker (1970: 368-370) in their separate re-
ports on white reactions to Black Power. The dissertation 
index distinguished 578 uus who estimated Black Power high-
ly as compared with 490 who did not. Another thirty-eight 
uus could not be typed. 
(2) Civil rights rnil'itancy i~ that "willingness to 
use forceful" tactics (R. Smith, 1971: 137) as well as that 
degree of activism (Rudwick and Meier, 1970: 23) which is 
shown by support of and participation in direct action (e.g., 
boycotts, bloc voting, sit-ins and marches, civil disobe-
dience), confrontation, and controlled violence (Himes,1971: 
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54). The index of demonstrated civil rights militancy is 
that compositely scored set of seven questions that was 
used to ascertain a combined acknowledgement of previous 
engagement in such militant activities as boycotts, per-
sonal persuasion, congressional petitions, mass demonstra-
tions, commission of violence, violation of unjust laws, 
and. going to jail that might have already been done in an 
effort to achieve minority group civil rights (see Appen-
dix B, items 31-a through 31-g under "already engaged in or 
done"). Responses to each activity were categorized as hav-
ing done it (weighted 1) or not having done it (weighted 
O); median for combined totals was 2.417 and high or low 
scorers fell above the median or at the median or below. 
Surace and Seeman (1967: 200) alluded to the face validity 
of this civil rights scale. Comparable indices of mili-
tancy were developed by Quinley (1969: 10) who also includ-
ed items on busing, Black Power, and equal housing, and by 
Marx (1967: 41-42) who utilized additional items on Federal 
intervention in behalf of integration, restaurant service, 
property ownership, and the value of black achievements. 
Following Marx's suggestion (1967: 41) that militancy ·items 
be judged by "commonly held standards of civil rights activ-
ists at the time," the writer chose Surace and Seeman's in-
dex minus their last item, "give one's life for civil rights." 
The dissertation index distinguished 433 uus who scored high 
in militancy and 673 who did not. 
', '· 
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(3) uus are those Unitarian Universalists who were 
officially enrolled, adult-age, and dues-paying members or 
regular participants in Unitarian Universalist Association 
churches or fellowships. UUs are operationalized as that 
sample of names taken from the updated membership rosters 
supplied by the sampled churches and fellowships. These 
uus to whom the 1972 Unitarian Universalist Survey wasmailal 
were guaranteed personal and group anonymity so as to assure 
greater and more candid response. Although no requests for 
signatures and no individual or group precodings were made, 
the different positioning of the "First Class" marking ac-
cording to sample group name enabled the writer to sort out 
returns according to group type. Survey items 3-a and 3-b 
(see Appendix B) were collapsed into the general category 
of uus when only 3 per cent of respondents were regular par-
ticipants but not members. The total number of uu respon-
dents to the dissertation survey was 1,106. 
(4) Churches are those UUA groups designated as 
church or society (but not as fellowship) and reported in 
the UUA Directory (1972) as being active, not federated with 
another denomination, and located within the continental 
United States. Churches are operationalized as that sample 
of twelv~ such groups out of a population of 580 churches 
designated as above. At the time of mailing, these twelve 
churches were composed of 3,242 members. A sample of 2,129 
church members received the questionnaire and 907 returned 
it. 
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(5) Fellowships are those UUA groups designated as 
fellowship (but not as church or society} and reported in 
the UUA Directory (1972) as being active, not federated with 
another denomination, and located within the continental 
United States. ·Fellowships are operationalized as that sam-
ple of eight such groups out of a population of 385 fellow-
ships designated as above. The eight fellowships had 509 
members at the time of mailing. A sample of 334 fellowship 
members was sent the questionnaire; 199 returned it. 
(6) Age was initially obtained frurn i:evlies to sur-
vey item 6 (see Appendix B) and subsequent categorization 
proceeded according to the 1966 UU study (Tapp, 1973: 240). 
After eight computer runs of the data in terms of various 
possible age-breaks clearly revealed contrasting racial at-
titudes and behavior between those uus under 50 and those 
50 and over, it was decided to discount the logic of an ar-
gument for a "youth-break" of under 30 years of age. Thus, 
the dissertation sample was dichotomized into 680 uus under 
50 and 422 UUs 50 and over. This was consistent with Tapp's 
comments (1973: 130) that conservatism increased with age 
among UUs and that his data showed a cohort effect which 
physical age could not account for. 
(7) Religious self-ascription is that "comprehen-
sive measure of Unitarian Universalist religiosity" which 
represents the theological orientation of the individual UU 
with reference to the Unitarian Universalist Association as 
well as with respect to whether he or she defines his or her 
L 
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own religion as Christian (Tapp, 1973: 20-21). The index 
of religious self-ascription is that compositely scored set 
of two questions that sought to determine identification 
with Christianity and preference for UUA theological (see 
Appendix B, items 15and'16-a). By combining the answers 
to both items into an overall expression of religious self-
ascription as outlined by Tapp, those uus who replied "no" 
to the Christianity item and who described their denomina-
tional theological preference as either closer to an emerg-
ing, universal religion or closer to a distinctive, human-
istic religion were thereupon labeled "modern" in self-
ascription. Those uus with other response combinations were 
labeled "historic." The modern orientation was equivalent 
to a low score while the historic orientation represented a 
high score (item weights are not discussed here). Tapp's 
data (1973: 21, 51, 105) indicated that the index used here 
is a meaningful predictor of UUs' activities. The 1972 sur-
vey distinguished 692 moderns, 333 histories, and 81 not 
categorizable. 
(8) Local religious· group activity is that degree 
of participation in the church or fellowship which the in-
dividual believer manifests (Photiadis, 1965: 424) and which 
is used to describe the extent of his or her activity and 
interest (Webb, 1965: 52-53). The indicator of local reli-
gious group activity is item 19-a (see Appendix B) which 
asks for a,n estimate of how active has participation. gener-
ally been in the local group. Despite its subjective 
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aspects, Tapp (1973: 38-46) has asserted that the indicator 
is "the best available measure of intrachurch activity" 
(meaning both church and fellowship involvement) consider-
ing what he knew to be "the variation in organizational pat-
terns and institutional expectations" of UU groups. By col-
lapsing the inactive and slightly active categories into a 
basically "low" estimate of local religious group activity 
and by grouping the moderately active and very active cate-
gories into a "high" estimate, this study distinguished 
412 low actives, 669 high actives, and 25 uncategorizable 
UUs in the dissertation. 
(9) Finally, social actioni·sm is that orientation 
to social action that is prompted by ethical values which 
concern solving the problem of poverty (Portes, 197la: 232}, 
expressing dissent to war (Callahan, 1967:15D, and the re-
directing of the religious group to its prophetic mission 
(Mendelsohn, 1970:1). The index of social actionism is that 
compositely scored set of three questions (see items 23-b, 
25, and 22-b in Appendix B) that were united to portray feel-
ings about the importance of liberal religion's education 
and action pertaining to poverty, judgment about the eligi-
bility of selective conscientious objectors for a particu-
lar non-draftable status, and desires regarding the social 
action emphasis of the local religious group. Tapp (1973: 
163, 79, 92) has substantiated the linkage between positive 
response to these items and post-traditionalism among UUs. 
Combining the item scores (each weighted 3 for most positive 
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to 1 for least positive) and breaking above the median of 
7.478 or at the median or below, the dissertation index dis-
tinguished 546 "high" social actionists above the median, 
556 "low" actionists below, and 4 not categorizable. 
These, then, were the conceptual and operational 
definitions of the fundamental terms contained in the spe-
cific hypotheses for research. They make concrete the re-
search question variables that evolved from the general aim 
of the dissertation. 
r 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE AND THEORY 
This chapter states the origins of the dissertation's 
problem and the bases for its hypotheses. Review of second-
ary sources supporting each of the independent and dependent 
variables develops the conceptual scheme that seemed most 
relevant to the research. 
Black Power and Civil Rights Militancy 
Black Power as slogan or strategy has been a part of 
black-white relations in America from the days of slavery and 
the early slave revolts (L. King, 1969: xii). Conceived as 
one of the hopes of abolition (Dumond, 1961: 343) and put 
forth as a major goal of reconstruction (Franklin, 1968: 126), 
Black Power has advanced greatly since World War II and has 
gradually come to symbolize--if not embody--the fairly wide-
spread movement for racial pride and political-economic in-
fluence in black communities throughout the nation (A. Rose, 
1964: 8). Black Power is-often coupled with the advocacy of 
militant tactics (P. Rose, 1969; 295) and is sometimes con-
sidered equivalent to the "actual or implied threat of black 
Violence" (Spencer, 1970:606). Instances of militancy in an 
effort to achieve minority group civil rights are mass rallies 
(Reston, 1964: 5), commodity boycotts (Yinger, 1965: 68), 
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and even behavior associated with the urban riots of the last 
decade (Skolnick, 1969: xxii). Militancy, then, is both sup-
port for and participation alongside of black leaders and 
organizations whose civil rights activities generally have ex-
ceeded the bounds of traditionally reformist politics (Alinsky, 
1969: 213). 
In order to understand some of the implications of 
Black Power and effects of civil rights militancy in the lives 
of the liberal religionists surveyed in this dissertation, 
the writer reviewed much of the general social science liter-
ature of the past thirty years that dealt with the reciprocity 
between white bigotry and black politics in America. In addi-
tion, a survey was made of selected popular literature during 
the last decade that touched upon racism, religion, and white 
liberals. And more to the point were the writings on Unitar-
ian Universalism and the issue of black empowerment. From 
the study of the above secondary sources, the writer culled 
the five independent variables previously discussed. These, 
in his opinion, were judged most likely to account for the 
variation in Black Power attitudes and civil rights militancy 
of UUs today. While an historical presentation of happenings 
in American race relations in general and in Unitarian Univer-
salist race relations in particular is reserved for Appendices 
C and Df respectively, the next several paragraphs sununarize 
the Unitarian and Universalist involvement in attempts to 
abolish slavery, to oppose segregation with integration, and 
to make racial reparations at the behest of Black Power 
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advocates both within and outside the Unitarian Universalist 
Association. 
Unitarians and Universalists, acting as individuals 
and not through denominationally organized pressure blocs, 
were in the forefront of the movement to abolish slavery 
(Geffen, 1961: 187). Some, .like Lowell and Stowe, wrote of 
the inhuman victimization of slaves; others, like Channing, 
Furness, and Conway preached openly in favor of abolition. 
Sumner used the courts in which to argue that racially sepa-
rate schools were not equivalent; Parker, on the other hand, 
is said to have conspired with John Brown in the latter's 
raid on the Harper's Ferry arsenal. Denominational conventions 
and groups of ministers were repeatedly recorded as demanding 
the end of slavery. Emerson and many radical Unitarians em-
braced Transcendentalism and its anti-slavery critique. 
William Lloyd Garrison was perhaps the most well-known marginal 
Unitarian at the very center of the abolition movement; he was 
joined by several Unitarian women activists in.castigating 
traditionally Christian churches of the times as "one of the 
strongest allies of the pro-slavery movement" (Franklin, 1964; 
200). The uu approach to· abolition, then, was spirited and 
diversified. 
During the reconstruction era following the Civil War, 
Unitarians and Universalists continued to provide leadership 
in rehabilitating the freed slaves "but did nothing as an 
organized body" (Persons, .1963: 3) •. Unitarian clergy, such 
as Higgins.on, Starr, and Clarke, had exhorted blacks and 
whites to work together both during and after the War. The 
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publications of Howe and Greeley enhanced the morale of those 
trying to achieve a stable peace and racial harmony. Unitar-
ian Congressman William D. Kelley had been a co-founder of the 
Republican Party which was to become the customary ally of 
black Americans until the latter went Democratic under Roose-
velt's New Deal (Toppin, 1969: 307). As reconstruction faded 
into segregation, black social and political gains dissipated. 
Factors, such as absence of middle-class concern (Shriver, 
1970: 41), racism on the part of the churches (Hughes and 
Meltzer, 1956: 268), localism and individual piety (Hough, 
1968: 168)--all have been alleged to be explanatory variables 
in why segregation in the South and avoidance in the North 
were so effective in militating against genuine interracial 
understandi~g. Unitarians and Universalists thereupon turned 
to studies of the major issues relative to improving black 
conditions; from time to time, the two denominations made pub-
lic their recommendations for change in race relations. 
Whether through social reform and literary critiques as in 
the work of Skinner or through civil rights programs and or-
ganizations as developed by Holmes, Universalists and Unitar-
ians succeeded in focusing attention on the human misery that 
was segregation. 
Despite Unitarian and Universalist efforts to bring 
about desegregation and integration, surprisingly few blacks 
became members of either of these denominations (Golden, 1964: 
60). This dearth of black converts has been variously inter-
preted to be the consequence of an aristocratic class bias in 
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the denominations (Niebuhr, 1929: 152), an inability to organ-
ize effective denominational leadership (Capps, 1968: 203), 
or a tradition of vacillating between advocacy of civil dis-
obedience on the one hand and unwillingness to go beyond in-
tellectual boundaries of rational debate (Herreshoff, .1967: 
88). Then, too, the apparent lack of emotional experience 
(McLaughlin, 1967: 53) and the reluctance to accept the notion 
of personal God (Marty, 1964: 143) have been offered as simi-
larly cogent reasons. Nevertheless, UUs before and after 
their merger into the UUA have expressed numerous resolutions 
favoring school, job, and housing desegregation as well as 
the integration of public accommodations, political party 
slates, and the right to interracial marriage and adoption. 
The means that UUs proposed have included voter registration, 
busing, economic boycotts, .nonviolent protests, human rela-
tions councils, and responsible civil disobedience. The 1963 
interfaith Conference on Religion and Race, in addition to the 
interracial March on Washington of the same year, found UUs 
working with Catholics (Foy, 1964: 76), Jew~ (Schary, 1963: 
2), and other Protestants (Demerath, 1968: 415) to achieve 
desegregation. Although 'reputed to be "in the vanguard of 
the struggle for integration and raised equality as they have 
been leaders in civil liberties" (Argow, .1961: 11), UUs have 
not always been so successful within the UUA itself. Granted 
that a Department of Social Responsibility was established in 
1964 which later won General Assembly approval of a UU "Con-
sensus on Social Justice," still the UUA abided by its policy 
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of recognizing local UU church and fellowship polity. The 
safeguarding of this liberal religious autonomy prevented the 
UUA from requiring its member groups to be racially inc_lusive 
in membership. Similarly, _UUA resolutions could merely sug-
gest to local groups that integration was an important insti-
tutional as well as individual concern (Powledge, 1967: 41). 
Furthermore, each uu church and fellowship was :eree to decide 
its own course of action to achieve integration. That seems 
'o explain why some groups did little, some groups chose UU 
Whitney Young's coalition politics, and some groups followed 
the vigorous protest activities of Martin Luther King who had 
earlier freed these from "traditional religious restraints" 
(Glenn, 1964: 683). A result of the third course of action 
may have led to the killing o:e UU minister James Reeb in 
Selma. This event possibly served to goad on radical UUs to 
more "militant support of the burgeoning civil rights feeling 
in the country" (Mendelsohn, 1967a;76). 
As has already been discussed, white radical and black 
militant uus raised the crucial issue of Blaqk Power in the 
UUA in the late 1960's. These. groups roundly condemned what 
they regarded as a "put down of black religiosity" in the form 
of the traditional and almost unwavering support for racial 
integration on the part o:e UUs (Poinsett, 1968: 64}. To the 
radical-militant uus, white control of black community pro-. 
grams seemed paternalistic (Lecky and Wright, .1969; 6) and 
directly at odds with the professed uu belief in the "power 
of men to determine their own fate" (Eckhardt, 1970: 202). 
L 
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Begrudgingly and perhaps out of desire to compensate for 
alleged past indifference to the "mood ebony" (Lincoln, 1964; 
ii}, the UUA General Assembly in 1968 voted to fund the pro-
grams of the Black uu Caucus. Radical-militant UUs triumphantly 
heralded their Association as "the first religious body to 
grant reparations" for black empowerment (Henry, 1969: 25}. 
As Appendix D carefully details, this funding polarized much 
of the UU membership. White liberals and black moderates or-
ganized a counter coalition to preserve both the integration 
stance and the basic principles of liberal religion which they 
considered in jeopardy: a "free search for truth," a "world 
community of brotherhood," and the structured expression of 
liberal religious beliefs that was the UUA (UUA, 1973: B-5}. 
This liberal-moderate majority of UU convention delegates re-
acted most negatively concerning the apparent separatism 
implied by Black Power as well as the so-called abrasive and 
"un-Unitarian" confrontation methods of the radical-militants 
(Jack, 1968: 20}. Gradually, the liberal-moderate wing of 
the Association regained its control; the subsequent General 
Assembly in 1969 refused to pay further reparations (Meserve, 
1969: 27}. The history of the radical-militant and liberal-
moderate factions at six successive General Assemblies is 
amply recounted elsewhere in this dissertation. This conflict 
was very much felt in local UU churches and fellowships across 
the nation, especially in view of the customary pride that 
most UUs take in their joint-denominat~onal history in Ameri-
can race relations from abolition to integration. Therefore, 
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the issue of black empowerment--def ined as encompassing an 
estimation of Black Power and demonstrated militancy in civil 
rights--represented in the writer's opinion a veritable "Uni-
tarian Universalist dilemma" and a sociological problem whose 
dimensions roughly paralleled Black Power developments on the 
broader American scene. 
The Church Membership Factor 
The writer has stipulated that an individual UU's 
religious group membership might be an independent factor ac-
counting for the variation in that same UU's estimate of Black 
Power as well as in his or her acknowledgment of demonstrated 
civil rights militancy. The impact of group membership on 
religious and social attitudes and behavior of religious fol-
lowers, though a significant concern in the sociology of re-
ligion since Durkheim, is again receiving important considera-
tion in contemporary religious research (Pepper, 1970: 86). 
Unitarian Universalist group membership is generally categor-
ized as church type or fellowship type. Because the writer 
remarked under the first set of major research questions that 
the church type was said to be socially concerned while the 
fellowship type was said to be hesitant in acting on matters 
of social controversy, the following literature is presented 
to expand on this difference and to show its pertinence to 
the two dependent var1ables previously discussed. 
In order to understand the development of institution-
alized liberal religion in the form of Unitarian Universalism, 
Appendix E has been included; in it is traced the emergence 
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of UU church and fellowship types. A summary sketch of UU 
history reveals that Unitarianism, in its incipient denomina-
tional structure and in its formal denial of the Trinity, 
first appeared in Transylvania in 1638. There the name "Uni-
tarian". was applied to four churches that formed a league to 
protect themselves from persecution by neighboring churches 
whose doctrine and organization were more traditionally 
Christian. The first English Unitarian church was founded in 
London in 1774 by Theophilus Lindsey; __ the first American church 
was organized by James Freeman who converted his entire Epis-
copalian congregation to Unitarianism in Boston in 1782 
(Parke, 1963: 60-61; c. Wright, 1955: 240). Universalism, for 
its part, was an offshoot of German pietism. James Relly pop-
ularized the basic Universalist teaching of salvation's being 
for all mankind in the 1740's in England; George DeBenneville 
brought Universalism to America during the same decade. The 
first Universalist church was established in Gloucester, 
Massachusetts, by.John Murray in 1774 (Scott, 1957: 5-6; 
Scholefield, 1967: 58). Both Unitarian and Universalist 
churches took immediate hold in the New World as a result of 
their rational, humanitarian, and deistic orientations. They 
grew from small societies "of like-minded men in search for 
truth" (Edgell, 1955: 68) to established denominations with 
amorphous structures to preserve individual member autonomy. 
Throughout their almost two centuries of separate development, 
Unitarian and Universalist similarities in theology, humani-
tarianism, and small numbers drew both· denominations together 
periodically for collaboration on social service projects, 
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education, and publications. Such denominational interchanges 
as witnessed in the Free Religious Association (1867-1893), 
the National Federation of Religious Liberals (1908-1930), 
the Free Church in America (1933-1938), and the Council of 
Liberal Churches (1953-1959) ultimately led to the merger of 
the two religious bodies in the Unitarian Universalist Asso-
ciation (Persons, 1963: 56; Cassels, 1969: 12). It is in the 
UUA context, then, that· one finds the group types of church 
and fellowship. 
Recent sociological research has focused more on the 
fellowship than on the church type. Although Universalists 
are reported as having given some attention to fellowships 
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(Scott, 1957: 25), the liberal religious fellowship idea was 
officially begun in the late 1940's by Unitarians. Originally 
designed to promote the development of churches and thereby 
cut into the then noticeable, Unitarian church mortality rate, 
fellowships did not represent a revolt from the church form. 
Rather, fellowships were an attempt to bridge the gap between 
the "isolated, lonely liberal" and the "formal, full-fledged 
church" (L. Bartlett, 1960; 36, 80). The successors to the 
first fellowship founded ·in Boulder, Colorado, in 1948 have 
been interpreted by Bartlett to be a solution to what she 
labeled as the "traditional liberal religious dilenuna": the 
choice on the one hand between religious orthodoxy, consid-
ered irrelevant or contradictory. to the modern liberal' s 
needs, and on the other hand secular ties without any group 
affiliation (L. Bartlett, 1960: 278; 1966: 8). How the 
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fellowship type resolved this dilemma, according to Bartlett 
(1960; 100; 1970: 36), is seen in the traits associated with 
that type: lose-knit structure, essentially lay leadership, 
sectlike fervor and commitment, and small size. Bartlett has 
asserted that the "essence of fellowship 'type' is the ·recip-
rocal relation of a particular combination of factors: size 
and religious approach and composition and structure" (1966: 
256) • She categorized those kinds of fellowships that were 
wholly new creations or splintered offspring of existing UU 
churches as being "based on deviant premises vis-a-vis 
authority"; other kinds--those that have merged together, 
those whose large size resembled that of a church, and those 
that have actually become a church--she noted as being "anti-
institutional until they find their own organizational path" 
(Bartlett, 1966: 43, 212-219). In her dissertation, Bartlett 
found that the fundamentally "lay spirit" and intimate group 
experience that characterized the fellowship was most ideally 
realized in a group that numbered some thirty people (1960: 
xiv}. Nevertheless, Bartlett also discovered certain problems 
in fellowships. One of these was that the fellowship was 
likely to be more of a negative reaction to orthodoxy than a 
source of positive social action. With their largely "come-
outer" or convert membership, fellowships often devoted more 
time to verbalizing and intellectualizing about social prob-
lems than to acting and resolving these problems (Bartlett, 
1966: 105-112). Another difficulty with fellowships in 
Bartlett's estimation was that they continued to manifest the 
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liberal religious tensions between congregational polity and 
individual member autonomy as well as between corporate ·struc-
ture and the celebration of ideals (1966: 89-93). Because of 
their emphases on the personal more than the institutional 
and the need for group dynamics more than for social action 
programs, the writer thought that group membership of the fel-
lowship type would not be predictive of either a positive 
estimate of Black Power or significant evidence of demonstrated 
civil rights militancy. 
While the 1966 Committee on Goals survey included fel-
lowships along with churches, the word "church" was used to 
describe both types of groups. Tapp's subsequent analyses of 
that survey data (1969a~ 17; 1969b: 3) yielded information 
concerning what he termed "church activity" and the impact of 
"local church milieu." Thus, the Goals Committee research 
may be said to have concentrated more on the church type than 
on the fellowship type. As previously mentioned, UU churches 
have been the historic medium· through wnich UUs have practiced 
their liberal religious faith. The ·church type has been the 
culturally relevant organizational context (Mouzelis, 1968: 
177) in which UUs have experienced "freedom, reason, fellow-
ship, character, service, reverence and wonder" (Marshall, 
1966: 197). Until the emergence of fellowships, Unitarian 
churches and Universalist churches formed the bulwark of each 
denomination. Today as well as in the past, UU church•"s out.;. 
number fellowships two to one. Though heavily preponderant 
in New England and the Northeast, churches exceed by only a 
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half the number of fellowships in the North Central United 
States. And fellowships equal churches in the South while 
they considerably out-number churches in the West (UUA, 19731 
14-107). The pre-1948 custom of local comity--apportioning 
a distinct territory for each church (Demerath, 1965: 114)--
had meant that churches had to be located in a population 
center of 100,000 to be self-maintaining and to avoid both 
intra- and interdenominational competition. Fellowships 
rendered the custom ineffectual. Still, the UU church type 
is the one that historically has been long-lived, comprised 
of a large membership and an appreciable plant facility; the 
church type is also usually somewhat more structured into 
various committees, has varied service and fund raising activ-
ities, and is most often led by an ordained minister. The 
fact of the ministry's being connected with the church type 
has been explored by several researchers. Harrison (1969: 
973) regarded UU ministers as primarily "rational" in their 
approach to church work; moreover, the UUs appeared unique as 
a denomination that "attracts the intellectually oriented" 
clergy. Underwood (1969: 418, 569) reported that UU ministers 
were humanitarians and relat~vely late-comers to theological 
self-perceptions. Indeed, Josiah Bartlett (1969: 20) depict-
ed the uu minister as by and large out front of the laity in 
terms of "theological scholarshi:p, social action, or sensi-
tivity training." Therefore, the UU church ministry is said 
to be "enabling"-~a shared authority with the congregation 
that seeks "to marshall resources in the lives of individuals, 
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the religious group, and the community" (J. and L. Bartlett, 
1968:111). 
An example of the spiritual, educational, and politi-
cal generalist abilities of the minister that is particularly 
relevant to the issue of black empowerment was the case of 
the white minister's persuading the 90 per cent white Unitar-
ian Society of Cleveland to transfer plant ownership and 
fiscal control of their inner-city church to its Black Affairs 
Council chapter (Mearns, 1970: 13). This 1968 transfer of 
power was not greeted unanimously by the congregation (Gorisek, 
1969; 2). Likewise, Keeley's study of a downstate Illinois 
uu church (1971: 227) served to illustrate comparable diver-
sity of theological and political views among its congregation 
when faced with the prospect of selecting a black minister for 
its church. Another survey by Wood (1970: 1060) found UUs in 
northern California churches to be in disagreement with one 
another as well as with Association policy statements concern-
ing interracial marriages, support of pastors with activist 
civil rights positions, and sanctions against local or re-
gional uu groups for not integrating. These data and other 
sources (Bartlett, 1960; 213) confirm the accommodation that 
local UU churches have often made with respect to sustaining 
the autonomy of individual members and groups while simulta-
neously recognizing the legitimacy of protests from those 
with minority convictions. 
From the above exposition of character and size of 
uu fellowship and church group types, it should be obvious 
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that di~ferences between the two are more real than imaginary. 
Because of what has been viewed as the precariousness of its 
deviant religious ideals and nonestablished formal structure 
(Demerath and Theissen, 1966: 674~675), UU fellowships hypo-
thetically should be less inclined to adopt stands favorable 
to black empowerment if such actions reduce their likelihood 
of successful competition with non-UU religious allies and 
rivals for member constituency (Downs, 1967: 45). And, in 
spite of admission of personality diversity among fellowship 
members (Spoerl, 1964; 3-4, 7), the essentially homogeneous 
character of fellowship groups--in addition, possibly, to 
fellowship religious education interests that enable UU chil-
dren "to feel secure in the face of their parents' non-con-
formity"--may not withstand. the factionalizing of membership 
brought about by the black empowerment issue. Implicit sup-
port for this could be Bartlett's discovery (1966: 53) that 
fellowship UUs were "loathe to identify race." Still more 
to the point, if Bartlett's argument for describing the fel-
lowship type as basically sectlike, then an association of 
fellowship membership with racial conservativism (i.e., un-
favorable estimate of Black Power and little or no demon-
strated civil rights militancy} might bear out Callahan's 
contention (1967a:l41): 
Because [sects] are close~knit, politically and theo-
logically, .there will be less room for sharp dissent 
and a wide range of viewpoints. Sects can sometimes 
stifle dissent more effectively than churches. Because 
they are likely to be demanding of their members, there 
will be few places for the lukewarm and the lazy. They 
are likely, in other words, to suffer from elitism, 
narrowness (though their professed goals may be very 
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radical), and social isolation. Where a church, both 
to its advantage and disadvantage, may be universal by 
making room for all and adapting to everything, .a 
sect may be parochial by making room for only a few 
and adapting itself to very little--and that is to its 
advantage and disadvantage. 
Just as fellowships have been portrayed as including 
those uus who are constructive actionists creatively meeting 
world challenges along a frontier of faith (Parke, 1963: 
148-149) , so have churches been noted to contain individuals 
who evince a fellowship concern for mainly personal rather 
than social pursuits (Bartlett, 1960: xiv). Yet, it may just 
be this larger size and greater variety in membership that 
facilitates the church's weathering of external conflict 
(Hinnings and Lee, 1971: 92) and internal innovation (Mohr, 
1969: 122). Larger groups represent more monetary resources, 
diverse educational interests, numerous subcommittee activ-
ities, and more flexible response to crisis (Benson and 
Dorsett, 1971: 145; Benson and Hassinger, 1972: 34; Breines, 
1959: 44). Larger groups also are construed to be pluralistic 
and more tolerant of minority opinion and behavior (B. Clark, 
1966; 161). With larger size comes the real probability of 
experiencing intragroup tensions on racial strategies depend-
ing on "the proportions of liberals and conservatives" in 
the organization (Johnson, 1966: 207}. Very apropos of the 
black empowerment question are the findings by Johnstone 
(1969: 84) that larger congregations were composed of mox-e 
socially sensitive and politically awax-e individuals, that 
these groups were more often: headed by militant leaders, and 
that there were significant numbers of racial militants in 
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them. Conversely, Demerath observed that, in small religious 
groups and in structurally undifferentiated ones, militancy 
was decidedly dampened; he suggested (1966: 682) that the 
paucity of members would require suppression of militancy if 
such activity were to threaten seriously the small groups' 
continued existence. Therefore, the size, structure, member-
ship composition, and leadership of large religious groups--
not to mention the additional fact that such groups are 
usually located in large community settings with more frequent 
contact and wider exposure to racial tensions (Gibbs and Ewer, 
1969; 227)--have been ably documented to be associated with 
important aspects of the dependent variables in this disser-
tation. For these reasons, the writer proposed church member-
ship rather than fellowship membership as being more likely 
to be associated with positive estimation of Black Power as 
well as greater evidence of demonstrated civil rights mili-
tancy. 
The Under-SO Age Factor 
Besides church membership, the writer stipulated 
that an individual UU's age might also be an independent 
factor accounting for the variation in that same UU's esti-
mate of Black Power as well as in his or her acknowledgment 
of demonstrated civil rights militancy. The influence of 
age on a religious adherent's attitudes and behavior has not 
only been documented in relationship to increased church par-
ticipation after 50 (Bahr, .1970: 69); age has further been 
observed to be linked to church-inspired soc' \~<?f~€" 
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(Bell~ 1970; 62). And Greeley (1966: 66) concluded that the 
younger the believer, the more 'impatient was his or her con-
cern for intra-group change ~nd for wider social relevance 
on the part of the church. Unitarian Universalists often de-
scribe themselves in terms of age groups. Because the writer 
indicated under the second set of major iesearch questions 
that persons generally over 50 were said to be less militant 
on race while those under 50 were noted as being much more 
liberal on racial matters, the literature that follows is re-
counted so as to substantiate these differences and to show 
their pertinence to the two dependent variables already men-
tioned. 
The age factor is discussed here with reference to 
the meaning of age cohort and its associations with political 
militancy, religion,and prejudice or racial discrimination, 
and with the UUA black empowerment issue. First, the meaning 
of age was said by Mannheim (1966: 270) to be its ability to 
filter perspectives on the world that are relational and not 
one-sided or absolute. Mannheim argued that knowledge of 
social reality was directly related to generational situations, 
the competition and succession of age groups, and experience 
in a population cluster with specific values and propensities 
for reason, emotion, or both. Younger age has been ,found to 
be associated with greater political liberalism in America 
(Mcclosky, 1969: 21). In the opinion of Berger and Luckmann 
(1966: 136), younger persons have more often manifested shock 
at the discrepancies between what they have seen to be real 
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and what they would ideally like to see. In Merton's study 
of the local and the cosmopolitan (1965: 217), .he delineated 
the local•s orientation and influence as immediate group 
centered; the majority of locals were older than 45, were 
more active within the group, and were more concerned with 
group friendships than problems in the larger society. Mer-
ton contrasted the older localite with the cosmopolitan, the 
majority of persons of the latter type being under 45; cosmo-
politans were more active outside the group, were goal ori-
ented, and were much more informed about and ·interested in 
problems in the larger society. Merton even substantiates 
the racial tolerance of younger cosmopolitans as distin-
guished from the prejudice of older locals by citing corrobo-
rative studies by Riesman and by Stouffer (Merton, 1965: 
(406). 
Second, the age factor has been linked with degree of 
political militancy. McNeil and Thompson {1971; 630) found 
that age differentials within an organization generated the 
cleavage of factions when organizational recruitinent occurred 
heavily and rapidly among a younger population. A conse-
quence of such age factions is the contrast that becomes ap-
parent between the activistic, morally sensitive, .and anti-
institutional younger members (Flacks, 1968: 45-47) and the 
restrained, relativistic, .and ethically "responsible" older 
members (Lipset, 1959: 3). Skolnick (1969: 83-108) described 
political radicals as basically young in age, as having with-
drawn their consent to traditional values, and as seeking 
-
change through militant protest. The relative youth ·of the 
dissidents has implied to Reuther {1969: 6) that radicals 
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are the offspring of liberals. Bell (1971: 23-24} labeled 
the de-authorization of traditional values as the ."politics 
of passion" whereby radicals denied the liberals' "routinized, 
settled, administrative and orderly procedure by rules." And 
the militancy has been reported to include confrontation tac-
tics instead of rational discussion, .social disruption in-
stead of intellectual criticism (Griffin, .1969: 588}. There-
fore, politically militant actions have been associated with 
chronological youth-'."'given to "common disillusionment with 
respect to the elder age group" (Feuer, 1969: 25)--as well as 
with adults who are "young in spite of the passage of years" 
and who are radically empathetic toward the oppressed (Alin-
sky, 1969: 19-22). 
Age has been considerably scrutinized in relation to 
prejudice or racial discrimination, especially in the reli-
gion context. Glock and Stark (1966: 182) 1discovered that 
among several denominations in America persons under 39 were 
much less prejudiced toward Jews than those over 60. 
Kloetzli's survey (1961; 2-3} of a Lutheran church sample 
revealed younger congregants as more responsive to making 
their churches effective in a racially changing community. 
Fukuyama (1968) noticed that older white Congregationalists 
were more socially distant from blacks and felt that civil 
rights developments had moved too fast. And Hoge and Carroll 
(1973: 188) concluded from their analysis of a Presbyterian 
and Methodist sample that "age [was] significantly related 
to prejudice, but age differentials [were] small up to 49 
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years." With the advent of the racially separate theme in 
Black Power, the familiar coalition of liberals and blacks 
was shaken (Howe et al., 1965: 344). There ensued a "gap 
between generational ideologies" with younger radicals embrac-
ing separatism while older liberals remained solidly behind 
racial integration (Horowitz, 1969: 554). Among whites,Jef-
fries (1968: 55; 1971: 872) discerned distrust and antagonism 
towards blacks, particularly by persons over 55. Among 
blacks Rudwick and Meier (1970; 39) declared that separatism 
was favored "chiefly among the youth and younger adults.'' 
Still another study by Yancey, Rigsby, and McCarthy (1972: 
344-354) showed that there was "no tendency for the effects 
of age to be stronger for black respondents than for white 
respondents" to questions concerning separatism. These three 
authors found that differences did exist between those who 
had been involved in civil rights activities before 1955 and 
those who had more recent experience with the civil rights 
struggle. 
Finally, the age factor has operated quite visibly in 
the Black Power disputes within Unitarian Universalism in the 
United States. Historically, in Europe and in America the UU 
critics of the Trinity and of slavery and segregation have by 
and large been under SO. Scott (1957: 70) noted that Univer-
salist youth have generally led the way for their elders in 
asgressively attacking the social ills of the times. It may 
also be recalled that youth of both denominations were respon-
sible for setting the forward pace ·of merger discussions in 
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the 193l's and 1950's. And the Liberal Religious Youth, a 
UUA associate group, was one of the most vocal organizations 
in support of the Black uu Caucus demands and the Black 
Affairs Council programs. UUs young in age and young in mind 
constituted the moral caucus withdrawal from the 1969 Boston 
General Assembly; the caucus created the Fellowship for Re-
newal that worked assiduously for black empowerment until that 
issue became moot (Jack, 1969b:l7). The denominational survey 
by Tapp (1973) portrayed social change oriented uus as under 
. 55; Keeley's study of a single UU church (1971: 227) illus-
trated the association between younger age and greater wil-
lingness to accept a black UU as minister. It is evident, 
then, that general and uu-specific literature has pointed to 
a connection between younger age and important aspects of 
the dependent variables in this dissertation. Though Gallup 
(1970: 20-22} had attested to decreasing liberalism after 49, 
the writer mainly relied on preliminary computer analysis 
for his proposal that the under-SO age group was more likely 
to be associated with positive estimation of Black Power as 
well as greater evidence of demonstrated civil rights mili-
tancy. 
The Modern Self-Ascription Factor 
An individual UU's theological and denominational 
orientation, termed in the dissertation "religious self-
ascription," has been stipulated as yet another independent 
factor accounting for the variation in that same UU's estimate 
of Black Power as well as in his or her acknowledgment of 
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demonstrated civil rights militancy. Contemporary sociolo-
gists of religion have given careful attention to the influ-
ence of theological perspeCtive and religious group identifi-
cation on adherents' attitudes and behavior both inside and 
outside of the ecclesial context (Pfautz, 1955: 121-128). 
Religious research has recently tended to move beyond measures 
based on traditionally Christian categories (Yinger, 1969: 
96) and toward determination of a recognizable set of values 
with religious significance · (Rokeach, 1969: 25). Unitarian 
Universalists express religious orientations that range from 
naturalistic humanism to Christian orthodoxy (Wright, 1959: 
521). Because the writer's third set of major research ques-
tions suggested that there were social as well as spiritual 
consequences in the variety of American denominational and 
UU-specific religious orientations, the following material is 
offered by way of an elaboration of a purported link between 
religious self-ascription and the two dependent variables 
concerning black empowerment. The material is a brief review 
of the process of ·religious secularization and the effects of 
that process, historically and today, on race-related views 
and activities of liberai religionists such as UUs. 
Secularization has been generally defi.ned by Berger 
(1969: 107-108) as "the process by which sectors of society 
and culture are removed from the domination of religious in-
stitutions and symbols." Secularization for larger social 
systems entails change~ in structure and in consciousness 
according to Berger. Similar changes apply to the seculari-
zation procc~:s ac tins wi tl1 in .:i rel.igious organization and 
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embracing its adherents; Shiner considered these changes in 
religion to be an indication of genuine religious autonomy 
and responsibility (1965: 291). Furthermore, religious ex-
perience was regarded as equally realizable outside the 
church in day-to-day secular life (Dittes, 1969: 66). Berger 
(1970: 53-75) noted that "signals of transcendence" could be 
discerned in secular order, playfulness, the existence of 
hope, and expressions of outrage of social injustice. Aware-
ness of such non-ecclesial manifestations of the sacred has 
been reflected within the churches whose constituents' be-
liefs vary from rather traditional to very secular (Cox, 1967). 
Despite the desires of traditional believers to be respectable 
and to avoid controversy, theological orientations and reli-
gious group identifications have become increasingly bound up 
with political, economic, and social conditions outside the 
churches (Carrier, 1965: 38-39). Cox (1967: 137) felt that 
such secularization of church structure and consciousness was 
due to a great extent to political activism and militancy of 
nontraditional believers. Bellah (1969: 908) seemed to cor-
roborate this feeling when he wrote that "every theology 
implies a sociology." The social consequences of different 
life styles have been thought to be symbolized and reinforced 
by diverse religious orientations (Yinger, .1958: 469). Never-
theless, .the positive aspects. of s~cularity within religion 
have not always outweighed the: negative aspects. Wach ·(1964: 
378) has clearly detailed the .tensions between the secular 
and the sacred when, in religion, theological adaptation 
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encounters theological intransigence. Likewise, the tensions 
have appeared in movements for and against change in the: · 
larger social context ·(Cohn, .1961: 308-319). 
Historically, liberal religion was an institutionalized 
belief system deviant from more traditional forms of belief. 
It was legitimated by the Enlightenment and, to some extent, 
by the Protestant Reformation's emphasis on inner worldly 
asceticism (Weber, 1958: 153-154). In America, liberal reli-
gion provided a beachhead for naturalism and the development 
of social science inquiry as early as 1700 (Merton, 1965; 601). 
Despite its deistic translation of the Enlightenment to the 
common man or its encouragement of communal social service 
(McLaughlin, 1969: 544-548), .liberal religion gradually be-
came mired down in a stagnant though modified Calvinism 
(Marty, 1969a:25). Elements within liberal religion attempted 
to break that Calvinist hold but they failed to find solace 
for their efforts in what they perceived to be the widespread 
emotional excesses of the 18th- and 19th-century "Great 
Awakenings." Liberal religionists, however, did throw con- · 
siderable support to the reform programs of the Social Gospel 
movement which followed rural disruption and urban problems 
in the aftermath of the Civil War (Morgan, 1969: 42-47). 
The Social Gospel approach with its nontraditional theology 
set aside the customary individual-personal solutions to these 
problems in favor of organized social service by the churches. 
Liberal religion almost seemed coterminous with Social Gospel 
action until World War I. Since 1918 liberal religion has 
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declined in popularity (Demerath, 1968: 359); the decline has 
been attributed to skepticism about man's rational humaneness 
in view of the two world wars during this century (Locke, 
1970~ 83). Instead, nee-orthodoxy's modern adaptation of 
traditional faith attracted many of those who might have em-
braced liberal religion (Marty, 1969a:25). Since then, re-
ligious revivals in the early 1950's and. church renewals in 
the early 1960's--not to mention the recent upsurge in Jesus 
commitments on the part of many youth--have further eroded 
the acceptance of liberal religion as a viable spiritual force 
today. 
Unitarians and Universalists, as stated in Appendix 
E, have played a significant role in the development of lib-
eral religion in America. One need only add here that the 
larger societal tensions between sacred and secular forces 
have been deeply felt in the prophetic or reform actions of 
both denominations as such actions reflected the tension be-
tween the predominant desire of some members to interiorize 
their faith and the importance attached by other members to 
the institutionalization of their faith (General Assembly 
Commission II, 1969: 31); These sacred-secular tensions 
have been experienced by both denominations from their re-
spective foundings in America. Unitarians officially severed 
ties with traditional Christianity after Channing's Baltimore 
sermon in 1819; they opted for an extremely rational rather 
than expressive orientation to belief (Wilson, .1966: 186). 
Universalists drew on their "New Thought" sectarian origins 
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for their millenial optimism and their substitution of "love, 
joy, and personal security" (Wilson, 1970: 153; 1966: 131). 
unitarianism and Universalism from their inceptions were re-
garded as new, if not strange, religious forms as compared 
with the ancien regime of Christianity (F. Mead, 1970: 202). 
UUs have variously been described as being on the "extreme 
' left'' of the American denominational spectrum (Vernon, 1968' 
165), as "Protestant only in an extended sense" (Haughey, 
1970: 243), and as "a symbol of th.e limits to which Protestant 
liberalism can go and still call itself Christian" (Hardon, 
1956: 241). Others have labeled UUs as adherents of a 
"fourth religion" (Blumhorst, 1967: 55-60) or at least of a 
"non-Protestant group" (Williamson, 1962: 78); the UU "intel-
lectuals' creed" (W. Stark, 1967: II, 154) and their theolog-
ical skepticism (Demerath, 1968: 378) have convinced many 
researchers that UUs can hardly be called "Christians." 
Unitarian Universalists themselves confess that both 
denominations, before and after merger, continually have 
harbored Christians and agnostics, humanitarians and Transcen-
dentalists, liberals and radicals, socialists and individual-
ists (Persons, 1963). If today's UUA experiences any theo-
logical conflict, it is not reportedly because of contemporary 
differences between Unitarians and Universalists (Fisher, 
1969; 7). Rather, the conflict is related to theism versus 
humanism (Maranell,1969: 30). No small remnant of UUs is 
traditionally liberal Christian as symbolized by the UUA 
"related organization" of the UU Christian Fellowship, Inc.; 
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and the "affiliate member group" of the Fellowship of Reli-
gious Humanists attempts to serve the larger humanistic con-
stituency. Religious humanism probably entered institutional-
ized Unitarian Universalism after Emerson's departure from 
the ministry in the late 1830's; the "civil religion" which 
Emerson is credited as having started (Moore, 1971: 323) re-
verberated back on both denominations. Humanism rendered 
liberal theism "flexible and practical" (Park~, 1963: 122) 
and promoted "democratic autocracy in religion" (Persons, 
1963; 86-87}. And, just as religious humanists at the time 
of the Protestant Reformation have not been mentioned as 
builders of churches but, rather, educators of people (Weber, 
1964; 133), humanistic UUs such as James Luther Adams have 
been outspoken social critics and reformers. The "Humanist 
Manifesto" which many UUs signed in 1933 and issued anew this 
past year was merely symbolic of how Unitarian Universalism 
has come to stand for distinctly religious tenets that bear 
little resemblance to the liberal faith of old (Parke, 1963: 
144). Glock and Stark (1965: 13; 1966: 29, 190-199) attested 
to the real disparity between theological and social orienta-
tions of UUs and such traditionally liberal religious bodies 
as Congregationalism and the Episcopal Church; they accounted 
for the differences in terms of what they regarded as the 
"ethical deprivation" of UUs--Unitarian Universalism's value 
conflict with the larger society. 
The implications of religious humanism for the UUA 
black empowerment issue are manifold. First, Unitarian 
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universalism's "world-wide movement for human betterment" 
(Geffen, 1961) has enabled it to achieve a certain theological 
distinctiveness alongside 'fundamental, conservative, nee.-
orthodox, and liberal religious orientations in American de-
nominations (Hadden, 1965: 15). Second, UU humanists have 
been well known for their general interest in solving social 
problems (Roth, 1970: 505) as well as in understanding the 
causes and effects of these problems (Persons, .196 3: 130) • 
Third, the humanist as opposed to the Christian theist posi-
tion has been found to be associated not only with deviant 
trends in modern theology (Johnson, 1966: 201) and empirical 
inquiry in sociology (Mendelsohn, 1967b:l8; it has also been 
related to that type o~ social concern which leads to social 
activism (Quinley, 1969: 9), moral radicalism (Kurtz, 1971: 
4), and "the elevation of human equality" (American Humanist 
Association, 1970: 2). Fourth, the pursuit of human equality 
by UUs has demanded constant vigilance against what Marty de-
scribed as "orthodoxy, conventionality, unreflexive devotion 
to the institution at the expense of goodness, justice, and 
compassion" (Marty, 1968: 4). This may be why Bartlett's 
study (1960: 96) alluded to the polarities between the theo-
logical "left" and "right" in the UUA as being crucial to 
understanding modern Unitarian Universalism. And lastly, 
humanistic uus have been repeatedly shown to be committed to 
ending racism (Cole, 1956: 6), to be willing to accord black 
UUs more denominational power (Tapp, 1973: 95), and to engage 
in humanitarian social action for the elimination of racial 
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prejudice and discrimination (D. Greeley, 1969; 3). On the 
other hand, UUs who professed a more traditionally libe~al 
Christian theism have been: characterized as ambivalent on the 
question of racism (Tapp, 1973; 96), as less willing to rec-
ognize black leadership in the denominations (Keeley, 1971: 
220), and as often guilty of racial hypocrisy and insensitiv-
ity (General Assembly Commission I, 1969: 6-12). These 
theological polarities and their consequences for the black 
empowerment issue, then, represent to the writer a. third 
factor approach in understanding the documented relationship 
between Unitarian Universalism as "organized unbelief"--"be-
lief which differs from standard and traditional formulations" 
(L. Bartlett, 1971: 1)--and the generally low degree of UU 
prejudice towards blacks (Strickland and Weddell (1972:397). 
The writer therefore proposed that UUs with "modern" religious 
orientations (that is,. who scored low on an index of religious 
self-ascription by identifying with the non-Christian, more 
humanistic and universal wing in contemporary Unitarian Uni-
versalism) would more than not exhibit positive estimates of 
Black Power and higher levels of civil rights militancy. 
The Low Local Group Participation Factor 
The writer has already alluded to his stipulation of 
an individual UU's local religious group participation as an 
independent factor accounting for the variation in that same 
UU's estimate of Black. Power as well as in his or her acknowl-
edgment of demonstrated civil rights militancy. Participation 
"styles" (R. Smith, 1967: 134) have been amply researched and 
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have been thought to be either a cause or effect of personal 
attitudes and reference group structure (Dahrendorf, 1969: 
215). Unitarian Universalists show great latitude in partic-
ipation styles both with respect to their local religious 
groups and in the UUA. Because of the writer's contention 
in his fourth set of major research questions that religious 
group activity levels differed among UUs and that such levels 
entailed different responses to matters of social importance, 
the material to follow should afford more precise understand-
ing of the levels as well as clarify the assumed relationship 
between local group participation and the two dependent vari-
ables. 
Group participation in general must be considered in 
terms of ideological commitment, conformity to group pressures, 
and frame of reference for action inside and outside the 
group. Mannheim (1966• 192-193) portrayed ideological commit-
ment as participation in the ideational and interpersonal 
aspects of group life. Sigmund (1964: 3) found that ideolog-
ical commitment to a group's action programs was borne out 
in personal involvement in institutional activities. Regard-
less of the ideology's conserving or reformist nature 
(Brzezinski, 1967: 49), an individual's ideological commit-
ment was characterized by Weisberg (1964:351) as basically 
personally fulfilling, organizationally supportive, or a com-
bination of both. What made ideological commitment distinc-
tive was its ability to motivate and reinforce membership 
loyalty to the group(Schurmann,1966: 51). Ideological com-
mitment is evidenced in conformity to group expectations; it 
r 
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sets the membership group as frame of reference. In contrast 
to ideological commitment with. its consequently active style 
of participation, Mannheim (1966~ 40, 97) defined the utopian 
mentality as an orientation that tries to free itself from 
group pressures to conform; such a perspective is more respon-
sive to yet unrealized group ideals and also to nonmember 
out-group needs. Nonconformist with regard to traditional 
values (Merton, 1965: 359}, _the utopian mentality was described 
as not a rationalization of already institutionalized behav-
ior (W. Moore, 1966: 760) but as an innovative adaptation of 
existing organizational structures to new and constantly 
changing developments outside the group (A. Morgan, 1946: 12). 
Unlike ideologically committed persons, utopian oriented 
persons have been recorded to be much less active in groups 
whose structure (Young, _1970: 297) and social effectiveness 
were unsatisfactory (Laue, .1964: 315) to the utopian's self-
image (B. Mannheim, 1966: 268) and values (Rokeach, 1968: 30). 
The utopian resembles the cosmopolitan--previously discussed 
in the age context--with the latter's concern for problems 
in the larger society; the ideologically committed persons, 
on the other hand, share ·friendship-seeking and committee 
service with the locals (Merton, 1965: 191, 217, 290). And 
the cosmopolitan-local typ()_logy has been made use of in de-
termining resultant levels of activism (Kerpelman, .1969:. 9) 
and related value preferences in voluntary associations 
(Booth and Bisztray, .1970: 44). As with the ideological-
utopian types, research has indicated that local or socially 
utilitarian group participation is high while cosmopolitan 
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orientation is linked with low participation and little con-
cern for group survival (Brager, .1969: 484). 
The social consequences of religious ideologies (Glass, 
1971: 145) and the social implications of religious roles 
(Houtart, 1965: 11) represent but two ways in which the soci-
ology of religion has attended to the typologies and levels 
of participation discussed above (Schneider, 1964: 772). 
Contemporary American religious organizations have been viewed 
as vitally dependent upon participation of their re~pedtive 
memberships (Brannon, 1971: 29; Campbell, 197li 34). Using 
the local-cosmopolitan typology, Roof (1972: 8-9) was able to 
distinguish the higher degree of religious group participa-
tion of the former and the lesser degree of the latter's 
participation and concluded that "the negative relationship 
between localism and social activism" was "almost exactly 
comparable in strength to the ·positive relationship between 
localism and orthodox belief." The behavioral effects of 
religious ideals have also been mentioned in connection with 
American race relations (Hunt, 1958: 547). Hadden (1970: 
xvii) wrote that the racial crisis in America was, in part, 
due to the inability of church participants to grasp the 
meaning of social structure. In spite of Liu's data (1961: 
326} which failed to establish a link between racism and 
religious group participation, .others have confirmed such a 
link. Vanecko (1966), for one, .said that institutional com-
mitment (i.e., ritually devout and socially instrumental) 
was more often associated with racial prejudice than interior 
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conunitment (i.e., ethical and personal). Brannon (1970: 43) 
used different measures but learned that instrumentally com-
mitted religionists weie more prejudiced because of weaker 
self-esteem. Similarly with different measures, Whitam 
(~962: 168) concluded that interiorized faith was less preju-
diced than that type of faith which enhanced a believer's 
social status. The ethical overtones of interior commitment 
have been seen as reducing a member's participation in his 
group when the group continues to ignore minority group needs 
beyond its boundaries; this diminution of group involvement 
has been attested to in religion (Stark and Glock, .1968a:l2-
16), in education (Keniston, 1968: 341), and in politics 
(Neal and Rettig, 1967: 62). As non-ideological, non-local, 
and nonconforming, the ethical conunitment has been found to 
be related to greater militancy in civil rights and more 
favorable estimation of minority group values (Marx, 1967: 
64). Jacob (1957: 130) showed that a church member's humani-
tarian activities outside his church was associated with his 
being less devout within his church. And Vernon (1968: 325) 
reported that persons inactive in their religious group were 
much more racially tolerant than those formally involved. 
Therefore, the general literature clearly presents a case 
for anticipating low level of religious group participation 
to be associated with greater sympathy towards the demands 
of the "Black Manifesto" and more active involvement in 
strategies to achieve its ends (Hyer, 1970: 2). 
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Before one proceeds to analyze the effects of reli-
gious participation among Unitarian Universalists, it should 
be stated that there is "certainly nothing with. the uu pat-
tern comparable to attendance at Mass or obligatory confes-
sons for Roman Catholics" (Tapp, 1973; 38). UU sociologist 
David Riesman implied that participation was a part of the 
dilemma of such a "non-church church" that struggled to main-
tain even very minimal institutionalization (D. Greeley, 
1969: 4). Demerath (1965; 39} considered the voluntary' nature 
of UU participation to be a safeguard for "individuation of 
the religious experience" in opposition to "the fetters of 
organizational allegiance." Nevertheless, Tapp (1973: 44} 
observed religious group participation to be an important 
dimension of uu religiosity. A "significant determinant" of 
such religiosity was the ideological and social milieu of the 
local group (Tapp, 1969a: 17); for Tapp (1970: 38), this re-
fleeted the UU "need for a community of common values." 
Though Tapp documented the greater demands made on member 
participation by fellowships than by churches and explained 
the different activity levels in terms of the small size of 
fellowships (Tapp, .1973: 140-142), religious group participa-
tion of UUs as measured by attendance and ritual activities 
has been certified to be quite low in comparison with other 
American denominations (Glock and Stark, .1968a:62-86}. 
Laumann (1969: 103) found UUs to be low on measures of de-
votionalism and ritual participation; Keene (1967: 140) 
further found that the generally low level of participation 
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of UUs was related to their being more world-minded, sponta-
neous, and adaptive. Kelli (1970: 284) judged that UU reli-
gious "relativism"--maximizing belief process instead of 
particular beliefs--might account for their low but continued 
participation in their local group. Some uus, irrespective 
of levels of participation, undoubtedly view Unitarian Uni-
versalism as "not only a bridge ~r escape hatch or laboratory 
of faith" but also a "corridor" through which they pass from 
religion to no religion at all (J. and L. Bartlett, 1968; 
17-18). Differences in participation have been attributed 
to UU motivations as well. Garlow and Schroeder (1968: 241-
246) delineated two such motives as desire for self-improve-
ment and "egghead" reasons: the former desire was correlated 
with infrequent attendance and with Democratic Party affilia-
tion while the latter reasons were correlated with high 
education and income level as well as with frequent involve-
ment in non-church activities. Hence, overall low participa-
tion notwithstanding, UUs seem to derive self-satisfaction 
from the communality of friends (Drake, 1970: 1) and group 
symbolization (Tapp, 1973; 197-199) which religious group 
participation provide. 
Historically, Unitarians and Universalists who have 
manifested active concern for improving the civil rights of 
blacks have been sorely tempted to· cease practicing their 
liberal faith. Garrison yielded to that temptation and be-
came ·a leader in abolition; Orestes Brownson, later a 
Catholic, left both the Unitarian and the Universalist 
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ministries because ~f his ze~l for effective social action 
(Capps, 1968: 203). Emerson's adoption of Transcendentalism 
and abolition was another ex'ample. Parker, whose own devo-
tion to anti-slavery causes is well known, was on the verge 
of leaving liberal religion when he died (Parke, .196 3: 111-
113). In all of these cases, low participation in the reli-
gious group was associated with high degree of interest in 
radical reform of black conditions in America. Conversely, 
the traditional class bias of Unitarians and Universalists 
may have been linked with their ambivalence towards race or 
at least commitment to more moderate changes in race relations. 
Again, history reveals that liberal religionists in 
America were largely successful merchants. In New England, 
they were "roughly coterminous with a particular class" 
(C. Wright, 1955; 7); in Philadelphia in the 1700's liberal 
believers represented an educated and social elite, patrons 
of the arts and social service (Geffen, 1961: 81). Jeffer-
son's aristocratic background proved supportive of his 
"rational and Unitarian faith" (Parke, 1963: 63-66). Like-
wise, Channing's move up to wealth and prestige through mar-
riage must have been cond.ucive to his articulate but hardly 
militant treatises against slavery (Cole, 1961: 26; Edgell, 
1955: 229). Literary Unitarianism of the 1800's was said to 
be socially oriented but aristocratic (Persons, 1963: 3) as 
was apparent in the American Unitarian Association's "high 
intellectual and cultural level" (Scott, 1957: 109). Today, 
though UUs have been: categorized as "in" but "not of" 
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America's middle class (Tapp, 1969b: 3), there continues to 
be the tension between: liberal-moderate attempts to straight-
en out the semantics of race by dropping the words "Negro" 
and "integration" (Jack, 1967: 28} and, on the other hand, 
militant black and radical white efforts to obtain black con-
trol of black community programs in the UUA (Schlesinger, 
1968; 66). In summary, levels of participation in local UU 
groups have been related to diversity in thought and action 
among UUs with regard to black empowerment. For these rea-
sons, the writer suggested that low local group participation 
would probably be more concomitant with positive estimate of 
Black Power as well as with greater evidence of demonstrated 
civil rights militancy. 
The High Social Actionism Factor 
Separately, but in addition to the four previous fac-
tors, an individual UU's social actionism orientation was 
stipulated as a final independent factor accounting for the 
variation in that same UU's estimate of Black Power as well 
as in his or her acknowledgment of demonstrated civil rights 
militancy. Religion, as an "overarching source of values" 
(Hargrove, 1969: 13} that have been typed as "ultimate" and 
"proximate" (Fenn, 1969: 120-121), has been shown to organize 
believers' "actions and habits in the active pursuit" of per-
sonal or social goals (Arnold, .1959: 33}. Unitarian Univer-
salists possess socially relevant values {Keene, .1967: 143} 
that are manifest either in "the traditional" or "wholly new" 
forms of social action (Scholefield, 1967: 22). Because the 
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writer declared under the fifth set of major research ques-
tions that varying degrees of social actionism among UUs would 
have different consequences for social programs to the dis-
advantaged, the remaining literature is discussed in order to 
highlight reasons for the presumed connection between social 
actionism and the two dependent variables. 
Since religiosity has been analyzed multidimensionally 
(Babbie, 1965: 45), there has been opportunity to discern 
possible discrepancies between belief and action (Hunt, 1958: 
544). Means (1970: 189) asserted that there was a dearth of 
empirical data to prove that people find "their most basic 
sense of identity" in religion today. This might legitimate 
deviant religious reactions (e.g., the "Jesus Movement") as 
, 
well as religiously inspired social actionism that explores 
"new ways of attaining a meaningful existence in terms of 
drastic change and ceaseless turbulence" (Myerhoff, 1969: 
151) • Some social action orientations may be based upon an 
appreciation of the value of change; these have been reported 
to be adaptive of new means to new goals (Neal, 1964). 
Other action orientations may have an interest in not really 
changing the status quo at all; these have been characterized 
as wedded to the religious group and not to the problems that 
require solution in the larger society (Dittes, 1968: 48). 
Balswick offered another typology (1970: 404): personal gos-
pel versus social gospel. The latter type of social actionism 
may be described as "bon:a· f'ide religious experience" outside 
the traditional religious framework (Dittes, .1969: 66). 
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Social actionism, then, is another aspect of religios-
ity which. admits to the sacred being "itself only realized 
through 'political' activity" (Eagleton, 1967; 403}. Indeed, 
Harrington (1969: 203) was most emphatic that "theology con-
tains politics." Social actionists, by qualifying their in-
stitutional and theological commitments (Eisenberg and 
Eisenberg, 1965: 16}, have critically evaluated the social 
relevance of their churches (Callahan, 1967b:l54-155}. These 
same social actionists have been observed (Kalikow and Carr, 
1968: 115} to respond to "immediate social situational field 
forces"; this may account for what Glock and Stark (1965: 
193} have depicted as the corrosion of the radical actionists' 
commitment to customary religious forms. In terms of American 
race relations, liberal as well as other denominations have 
been challenged to desegregate decision-making processes in 
mission programs to black communities in order to assure "new 
opportunities of meaning and worth for black leadership" 
(Llorens, 1968: 88). Berating "church power" for its social 
timidity and accommodation to secular values, Black Power has 
sought to win financing of black community social action pro-
grams from the treasuries of largely white churches (Banks, 
1969: 268}. However, .such attempts have been ultimately 
thwarted by white--and sometimes black--moderates who were 
"likely to be their churches' most active laymen" (Glock and 
Stark, 1968b:l0). With the· ·advent of Black Power, .the 
"Golden Age of Civil Rights" appears to have dissipated 
(Genovese, 1970: 474). Forman's "Black Manifesto" (1969: 
r 
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118) has induced militant black religionists to try to seize 
power in their denominations. More moderate believers of 
both races have decried this seizure as "tactically disastrous, 
since it reduces the resources of the freedom movement to 
~Negroes and a handful of whites" (Hentoff and Harrington, 
1965: 199). Militants have countered that they must "control 
these institutions by any means necessary" (Thomas, 1971: 9). 
Martin L. King's opinion that blacks could not "go it alone" 
(Washington, 1969: 96) has been overridden in favor of black 
"violent liberation, if necessary, by group action" (Car-
michael and Hamilton, 1967 :, 54). The integrationist position 
has been eclipsed by black nationalism (Jones and Willingham, 
1970: 37) because "integration came to be viewed by the civil 
rights aristocracy not as a means to an end, but as an end in 
itself" (Innis, 1970: 14). Roy Wilkins' plea (Fager, 1967: 
45) that "in a pluralistic society, the slogan, 'black power.' 
is as unacceptable as 'white supremacy'" has gone unheeded. 
Taken seriously by militant blacks and radical whites in re-
ligion and politics has been Ron Karenga's maxim: "Stop pre-
tending revolution and make it" (Washington, 1969: 208). 
The religious reparations· strategy only served to sift out 
"the borderline liberals" ·(Hyer, 1970: 2) who refused to sup-
ply the financial help that was thought necessary by black 
militants to "assist in opening or breaking down the barriers 
in the establishment" (Caliguri and Fahey, .1971: 264). Some 
liberals undoubtedly recalled H. Rap Brown's words: "If you 
can't see yourself in the context of being John Brown, then 
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bring me the guns • • • [or] give a dollar to somebody who 
can buy a gun" (Wills, 1968: 144). Social actionism in civil 
rights today, therefore, clearly has been shown to be bound 
up with racial separatism (Rudwick and Meier, .1970: 40). 
Social action itself has come to mean real changes in social 
structure rather than simply modifications through social re-
form (Browne, 1969: 7). 
Social action is an integral part of many Unitarian 
Universalists' religiosity. James L. Adams, at the time of 
the emergence of Black Power in the UUA, recognized social 
action as "our greatest peril and our greatest opportunity" 
(M. Scholefield, 1969; 9) • However, .the tensions between the 
radical UUs' "race consciousness" and the conservative UUs' 
consensus on "brotherhood" and "the total human family" led 
the then UUA president Dana Greeley (1968: 2) to wonder 
aloud whether UUs could "affirm a faith with roots in the past 
but relevant for the future, a faith that includes • like-
wise the intellect of the scholar and the deeds of the activ-
ist?" Throughout the Unitarian and Universalist traditions, 
actions have been considered "an index of faith" and "matters 
of social concern in this world, rather than concern for some 
future world, have played a central role" (Baker, 1961: 17, 
23) • But liberal religious social action was mainly one for 
individuals and not one for groups. UUs have been strongly 
anchored in a "man-centered, .this worldly, lift-yourself-by-
your-own-bootstraps doctrine" (Niebuhr, 1929: 103-104); 
their humanitarian stance has reflected optimism in man's 
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ability to help himself as seen in the example of Unitarian 
minister and author Horatio Alger. Nevertheless, .liberal 
faith has spawned attempts at organized social action, such 
as the abolitionist pursuits of the Transcendentalists (Yinger, 
1964: 27 3; Herreshoff, 1967: · 87, .the founding of socialism 
in England, and the development of utopian communes in America 
during the 19th century (Cranston, 1969: 5; Reuther, 1970: 
424). The National Liberal League, the National Liberal Re-
form League, the Ethical Culture Society, lectureships in 
"Practical Christian Sociology"--these exhaust but a few of 
the ways in wliich liberal believers of that era became in-
volved in social action (Persons, 1963: 66, 104; Demerath, 
1969: 194). And, historically through the present, certain 
Unitarians and Universalists have stood as symbols of social 
involvement: Mathew Carey, Horace Mann, Cla·ra Barton, 
Lester Ward, Dorothea Dix, Jane Addams, Clarence Skinner, 
Albert Schweitzer, Arthur Schlesinger, Michael Ferber, Michael 
Gravel, Elliot Richardson •. UU social actionism has been 
labeled "social gospel" (Rhodes and Nam, 1970: 257), humani-
tarian and humanistic (D. Greeley, 1969: 3); the action ori-
entation has tended to be· dominant and not submissive 
(Palmer, 1969: 30). Others have applied the terms "experi-
mental" (Persons, 1963: 50) and "committed to human freedom" 
(General Assembly Commission II.I, .1969: 31). The denomina-
tional merger brought no les·sening of social action (Mead, 
1970: 206); ·rather, .such: UUA groups as the UU Service Commit-
tee continue ·to provide outlets· for "perfection of social 
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organization" (Bartlett, 1966• 75). Moreover, the Conunittee 
on Goals (1967: 14-16) substantiated the existence of a social 
problems orientation among UU "social and political activists" 
in "such areas as povertyr race relations." 
There have been numerous critics of UU social action; 
some have opposed it as presumptuous (Haney, 1967: 4), and 
others have extended it to mean "reverence for life" (Oates, 
1957: 115). With respect to race relations, Jack (1968a:3) 
conunented that "seldom in our history have we faced such a 
polemic issue" as black empowerment •. Despite the long tradi-
tion of Unitarian and Universalist participation in the civil 
rights movement (D. Greeley, .1971: 104) that goes back as far 
as abolition (Marshall, 1966: 23), today's UUs have had 
squarely to face the dilemma of being social radicals on race 
and theological radicals on congregational self-determination 
(C. Wright, 1966: 3). The dilenuna was once resolved by the 
1966 "Consensus on Social Justice" that rendered the matter 
of full rights of UU group membership irrespective of race 
second to the recognition of full rights of UUA groups to 
operate irrespective of social policy. At that time, the 
racial character of the Association's membership was acknowl-
edged (Scholefieldr 1967: 46); and radicals demanded the ex-
pediting of racial integration in all tIU congregations (,Hohler, 
1966: 26;,Mendelsohn, 1967b:46). The subsequent rise of 
Black Power rhetoric "broke: the: consensus on race" (Harris, 
1971: 5) and questioned the effectiveness--even--of "writing, 
debating, and passing of resolutions on matters of social 
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policy" (Tapp, 1973: 198). Virulent confrontation and civil 
disobedience were ways in which many social actionists gal-
vanized their "radical good will" into "rendering the great-
est service" (Parke, .1963: 136). Repudiation of' white values 
(Duberman, 1968: 48) and insistence on "the respect which 
power owes to power" (Skolnick, .1969: 20) lay behind the · 
militant social actionists• view that this was the "last 
chance to significantly involve Unitarian Universalism in the 
black struggle for freedom" (Hampton, 1967: 13}. Black UU 
militants scored the traditionally liberal strategy of inte-
gration as being paternalistic in denigrating black self-
reliance and as failing "to address itself to white racism" 
(Henry, 1969: 23} White UU radicals like Jack Mendelsohn 
argued that "black organization empowers not only blacks among 
us--it empowers us all, challenging us to respond to our 
society in new and decisive ways" (Jack, 1968a:l2). And Steve 
Fritchman (1971.: 6), noting ab~orrence among UUs for racism, 
wr~te that "the very survival of our movement demands now a 
far greater capacity to find effective means" to end racism. 
Militant and radical social actionists, then, were able for 
awhile to persuade many ·uus that they themselves were '"more 
infected with racism than !they] had previously believed" 
(Scholefield, 1971: 5). On the other hand, many mol;'e tradi-
tionally integrationist liberals rejected the black empower-
ment demands as "unrealistic" (Commager, .1968:. 23}, implying 
"a coercion model.of social order" and "legitimation of 
violence" (Benson, 1971: 330}. They lamented that the UUA 
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had "lost its 'spiritual' capacities," that it cared "only 
about the race problem" but not "about 'people' problems" 
(Zoerhide, 1972: 3). And some wondered "how can one support 
the UUA when they sponsor Negro violence?" (Brading, .1968: 
46). These moderate~liberals and "non-radicals" were re-
ported to have questioned "the method of protest more than 
the morality of the issue" (Jack, 1969a:l2). And they may 
have taken to heart the General Assembly Commission II's as-
surances that a militant civil rights stand would have 
divided the UUA; on the contrary, .the Commission (1969: 14-15) 
regarded the "turning to secular enterpr.i:ses that appeared 
affirmative in character--e.g., ••• the Black Power movement" 
as no positive solution for would-be liberal religionists• 
"spiritual emptiness." 
Today, the "chaos and disorder" of the late 1960's 
and the early 1970's has apparently abated (Sommerfield, 1972: 
5). The integrationists (Blume, .1970 s 244) and rational in-
tellectuals (J. and L. Bartlett, .1968: 61) have superseded 
the separatists and radical social actionists.(Jack, 1970b: 
5). Apparently, the moderates have rallied to current UUA 
president Robert N. West •·s position (Ruppert, 1970: 5} that 
the institution of liberal religion must not be destroyed 
"because certain interest groups in that institution take the 
position that a particular cause is more. important than the 
institution itself." These same moderates, possibly repre-
senting the majority. of uus in the United St.ates, .have very 
firmly rejected the :notions that (1) the UUA was "to serve 
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as source of financing for reVolutionaries" (Mondale, 1971: 
5}; (2) the UUA was "set up as an agency for political and 
social reform" (Hewett, .1971: 5}; and (3) the UUA "membership 
is determined by the belief in a particular form of social 
action--a political creedal test" (Dietz, 1970: 5). The mod-
erate majority also may have a tendency to resemble historic 
Unitarians and Universalists who "combated with moral, not 
with political means" (Edgel, .1955: 135). Frederich May 
Eliot, American Unitarian Association president in 1936, artic-
ulated this approach (Parke, 1963: 143-144): 
In a time when revolution and chaos are everywhere 
threatening, when ideals are again forming an alliance 
with tyranny and dogmatism, when intellectual confusion 
and social discontent are blindly trying to fight their 
way out of situations where only the problem-solving 
temper of mind can be of real help, when a fresh birth 
of the nationalistic spirit is everywhere offering its 
spurious comfort to tired and discouraged people--in a 
time like ours there is imperative need for a religious 
fellowship that will bring order and hope and confidence 
to men of the liberal tradition. 
Eliot's words of almost forty years ago read like those of a 
contemporary liberal who is conservative on social action and 
whom, ironically, Mcclosky (1958: 29} categorized as 
a Boston Brahmin--genteel, cultivated, practical, a 
gentleman of exquisit~ sensibilities and manners, a 
critic of .the vulgarities of mass society, saddened 
by, though resigned to, .the heavy price o;f equalita;r-
ian democracy. 
In marked contrast to the conservative social actionist, 
the highly social actionist's "expression of individual opin-
ions~'. (D. Fenn, 1971 z 5) can still be heard in the UUA although 
he currently reflects les·s of a majority of UUs than does the 
conservative. A "religious seeker" in his own right (Salzer, 
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1972: 5), he is likely to believe that "social action is our 
religious experience" and to "come face to face with· the · 
issues which really ·~ our religion: the fellowship of men 
in freedom and power" (Smith, .1969: 26). The high social ac-
tionism of this more radical UU reflects "a self-motivated 
responsiveness to the obvious and not so obvious needs of 
others" (G. Carrier, 1970: 5). Such an orientat{on seems re-
lated to the conviction that "education in social issues with-
out follow-up action runs the risk of being irrelevant" 
(Benson, 1970: 5). Social actionism, furthermore, heavily 
qualifies the idea of pluralism (Edgell, l955: x). Pluralism 
emerged as an important buff er between the UU separatists and 
integrationists (Jack, 1969b:17) but was soon criticized by 
social actionists for its alleged immobilization of UU efforts 
to solve the racial crisis. As Jack saw it (1970a:4), "plu-
ralism can be enriching to individuals and stultifying to 
institutions" since "a spectrum cannot act." Yinger (1967) 
also pointed to the tensions in religious pluralism which 
simultaneously fosters freedom and tolerance while it promotes 
rigidity in religious tradition. Without discounting the tra-
ditional UU deference to the "valuing of all persons-in-com-
munity (Barth, 1970: 5), high social actionists have been 
portrayed by one of their own (Wheelwright, 1972: 5) as ;find-
ing "it difficult to cultivate ••• faith in the possibility 
tha,t each human personality may be as correct on any doctrinal 
point of view" as actionists themselves. And Reuther (1969: 
6) cautioned that social actionism's "spontaneous recovery 
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of principles" or "secular messianism" 
roust be related to practical existence historically, 
without compromising Iits] value demands upon it. We 
roust exercise a coritinual practical "revisionism" 
toward existing freedom of the spirit. 
In view of the sources examined, .the writer considered the 
high social actionism orientation to be associated with more 
positive estimation of Black Power and higher degree of demon-
strated civil rights militancy. Differences between low and 
high social actionists were understood to reflect "interest-
ing polarities" among UUs and within UU groups. As Jack 
Mendelsohn has remarked (1970; 1): 
There is a polarity between those who feel most comfort-
able with what they've grown used to, and those who are 
in a hiqhly @xparim@ntAl mood. ~hers i1 the polarity 
between those who emphasize the solacing or inspirational 
mission of the church, and those who emphasize its 
prophetic and social action side. 
These polarities were substantiated by the 1966 Committee on 
Goals study; Tapp (1973: 163, 79, 92) analyzed these data and 
reported! 
Along with worship, social action must be seen as the 
most qifferentiating church function. Not only do a 
clear majority of the dissatisfied posttraditionals want 
more (71%), but a clear majority of the dissatisfied 
right wing want less (62%) • 
The posttraditionals ·were much more ready to regard • • • 
poverty as very important •••• In other words, there 
is a noticeable difference between left-wing and right-
wing Unitarian Universalists in regard to the problems 
that they consider appropriate for church action. 
Most American and Canadian religious groups have, for 
many years, supported the general principle of con-
scientious objection, .and supported their own young 
men who took such a position, but few have been will-
ing to support young men who were selective rather 
than absolutist in their objection to war •••• 
While 45% of the posttraditionals would support such · 
eligibility and 59% of the ri9ht-wing would deny it, 
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these percentages fall considerably below the general 
doveishness and hawkishness of the two groups. 
Finally, social actionism in this dissertation may be recalled 
by the reader as having been operationalized as a composite 
orientation toward social action, poverty, and selective con-
scientious objection. 
This concludes the synopsis of secondary sources pertain-
ing to the major variables in the dissertation hypotheses. 
The conceptual scheme has consisted in the interrelationship 
of propositions from general sociology as well as from reli-
gious research with the findings and evalu~tions of studies 
on historic and contemporary Unitarian Universalism. Appen-
dices c through E have been added to facilitate depth and 
perspective on the reasoning behind the selection of the · 
variables suggested by the problem. 
l 
CH1\PTE1' III 
SAMPLING DESIGN .1\ND DATA ANALYSIS 
This chapter outlines the research design and samp-
ling techniques. Survey data are presented and analyzed in 
order (1) to verify each of the ten null hypothesis; (2) to 
examine possible interassociations among the five independent 
variables; and (3) to evaluate effects of any independent 
variable overlap on the two dependent variables. 
Research Design, Sampling, and Statistics 
The writer adopted the survey questionnaire as the 
most appropriate instrument by which to obtain verification 
of the dissertation hypotheses on a nationwide scale. The 
sampling proceeded in this sequence: first, church and fel-
lowship groups were randomly chosen from a list of all usable 
groups, stratified by selected United States Census regions 
(~.e., Northeast, North C~ntral, South and West); and second-
ly, individual members were chosen from updated and official 
registries of these sampled groups through a systematic ran-
dom sample. The groups were initially sampled in May, 1970, 
so that by the time individual members were sampled in May, 
1972, the writer would have established personal contact with 
all groups. The appropriateness of meeting with some repre-
sentatives from each group in the sample was repeatedly 
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voiced by national and local uu leaders with whom the writer 
consulted. To them, personal contact represented the most 
effective way of the writer's identifying the non-UUA spon-
sorship of the survey, eliciting cooperation from the lea-
dership of each group, and securing access to updated mail-
ing lists of members. Table l depicts the most recent fig-
ures for the Unitarian Universalist population groups and 
membership throughout the world as well as for those groups 
previously defined as usable for the dissertation (i~e~, 
within the U.S. continent, active, and federated with no 
other denomination}. Regional breakdowns of the usable 
groups and their respective membership appear in Table 2. 
TABLE l 
1972 WORLD-WIDE AND USABLE. POPULATION 
GROUPS AND MEMBERSHIP 
Groups Typesa 
World-wide 
Church 
Fellowship 
Total 
Usable 
Church 
Fellowship 
Total 
Groups 
N . (%} 
627 
.J61 
988 
598 
309 
907 
(_63.5L 
(36. 5) 
(100.0%} 
(65.9} 
(34.1} 
{100 •. 0%} 
Membership 
N (%} 
134,260 (89.5} 
15,699 (10.5} 
149,959 (100.0%} 
127,949 (90.0} 
. 14,210 (10.0) 
142,159 .(100 •. 0%) 
asource: Original data from 1973 UUA Directory pro-
vided 1972 base year figures. Moreover, deletion of inactive 
groups reduced original worldwide total from 1,019 to 988 and 
the corresponding membership was reduced from 154,751 to 
149,959. Worldwide groups are those in the U.S., Canada, and 
overseas. 
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Tl\BLE 2 
1972 USABLE GROUPS AND MEMBERSHIP BY FOUR 
UNITED, STATES.CENSUS REGIONS 
Regional 
a Group Types .. 
Northeast 
Church 
Fellowship 
Total 
North Central 
Church 
Fellowship 
Total 
South 
Church 
Fellowship 
Total 
West 
Church 
Fellowship 
Total. 
Groups 
. N .{%) 
322 
'' 50 
372 
117 
' 83 
200 
92 
93 
185 
(86. 6) 
(13. 4) 
(100. 0%) 
(58.5) 
(41.5) 
(100 .• 0%) 
(49.7) 
(50. 3) 
(100.0%) 
67 (44.7) 
83 (55.3) 
.15.0 (100 ·. 0%) 
Membership 
N.' .(%)' 
60,738 
2,819 
63,557 
27,378 
'' 3,427 
30,805 
21,125 
··3,546 
24,671 
18,708 
4,418 
.23, 12.6 
(9 5. 5) 
( 4. 4) 
(99.9%) 
(88.8) 
(11.1) 
(99.9%) 
(85.6) 
(14.3) 
(99.9%) 
(80.8) 
(19.l) 
(99. 9%) 
aThe selected U.S. Census regions were each comprised 
of the following states: (1) Northeast--Connecticut, Massa-
chusetts, Maine, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Penn-
sylvania, Rhode Island, and Vermont; (2) North Central--
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,. Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Mis-
souri, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio,South Dakota, and Wis-
consin; (3) South-- Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, District of 
Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, 
Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Ten-
nessee, Texas, Virginia, and West Virginia; (4) West--Ari-
zona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mex-
ico, Oregon, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming. 
While the first table shows that two-thirds of usable groups 
were churches and that these contained fully nine out of ten 
UUs, the second table illustrates that fellowship groups 
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become more frequent as one moves westward. Membe~ship in 
fellowships increases in the same manner. These regional 
characteristics of usable groups and membership are rough-
ly similar to those of the actually sampled groups and mem-
berships in Table 3. In regard to representativeness of 
the sampled groups, difference of proportions tests (not 
shown) revealed no statistically significant differences at 
the .OS probability level either between usable population 
groups and sampled groups by group type or between usable 
and sample group types by region. Thus, the sampled groups, 
which were 2.2 per cent of all usable groups (2.0 per cent 
of churches; 2.5 per cent of fellowships), appear represen-
tative of Unitarian Universalist churches and fellowships. 
Membership in the sampled grcrn_p-s was 2. 6 per cent of all the 
membership in usable groups (2.5 per cent of church members; 
2.1 per cent of fellowship members}. About two out of three 
members in each sampled group were mailed the questionnaires; 
of ten these included more than one person from the same 
household. However, lay and minister contacts, whom the 
writer had secured to represent their respective groups,were 
excluded from the mailing. Table 4 compares the·number of 
questionnaires mailed with the number returned in terms of 
group type and region. The overall responses were 44.9 per 
cent of sampled church members and 60.0 per cent of sampled 
fellowship members. A total of 1,106 questionnaires were re-
turned and this represents about 45 per cent of the 2,463 
that were sent out. Because of the writer's guarantee of 
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TABLE 3 
1972 SAMPLE OF GROUPS A.ND MEMBERSHIP BY FOUR 
UNITED STATES, CENSUS-REGIONS 
Regional 
Group Types 
Northeastc 
Church 
Fellowship 
Total 
North Central 
Church 
Fellowship 
Total 
Sou·th 
Church 
Fellowship 
Total 
West 
Church 
Fellowship 
Total 
Groups a 
N . . {%}. 
5 
0 
5 
2 
3 
5 
3 
3 
6 
2 
2 
if 
(100.0} 
(100.0%} 
( 40. 0) 
(60. 0} 
(100.0%) 
(5 0. 0} 
(50. 0} 
(100.0%} 
(50. 0} 
(50. 0) 
(100. 0%} 
Membershipb 
N. (%.}" 
852 
0 
852 
875 
158 
1,033 
1,028 
182 
1,210 
487 
169 
.. 656 
(100.0} 
(100.0%) 
(84.7} 
(15.3} 
(100.0%) 
(8 4. 9} 
(15 .1) 
{100.0%) 
{71.1} 
(28. 9} 
(100.0%} 
aOriginally 24 groups were selected but one church in 
Massachusetts, one church in Michigan, one church and one fel-
lowship in California were later dropped from the sample. 
Costs of travel and mailing became prohibitive for the first 
two groups. The minister contact abruptly resigned from the 
third group and the president of the last group refused its 
being surveyed despite willingness of its trustees and assist-
ing minister. 
bMember totals were derived from updated mailing lists 
for the sampled groups. These figures contrasted with data 
in the 1973 UUA Directory with base year 1972. For instance, 
the Northeast showed 952; the North Central showed 1,087. In 
the South the total was 1,135 and in the West there were 
976 members. Official data also indicate that there would 
have been about 600 more church members and 75 more fellow-
ship members had the four excluded groups participated in the 
survey. 
cNo fellowship group fell into the simple -random sam-
ple taken from th~ groups in the Northeast. 
r 
r 
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TA,BLE 4 
1972 SA,MPLE ELEMENTS WHO WERE MAILED QUESTIONNAIRES 
AND RESPONDENTS r "BY::.REGI.ONS, ,,AND GROUP, TYPES , · 
Regional 
.Group .Types.· 
Northeast 
Church 
Fellowship 
Total 
North Central 
Church 
Fellowship 
Total 
··South 
Church 
Fellowship 
Total 
·West 
Church 
Fellowship 
Questionnaires 
Mailed a Returnedb 
...... N... . .. ....... N.. . .. .... '(%. ) 
. .. .. . . . . . ' . ... . . . . ' • .. 
560 
.· .. 0 
560' 
575 
".'105 
680 
676 
· .- ·11a 
. . 794 
318 
111 
239 
... 0 
239 
234 
.. 71 
305 
. 289 
.. '63 
352 
142 
.. 68 
(40. 5) 
(44.8) 
(44.3) 
.. Total ................. 429, . . . .2Tif . . . . . ( 4 8 .• 9 ) 
' 
aThe systematic random sample of members yielded 
.about two-thirds ·of each group who were then mailed question-
naires. · 
bReturns for individual groups ranged from 27 per 
cent to 54 per cent for those in the Northeast; from 35 per 
cent to 100 per cent for those in the North Central; from 
38 per cent to 57 per cent for those in the South; and from 
42 per cent to 74 per cent for those in the West. While per 
cent returned for Northeast churches is stated above, per 
cent returned for other regional church types were: (1) North 
Central churches .(40 per cent) and fellowships (67 per cent}; 
(2) South churches (42 per cent) and fellowships (53 per 
cent); and (3) West churches (44 J?er cent) and fellowships 
(61 per cent). · 
l 
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anonymity, no precodes were a~~ixed to the questionnaires 
and there was no request made for signatures. Nevertheless, 
a postcard was included with each questionnaire to ascer-
tain separately name and address of anyone wishing a copy 
of survey highlights (See Appendix F for materials pertinent 
to the mailing) • Returned postcards generally confirmed 
those who had returned questionnaires; not quite two months 
after the first mailing i'n June, 1972, follow-up question-
I 
naires were mailed to two-thirds of those who had been sent 
the original questionnaires but who had not returned post-
cards. This procedure obtained almost the identical number 
of . questionnaire returns as had been derived from the first 
mailing; postage and printing costs, however, deterred the 
writer from further follow-ups. The initially sampled 2,463 
uus constituted about 500 more than had been suggested by 
Arkin and Colton (1963: 151) for a population the size of 
Unitarian Universalists in the United States. Assuming 30 
per cent of UUs nation-wide were favorably oriented to Black 
Power and had shown significant civil rights militancy, a 
sample size of 1,977 would have been needed in order to as-
sure a sampling error not exceeding two per cent and confi-
dence limits of 95 per cent. The extra 486 questionnaires 
had been mailed to offset possibly limited response. As it 
turned out, the 1,106 questionnaires upon which the data 
analysis is based represented a better than 10 per cent 
greater response rate than was obtai~ed in the only other 
national survey of UUs, the 1966 UUA Conunittee on Goals study. 
L 
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A comparison of sampling procedures, returns, and selected 
variable findings for both .the dissertation and 1966 sur-
veys are similar in many respects and the Appendix also 
points to a few instances in which UU findings resemble 
those of Americans as a whole in 1970. Reliability of the 
dissertation instrument, therefor··, was considered adequate. 
Verification of Dissertation Hypotheses 
The first hypothesis, phrased in the null form, was 
that there will be no association between type of group mem-
bership (i.e., church or fellowship) and the index of esti-
mated Black Power. The index of estimated Black Power, it 
is recalled, was a compositely scored set of two questions 
that was designed to elicit a combined estimate of the mean-
ing of the phrase "Black Power" and degree of favorableness 
toward that phrase. Table 5 shows that there is a statis-
tically significant association between membership group 
type and estimated Black Power. Therefore, the first hypoth-
esis in its null form is rejected and the alternative hypoth-
esis--there is an association between type of group member-
ship (i.e., church or fellowship) and the index of estimated 
Black Power--is accepted. Furthermore, while UUs in church-
es seem about evenly divided concerning estimated Black Power, 
six out of ten UUs in fellowships seem to have higher esti-
mates of Black Power. As compared to UUs in fellowships, 
then( UUs in churches do not score as high on an index of 
estimated Black Power. 
Estimated 
Black 
l'ower 
Low 
High 
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TABLE 5 
ASSOCIATION BETWEEN MEMBERSHIP GROUP. TYPE 
A.ND ESTIMATED BLACK ~OWER . 
Membership Group Type 
Church Fellowship Total · 
N (%) N (%) 
414 (47.4 76 (39.0) 490 
·459. '(52'.6} . '119 . '(61.0) ... '578 
T.otal. .. 8.7.3 . . . (Io o .•. O.) ...... 19.5. . ... c.10.0 .• o.) ..... l, o 6 8 
. 
Missing N;::;38 <l>""'.0 .• 0630 p'S.05 s. 
The second hypothesis, phrased in the null form, was 
that there will be no association between type of. group mem-
bership .and the index of demonstrated civil r~ghts militancy. 
The index.of demonstrated civil rights militancy, it is re-
called, was a compositely scored set of seven questions that 
was used to ascertain a combined acknowle~gement of previous 
engagement in such militant activities as boycotts, personal 
persuasion, congr~ssional petitions, mass demonstrations, 
commission of violence, violation of unjust laws, and going 
to jail that might have already been done in an effort to 
achieve minority.group civil rights. Table 6 reveals no sta-
tistically significant association between membership group 
t1pe and demonstrated civil rights militancy. Therefore, 
the second hypothesis in its null ;form is accepted. Even i:I; 
there had been an association, UUs in churches resemble uus 
in fellowships in that both a~e. generally low in demonstrat-
ed civil r~ghts militancy. 
The third hypothesis, phrased in the null fo·rm, was 
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TABLE 6 
l\SSOCIATION BETWEEN MEMBER.SHIP GR.OUl? TYPE AND 
DEMONSTRATED CIVIL RIGHTS MILITANCY 
Demonstrated 
Civil Rights 
Militancy 
Membe.J:;"ship Group Type 
Church · Fellowship 
N (%) N (%) 
Total 
Low 555 (61.2) 118 (59.3)' · 673 
High . '352 ·''('38'.:8) ,. 81 . '('40'.7) ... ·433 
.. · .Total ... 9 07. . . . Clo.a .•. o.} . . . . . I§""[ .... (lo.o .•. o.} ... .1, 10 6 
Missing N;::;Q ·~~.0125 ~>~OS N.S. 
that there will be no association between ~ge (SO and over, 
under 50} and the index of estimated Black Powe.r. Table 7 
shows a low, tho~gh statistically s~gnificant, association 
between ~ge cohort and estimated Black l?ower. Therefore, 
the third· hypothesis in its null form is r·ejected and the 
alternative hypothesis~"."'.there is an inverse relationship be-
tween age (SO and over, under 50} and the index of estimat-
ed Black J?ower--is accepted. Furthermore, uus under SO.gen-
erally reflect higher estimates of Black Power whereas uus 
.so and over had lower estimates. 
The fourth hypothesis, phrased in the null form, was 
that there will be no association between age and the index 
0£ demonstrated civil rights· militancy. .. Table 8 indicates 
no statistically;s~gnificant association between age cohort 
I 
and demonstrated' civil rights militancy. Therefore,. the 
fourth hypothesis in its null form is accepted. Both ~ge 
cohorts are. generally sin1ilar and low in demonstrated civil 
rights militancy. 
Estimated 
Black 
l?ower 
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TABLE 7 
ASSOCIATION BETWEEN AGE COHORT 
AND ESTIMATED BLACK ~OWER 
?\ge·Cohort 
<50 
I . . . 
::>tSO 
N {%) -' N . O's) 
249 (37.4) 239 (60 .1) 
. 4·1 7 . ('6 2 • 6) . '159 . '(39.9) 
T.otal .. .. 66.6 .. (100. 0.). 3 9 8 . . {l"['["J).} .. 
Missi~g N;::;42 · 4>F=0 .• 2181 
Total 
488 
576 
. . .1,.o 64 
p..;.os s. 
ASSOCIATION BETWEEN AGE COHORT AND DEMONSTRATED 
CIVIL RIGHTS MILITANCY 
Demonstrated 
Civil Rights 
Militancy 
?\ge Cohort 
'S50 ~50 
N (%} · N (%) 
Total 
Low 4 0 3 ( 5 9 • 3 2 6 6 ( 6 3 • 0 )_ 6 6 9 
High . · 211 ·c-40. 7l. · ·1'56 ·t37. or · "433 
Total. ....... 6.8.0 .. (10 Q .•. O}_. .... 4.2.2 ... (l.0.0 •. 0.) ." ..... l., 102 
4>;:::0. 0356 p:> .... 5 N.S. 
The fifth hypothe
0
sis, phrased in the null form, was 
that there will be no association between scores on the index 
of religious self-ascription and the index of estimated :Black 
Power. It is recalled that the index of rel~gious self-
ascription was that compositely scored set of two questions 
that so~ght to determine identification wi.th Christianity 
and preference ;forUUA theological trends. Those uus who 
r 
r 
l 
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scored low on this index (i .. e .• , .identified as !!2!. Christian 
and did prefer UUA th.eol~gical trends to move eithel;' closer 
to an emerging, universal rel~gion or closer to a distinc-
tive, hun,anistic religion} were labeled "modern." Those UUs 
who did not score low were labeled "historic." Table 9 
shows that there is a statisti.cally significant association 
between religi.ous self-ascripti.on and estimated Black Power. 
Therefore, the fifth hypothesis in its· null form is rejected 
and the alternative hypothesis--there is an inverse relation-
ship between "modern" rel:i-.gious self-ascription and the index 
TABLE 9 
ASSOCIATION BETWEEN RELIGIOUS SELF·ASCRil?'l'ION 
lillD ESTIMATED BLACK ~OWER 
Estimated 
Black 
Power 
Rel:l-gious $.el~-Ascripti.on 
Modern Historic 
N (%) N (%) 
Total 
Low 
High 
260 (38.3). 188 (59.5) 448 
. ·4·19 '('61. 7) . ·128 '(40. 5)' . 546 
.Total. . 6.7 8 ... (10.0 .• 0.1 ..... 3.16 . . (10 o .• .,O.) ......... 9 9 4 
Missing N=ll2 p.;.05 s. 
of estimated Black.Power-;--is accepted. UUs who are modern 
in rel~gious self-ascription appe.ar to score. generally high-
er on the estimated Black Power index th.an do uus with his-
toric self-ascription. 
The sixth hypothesis,~ phrased in the null form, was 
that there will be no associat~on between scores on the in-
dex of rel~gious sel:e-ascri,ption and the index on demonstrat-
ed civil rights militancy·. Table 10 depicts a statistically 
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TABLE 10 
ASSOCIATION BETWEEN RELIGIOUS SELF-ASCRIPTION 
AND DEMON~T~~TED civrL RIGHTS MILITANCY 
Demonstrated 
Civil Right& 
Militancy 
Rel~gious Selt~Ascription 
Modern Historic.· 
N (.% l N (.%} 
Total 
Low 382 (55.2) 237 (71.2). 619 
High .. ·310 . ('4 4. 8) · . . 9 6 ("28 • 8} ... ·4 0 6 
· .T.otal .... 69 2 .. (10.0 .•. 0.) ...... 3.3.3 ... (10 0 .•. 0.l ..... .J., 025 
Missing Nr=81 'J;'b;=;-,0 .1529 cp;::.Q.1507 J.>ic:;. 05 s. 
significant associatipn betw:een religious. sel~-ascription 
. . . 
and demonstrated ciwil z-igh.~~milit~ncy. Therefore, the 
sixth hypothesis in its null form is rejected and the alter-: 
native hypothesis--there:is an inverse relationship between 
"modern" self-ascription and the index of demonstrated civil 
rights mili tancy--is accepted. Both. UUs wi·th modern (low 
scores) religious self-ascription and those with historic re-
ligious self-ascription seem generally low in demonstrated 
,. 
civil rights militancy. However, .the "moderns" are almo.st 
half again as likely· to be militant than the "histori.cs'' and 
the difference is statistically significant. 
The seventh hypothesis, phras~d in the null ;form, was 
that there will be no association between scores on the indi-
. . 
cator of local religious.: group. activity· and the index of est-
1 . 
mated Black Power. The indicator of, local rel~gious. group 
activity, it may be remembered, was a q;uestion that asked re-. 
spondents to indicate h.ow active had their participation. gen-
erally been in their respective 'local religious. groups {i.e., 
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uu churches and fellowships)_ • Table 11 shows. that there is 
a statistically significant association between the respon-
dents' estimates of their activity in their local religious 
groups and their estimates of Black Power. Therefore, the 
seventh hypothesis--there is a positive relationship between 
scores on the indicator of local religious group activity 
and the index of estimated Black Power--is accepted. Those 
uus who estimate their activity in their local religious 
group to be low are almost evenly· divided in terms of scores 
on the index of estimated· Black Power. And UUs with high 
estimates of their activity score slightly· higher on the in-
dex of estimated Black Power, 
Estimated 
Black 
Power 
Low 
High 
TABLE 11 
ASSOCIATION BETWEEN LOCAL RELIGIOUS GROUP 
ACTIVITY AND ESTIMATED BLACK POWER 
Local Religious Group Activitya 
Low High 
N (%) N (%) 
207 (52.0) 275 (42.4} 
191 (4 8. 0) 373 (57. 6) 
Total 398 (10.0 .•. 0.). . . 648 .. (100 .• 0.) . 
Missing N:::60 Tb:::0.0932 ¢:::0 • 0 912 
Total 
482 
564 
1,.046 
p<.05 s. 
ass' indications of how active they are in their local 
UU religious groups (i.e., churches and fellowships). 
The eighth hypothesis., phrased in the null form, was 
that there will be no association between scores on the indi-
cator of local religious group activity and the index of dem-
onstrated civil rights mil:i.tancy. Table 12 illistrates that 
there is a statistically SJ 'Jtd.ficant ·association between the 
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TABLE 12 
ASSOCIATION BETWEEN LOCAL RELIGIOUS G~OUP ACTIVITY 
AND DEMONSTRATED CIVIL RIGHTS MILITANCY 
Demonstrated 
Civil Rights 
Militancy 
Low 
High 
· Total. .. 
Missing N;::;25 
Local 
N 
289 
"·12 3 
4TI. 
Religious Group Activit:;r a 
Low High 
(%) N (%) Total 
(70 .1 369 (55. 2) 658 
. (29'. 9) .. , 300 '('44'. 8) - .. 423 
. (10 0 .•. 0.) .. : . 6.69 (100 •. o"). .. I,oai 
<j>=O.~ 1472 p<:.05 s. 
ass 1 indications of how active they are in thei.r 
local uu religious groups (i.e.( churches and tellowships). 
respondents• estimates of their.activity in their local re-
,. 
ligious groups and their demonstrated civil rights militancy. 
Therefore, the eighth hypothesis in its null form is reject-
ed and the alternative hypothesis-.,..there is a positive re-
lationship between scores on the indicator of local reli-
gious group activ~ty and the index of demonstrated civil 
rights militancy--~s accepted. Notwithstandi~g the extra-
ordinary number of uus (over 60 per cent of the sample) who 
express a high degree of activity in their local UU reli-
gious groups, neither high nor. low a~tive uus have a major-
ity that is high in terms of claimed civil r.ights militancy.·. 
The ninth .hypothesis, phrased in the null form, was 
that there will be no association between scores on the in-
dex of social actionism and the index of estimated Black 
Power. As previously described, the index of social action-
ism was that compositely scored set: of three questions 
\ 
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concerning the importance of liberal religion's education 
and action relative to poverty,· ju~gment about the el~gi­
bility of selective conscientious objectors for a particu-
lar non-draftable status, .and de~ires r~gardi~g the social 
action emphasis of the local religious. group. Table 13 
shows a statistically s~gni~icant association between so-
cial actionism and estimated Black Power. Therefore, the 
n.inth hy}?Othesis in its null .form is rejected and the al-
ternative hypothesis--there is a positive relat'ionship be-
tween scores on the index of social actionism and the index 
of estimated Black Power--is accepted. While UUs with low 
social actionism seem decidedly low on estimated Black 
Power, uus with high social actionism score considerably 
h~gher on estimated Black i:>ower. · 
Estimated 
Black 
Power 
Low 
. High 
TABLE 13 
ASSOCIATION BETWEEN SOCIAL ACTIONISM 
AND ESTIMATED BLACK POWER 
Social Actionism 
Low 
N (%) 
' 322 . (60.5) 
210 . '(39.5) 
Total .. 532". (.100 .•. 0) .. 
N 
168. 
368 
·.536 
High 
(%) 
(31.3). 
. (68.7) 
(lOO. o.).· .. 
Missing N=38 <j>=0.2909 
Total 
490 
578 
1,068 
p<.05 s. 
Finally, the tenth hypothesis, phrased in the null 
form, was that there will be no ·association between scores 
on the index_of social actionism and· the index of demonstrat-
ed civil r~ghts militancy. Table 14 portrays a statistically 
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TABLE 14 
ASSOCIATION BETWEEN SOCIAL ACTIONISM AND 
DEMONSTRATED CIVIL RIGHTS MILITANCY 
. i ~ 
' J • I ' 
Demonstrated Social Actionism 
Civil Rights Low High. 
Militancy N (%) N (%) 
Low 414 (74.5) 256 (46.9) 
High 142 (25.5) 290 (53.1) 
Total 556 (100. 0 ~. 546 (100.0l 
Missing N=4 Tb=0.2823 <t>=0.2805 
Total 
670 
432 
1,102 
p <.05 
significant association between social actionism and demon-
s. 
strated civil rights militancy. Therefore, the tenth hypoth-
esis in its null form is rejected and the alternative hypoth-
esis--there is a positive relationship between scores on the 
index of social actionism and the index of demonstrated 
civil rights militancy--is accepted. UUs who are low in so-
cial actionism are also much more likely to score low on the 
index of demonstrated civil rights militancy. UUs who are 
high in social actionism appear almost split on the index of 
civil rights militancy. 
A summary of the statistically significant associa-
tions between the five independent and two dependent varia-
bles is presented in Table 15. Of the original ten hypothe-
ses that were phrased in the null form, .all but two were re-
jected7 only the second and the fourth null hypotheses (see 
pp. 8-9} were accepted. as stated. 
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TABLE 15 
SUMMARY OF STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT TAUb 
ASSOCIATIONS FOR HYPOTHETICl\LLY 
· RELATED MAJOR 'VARIABLES 
Indep~ndent Variables 
Reli-
Member- . 9ious Reli-
ship . Self gious 
Dependent Group Age Ascrip- Group Social 
Variables .Type .. ·. Cohort· ....... tion ·. '. Activity·.· .. · Actionism 
Estimated 
Black +0.065 -0.220 
Power (N=l068) (~=1064} 
Demon-
strated 
Civil 
Rights 
N.S. N.S. 
-0.197 +0.093 
(N=9 9 4) (Nr:=lO 4 6) 
-o .. 1s2 +0.149 
+0.292 
(N=1068) 
+0.282 
Militancy .. .(N=l025).· .(N=l08l) · ... · .(N=ll02). 
Inter associations Arno·n·g Independent Variables· 
Since all the major independent variables were found 
to be associated with one or both of the dependent variables, 
the writer wished to know whether any independent variable--
taken singly or in combination with others--could have had 
an effect on one or more of the statistically significant 
associations noted in the verification of the hypotheses. In 
addition, occasional references were cited in Chapter II that 
implied possible overlapping of certain of the independent 
variables in relationships with .the dependent variables. 
Table 16 lists the statistically s~gnificant interassocia-
tions among independent variables, in sununary format; Appen-
dix H contains the supplementary tables in support of· Table 
16. The largest positive int1..:!rassociation occurs between 
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TABLE 16 
SUMMARY OF STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT TAUb 
INTERASSOCIATIONS A.MONG THE 
Variables. 
Membership 
Group Type 
Age Cohort 
Religious 
Self-
As cr iption 
Local 
Religious. 
Group 
Activity 
· .. INDEPENDEi';T VARIABLES 
Reli- Local 
gious Reli-
. Self gious 
Age Ascrip- Group Social 
Cohort : : .·. ·.tion'.··.·'.·:·Activity.·:·: :·Actionism 
-o .133 . 
(I'i~lll2t 
:0.109 
(_N;::;~Q25l_ 
+0.210 
tN~~o22r 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
-t-0.065 
(.N;::;ll02) 
-0.095 
(N=l098) 
-0.148 
(N=l023) 
+0.077 
(N=l088) 
age cohort and religious self-ascription; the largest nega-
tive interassociation occurs between religious self-ascrip-
tion and social actionism. All of the interassociations 
among independent variables, however, are either negligible 
(.00-.19) or low (.20-.39,) and the local religious group ac-
tivity variable shows .no interasso.ciation except with so-
cial actionism; here, again, the interassociation is n~gli-
g,ible. 
As the tables in Appendix H bear out, roughly three-
fourths of fellowship members are under 50 while about six 
of ten church members arc under 50. More than three-fourths 
of fellowship members are "modern" in terms of religious 
r 
L 
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self-ascription; in the churches it is runni!lg in the same 
direction about two t.o one.· Two of three members in both 
churches and fellowships indicate that they are highly ac-
tive in their local uu groups. Somewhat more than half of 
fellowship members are high in social actionism,. whereas 
church membership is almost evenly divided on social action-
ism. 
In terms of the ~ge factor, UUs under SO are much 
more likely to express modern religious self-ascription but 
just SS per cent of uus SO and older express ~he same modern 
orientation. uus; regardless of age, estimate their local 
group activity as generally high;· only about one-third of 
each age cohort say their .. activity is low. Fifty-three per 
cent of UUs under SO are high in social actionism as com-
pared with.44 per cent of uus SO and older who are also h~gh 
in social actionism. 
Finally, 60 per cent of uus with either religious 
self-ascription type. say that they are highly active in their 
local UU groups. Fifty-five per cent of UUs with modern 
self~ascription are high in social actionism; the same is 
true for only abou.t 40 per cent of uus who indicate low ac·-
tivi ty in their local religious. group score low on the index 
of social actionism. On the other hand,· slightly more than 
half of highly active uus score high on the same index •. 
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The Dependent Variables, Partial Correlation, 
and Partitioning 
The review of literature disclosed a substantial ar-
gument for considering each o~ the. five independent variables 
as a separate and distinctly important influence on an indi-
vidual's estimate of Black ~ower and his or her claim to 
have demonstrated civil rights militancy. Therefore, given 
the fact and characteristics of interassociations among the 
five independent variables, the writer wished to check the 
effects. of independent variable overlap on the original as-
sociations between each independent and each dependent var-
iahle. This was done by means of partial correlation and 
I 
cross tabulatiofi partitioning, App@ndix I eontains suppl@• 
mentary tables of the analysis of independent variable over-
lap on the statistically sign.ificant associations with the 
dependent variables. 
Of the five independent variables that are assoc-
iated with estimated Black Power,· :membership ·gr·oup· type is 
the least influential. Membership group type is independent 
of age cohort and local· .z-eligi.ous group activity in terms of 
. . •' . . 
estimated Black Power. And there is only limited interac-
tion between member~hip. group type and either social action-
ism or religious self-ascription. 
Age cohort is the second most influential independent 
variable found to be associated with estimated Black Power. 
Age cohort appears independent of membership group type and 
local religious group activity while. at the same time partly 
interacting with religious self-ascription. There is also 
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limited interaction between age cohort and social actionism. 
Religious s~lf-as~ription is the third most influen-
tial variable associated with estimated Black Power. It is 
also the second most influential of the three independent 
variables associated with demonstrated civil rights mili-
tancy. There seems to be limited interaction between reli-
gious self-ascription and the variables of age cohort, so-
cial actionism, and membership group type with regard to 
estimated Black Power; local religious group activity seems 
to have no effect. There is barely any interaction between 
religious self-ascription and either social actionism or lo-
cal religious group activit~ with reqQrd to demonstrated 
civil rights militancy. 
Local religious group activity is the fourth most 
influential independent variable found to be associated with 
estimated Black Power. It is also the least influential in-
dependent variable associated with demonstrated civil rights 
militancy. Local religious group activity only interacts 
with social actionism in a limited way with regard to esti-
mated Black Power. And there is limited interaction between 
local religious group activity and the variables of social 
actionism and religious self-ascription with regard to demon-
strated civil rights militancy. 
Social actionism appears to be the first most inf lu-
ential independent variable associated with both estimated 
Black Power and demonstrated civil rights militancy. Partial 
correlations and cross-tabulation partitioning show that 
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there is limited interaction between socia·l actionism and 
the four other independent variables associated with esti-
mated Black Power as well as between social actionism and 
the two other independent variables associated with demon-
strated civil rights militancy. Moreover, the multiple 
correlation for the five independent variables in relation 
to estimated Black Power is +0.376--just +0.090. greater than 
the simple correlation between social actionism and estimat-
ed Black Power. 1 And the multiple correlation for Lhe three 
independent variables in relation to demonstrated civil 
rights militancy is +0.329--just +0.044 greater than the 
simple correlation between social actionism and demonstrated 
civil rights militancy. 2 Thus, it would appear from thedata 
that social actionism is the only really important predictor 
of either estimated Black Power or demonstrated civil rights 
militancy. This concludes the sununary of the effects of in-
dependent variable overlap on the original associations in 
the data analysis. 
1About 14 per cent of the total variance in the scores 
on the index of estimated Black Power is accounted for by the 
five independent variables associated with estimated Black 
Power. Stepwise multiple· regression analysis suggests a pre-
diction sequence of social actionism, age cohort, religious 
self-ascription, local religious group activity, and member-
ship group type--ordered from most powerful to least power-
ful inf luence--in terms of the general relationship with the 
dependent variable, estimated Black Power. 
2About 11 per cent of the total variance in the scores 
on the index of demonstrated civil rights militancy is ac-
counted for by the three independent variables associated 
with civil rights militancy. Stepwise multiple regression anal-
ysis suggests a prediction sequence of social actionism, re-
l~gious self-ascription, and local religious group activity--
ordered from most powerful to least powerful inf luence--in 
terms of the general relationship with the dependent varia-
ble, demonstrated civil rights militancy. 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS AND EVALUATIONS 
This final chapter discusses the verification of each 
of the ten hypotheses as related to theory. Methodological 
shortcomings are also evaluated. And there appears a brief 
set of suggestions for further research. 
Relevance to Theory 
The verification Of the hypotheses, derived from 
theory and substantiated in the literature but stated in null 
form, revealed that certain of the independent variables are 
indeed important in accounting for the variation in the atti-
tudes and the behavior of American unitarian Universalists 
with regard to Black Power and militant civil rights activi-
ties. Social actionism orientation accounts for differences 
in Black Power attitudes as well as civil rights militancy; 
however, age cohort and "modern" religious self-ascription 
are pertinent only to attitudes toward Black Power. While 
actionism, age, and ascription yield results consistent with 
the literature on black empowerment, the remaining variables 
of membership group type and local group participation--each 
associated with Black Power attitudes--act in ways unantici-
' pated by theory. The writer, therefore, sought to control 
for the effects of about fifty related variables that had 
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been measured through responses to the dissertation survey 
questionnaire. Appendix J lists these other variables and 
their indicants as well as total numbers of respondents 
variously categorized under each .of the controls. The fifty 
variables are grouped according to whether they are (1) socio-
economic and demographic.controls, (2) social psychological 
and race-related controls, . (3) controls for dimensions of re-
ligiosity, or (4) organizational controls. A sununary analysis 
of related variable controls is presented below in order to 
increase understanding as to why certain independent vari-
ables worked as predicted with reference to the two dependent 
variables and why other independent variables did not. 
Membership Group Type 
The conceptual scheme arising from the review of 
literature on churches and fellowships portrayed church 
groups as more socially concerned than fellowships. The 
large size and heterogeneous constituency of churches, it was 
said, enabled church members to become involved in socially 
controversial issues. The churches were thought to be aided 
in this respect by socially oriented professional clergy. 
In contrast to the relatively small fellowships which were 
considered as more likely to be anti-institutional and de-
cidedly more personal in orientation, churches were declared 
to be more conducive to racial tolerance and even militant 
behavior to achieve equality and the recognition of the 
civil rights of minorities. Despite the lite,ature and 
theory, uu church membership had nothing to do with civil 
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rights militancy; UU fellowship members, instead, scored 
higher on attitudes toward Black Power. 
Table 44 in Appendix J shows the twenty-five related 
controls that are either positively or negatively associated 
1 
with membership group type. In contrast to fellowship mem-
bers and in terms of the positive associations shown, church 
members are definitely more likely to be members of groups with 
high attrition rates over the last five years as well as 
groups that are heavily concentrated in the Northeast but 
only slightly exceed fellowships in the South. UU church 
members definitely are in groups that are below the median 
for all sampled groups in terms of degree of consensus on the 
need for education and action to solve selected social prob-
lems. UU church members definitely are found in groups that 
are below the median for all sampled groups in terms of urban 
community population size. Church m~mbers are definitely 
less desirous of engaging in future civil rights militancy 
and are definitely less concerned with either the ecstatic 
ideal or experience of group fellowship among members. 
Slightly less orthodox in attaching importance to solving 
1Not shown are contingency tables with percentage 
ditf erences between: church and tellowship members on each of 
the controls. Instead, .the writer adopted the convention of 
modifying control findings with the terms "definitely" (.indi-
cating a >10% difference between church or fellowship members 
on the variables in question) or "slightly" (indicating a 
<10% difference) • This convention applies also to the re-
porting of control variable ·associations with the other four 
independent variables. 
... 
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selected social problems, UUs in churches are also slightly 
less likely to have come from a convert background. Church 
members have slightly less desire for personal development 
to be emphasized by their UU group, and they also are slight-
ly less likely to have one or more close friends in their UU 
group. And UU church members have moved slightly less. often 
from the places of residence they lived in five years ago. 
Again in contrast to fellowship members but this time 
in terms of the negative associations shown in Table 44, UUs 
in churches express slightly more desire for learning about 
their faith through religious education. But church members 
are slightly less involved in committees or official duties 
in the local group. UUs in churches indicate that they at-
tend services slightly more for aesthetic satisfaction, a 
confirming experience. Church members definitely hold strong-
er theis~ic beliefs. They also are definitely likely to have 
spent a greater proportion of their lives as UUs, to have 
been UUs for twelve or more years, and to place greater im-
portance on worship as a desired UU group emphasis. UUs in 
churches, if married and with families, definitely have chil-
dren who are 18 or over. ·Church members definitely are mem-
bers of groups 50 per cent or more of whose membership is in-
volved in one or more organization not related to Unitarian 
Universalism. UUs in churches definitely find themselves in 
groups whose structure (in terms of per capita. budget) is a-
bove the median for all sampled groups, in groups whose lead-
ership numbers more than two. top officials, _and in_ groups whose 
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origins date back before 1952. Finally, .uus in churches are 
definitely in groups the median sizes of which exceed the 
median membership size 'for all sampled groups. 
It is clear from the ·control variable analysis that, 
although church members are found in groups many of whose 
characteristics have been said to be linked with more favor-
able disposition toward Black Power and with greater militancy 
in civil rights, nevertheless, .church members generally do 
not share the fellowship members' concerns for social problem 
solving or militancy in the future with respect to working 
for minority group civil rights. One explanation could be 
the fact that uus in churches have been uus much longer than 
those in fellowships and have come to favor the traditional 
"church" values of worship, aesthetic satisfaction, and reli-
gious education. Furthermore, UU church members definitely 
outnumber fellowship members in subscribing to a belief in 
God that can be called traditional and basically affirmative. 
Hence, one has additional proof of the interaction effects 
of social actionism and religious self-ascription on member-
1 
ship group type. The UU church member, then, seems to be a 
congregational mainstay whose life is rather settled and 
whOse liberal religious .faith may be considered to be tradi-
tiona.l •. 
1Tables 45 and 46 attest to membership group type's 
independence even from those .controls with whlch .it was as-
sociated at >. 200; none of the other controls which appear in, 
Exhibits 11 through 14 were found to be significantly associ-
ated with membership group type.· · 
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Age Cohort 
Both the literature on UUs and non-UU specific mate-
rials indicated that younger persons were more ·impatient with 
what they viewed as the social irrelevan9e oe their membership 
groups. Seen as a perspective and as a filter for values and 
experience, age in general was said to be crucial to under-
standing orientations to societal needs and problems as well 
as choices which individuals made insofar as means to solving 
these problems were concerned. In contrast to persons 50 or over 
50 who were active in their groups for friendships' sake, the 
under-50 individuals were stated as more cosmopolitan in out-
look, conunitted to group ideals, and interested in issues 
affecting the politically powerless. The actionism of the 
under-50 individuals was thought to lead to greater involve-
ment in radical and militant civil rights efforts; being 
under 50 was also found to be associated with being more 
trusting of blacks, desirous of racial separatism, and racial 
tolerance. On the other hand, being 50 or older was reported 
as linked with ethical conservatism, racial prejudice, and 
unwillingness to renounce the notion of integration. Con-
sistent with the conceptual scheme, under-50 UUs scored higher 
on the index oe estimated Black Power; however, neither age 
cohort was shown to be associated with demonstrated civil 
rights militancy. 
Table 47 in Appendix J shows the twenty-six related 
controls that are either positively or negatively associated 
with age ·cohort. Using the :same· reporting terminology as 
r 
l 
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with membership group type,. the writer discovered that, in 
contrast to UUs SO and over· and in terms of the positive 
associations shown, .uus under SO--if married and with fami-
lies--definitely are more likely to have children under ·1a. 
Under-SO UUs definitely have been UUs for less than twelve 
years and have, therefore, spent much less of their lives as 
uus. UUs under 50 also definitely are less desirous of wor-
ship as uu group emphasis and are equally as unlikely to be 
members of UUA organizations. The under-SO UUs definitely 
read less often the denominational information contained in 
the uu World. They definitely have fewer or no organization-
al memberships outside their UU group and they are definitely 
less likely to belong to UU groups that date back before 1952. 
UUs under SO definitely find themselves less frequently as 
members of UU groups with greater than two top officials. 
These young UUs are definitely less inclined to attend ser-
vices so as to be of service to others. Slightly more often 
from a smaller uu group and slightly less likely to have cus-
tomary theistic beliefs, the under-SO UUs are slightly less 
of ten members of groups 50 per cent of whose membership holds 
ties with non-UUA related organizations. The under-SO UUs, 
furthermore, are slightly less likely to attach importance to 
a confirming experience of aesthetic satisfaction when they 
attend services; they are sligh.tly less given to having close 
friends in their UU group as well. And they seem slightly 
less interested in learning about their faith .thr.ough reli-
gious education. 
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Again in contrast to UUs SO and over but this time in 
terms of the negative associations shown in Table 47, UUs 
under 50 seem slightly more concerned with intellectual stim-
ulation as a reason for attending services. UUs under 50 are 
slightly less likely to be Democrats and slightly less often 
to be converts from other liberal or moderate religious de-
nominations; they are also slightly more often to be married 
and never divorced. The under-SO UUs definitely favor racial 
separatism more and definitely attach greater importance to 
personal development as desired UU group emphasis. As antici-
pated by theory, these younger UUs definitely score higher on 
orthodoxy with respect to interest in education and action on 
selected social problems; similarly, they definitely score 
higher on indices of revolutionary tactics and desired future 
civil rights militancy. Finally, the under-SO UUs are defi-
nitely likely to have moved from their houses during the last 
five years. 
The control variable analysis clearly reveals the non-
traditional religious and social stances of the under-SO UUs. 
The data support the contention that UUs under SO are ·socially 
sensitive, up-to-date in their appreciation of black empower-
ment, and sometimes more committed to problem solving in the 
larger society than in maintaining active membership ;in their 
uu groups. However, the fact that uus under 50 generally do 
not hold organizational affiliations either inside or outside 
the UUA may explain why these ·same UUs are not likely to have 
participated in civil rights activities· of a· militant · 
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organizational nature. Perhaps, too, the fact that under-SO 
uus generally have young families may have militated against 
such participation; likewise, UUs. under 50 seem to have moved 
much more frequently during the past five years and relative· 
newness to neighborhoods could have deterred militant civil 
rights behavior. Then, there is also the finding that UUs 
under 50 are basically detached from their local UU groups 
which might have sponsored such activities. All of these 
characteristics of younger UUs substantiate the independence 
of age cohort from membership group type and from local reli-
gious group activity as well as the very limited interaction 
which age has with religious self-ascription and social ac-
t . . 1 ionism. The under-SO UU seems to be a recent and selec-
tively involved adherent to Unitarian Universalism whose un-
traditional behavior in religion and politics may be more de-
signed to achieve personal goals than institutional ·ends. 
ReTigious Self-Ascription 
The review of literature and theory supported the 
notion that traditional religious belief was associated with 
desire for respectability and disdain for the controversial. 
Such a belief style was said to be more conventionally the-
istic and connected with preservation of the status quo. And 
in spite of its commitment to religious institutional forms 
1Tables 48 and 49 show that the only control with any 
real effect on age cohort is average age of children; this is 
derived from control variable analysis of those controls with 
>.200 association with age cohort. The facts that only three-
fourths of Ss have children at all and that younger parents 
have younger children may mean that the effect of children's 
average age could be more artifactual than real. No other con-
trols were found to be significantly associated with age co-
hort (see Exhibits 11 to 14). 
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and ideals, traditional belief has also been characterized as 
politically conservative and willing to use only individual-
istic approaches to bring about social change. On the other 
hand, the non-traditional belief style is reported to be 
secular in tone. The political activism of non-traditional 
religious belief has been amply documented as well as its 
humanistic qualities. Such humanistic belief has been asserted 
to be socially critical and related to moral radicalism and 
social reform. The humanistic believer tried to effect social 
change through collective action; this believer made theism 
flexible so as to solve social problems in this world rather 
than prepare for a future afterlife., UU theists were shown 
to be ambivalent about racism; various citations portrayed 
them as generally intolerant of militant civil rights actions 
and somewhat wary of Black Power. UU humanists, however, 
were depicted in the literature as opposing racism in what-
ever guise it occurred; they were thought to be favorably dis-
posed to Black Power even if that concept should imply racial 
separatism. These elaborations of the theist-humanist typol-
ogy notwithstanding, the data analysis showed that the modern, 
humanistic orientation was only associated with positive 
estimation of Black Power and not with a noticeable demonstra-
tion of past civil rights militancy. 
Table 50 in Appendix J presents the twenty-four re-
lated control variables that are either positively or nega-
tively associated with religious self-ascription. Maintain-
ing the usual terminological conventions as in reports on 
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membership group type and age cohort, the writer learned that 
modern religious self-ascription--in contrast to historic re-
ligious self-ascription--is positively associated with several 
control variables. UUs with modern religious seu;-ascription 
are definitely not traditionally theistic in orientation and 
they definitely do not wish worship to be a UU group emphasis. 
Modern UUs have spent much less of their lives as UUs and are 
definitely less likely to be members of UU groups dating back 
before 1952. The modern self-ascription type is definitely 
linked with having children under 18 if the person with that 
type is married and has a family. Modern UUs are definitely 
recent adherents to Unitarian Universalism. They slightly 
less attend services out of desire to serve others and are 
slightly less likely to be members of UUA organizations. uus 
with modern self-ascription are found slightly less often in 
UU groups whose size is above the median of the sampled groups. 
They attach slightly less importance to the revelational ex-
perience of group worship. They also are slightly less likely 
to be women than men. And UUs with modern self-ascription 
attribute slightly less importance to attending services for 
personal reflection and meditation. 
With regard to the negative associations shown in 
Table 50 but still in contrast to historic UUs, .modern UUs 
have changed dwelling units slightly more often: over the last 
five years. Modern UUs show slightly more concern for the 
ecstatic ideal of fellowship and are members slightly more 
of ten: of uu. groups whose memberships have a high consensus on 
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education and action relative to selected social problems. 
uus with modern self-ascription are slightly more likely to 
express a New Left philosophy and are slightly more frequently 
married. These modern UUs find themselves slightly less be-
longing to UU groups that ha:ve not taken a stand in favor of 
the Black Affairs Council and its separatist position on 
black empowerment. And they are slightly less likely to have 
been birthright UUs or to have come from another liberal or 
moderate, religious denominational background. Modern UUs 
are definitely high in espousing revolutionary tactics for 
social change, definitely higher in desire to become involved 
in militant civil rights activities at some future time, and 
definitely higher on orthodoxy as measured by agreement to 
social policy resolutions of the UUA General Assembly. And 
UUs with modern religious self-ascription are definitely more 
likely to claim Democratic party allegiance. 
In the analysis of related controls, the dimensions 
of modern religious_ ascription--particularly its humanistic 
aspect and its propensity for politically radical action--are 
well demonstrated. UUs with modern ascription certainly 
articulate strong feelings toward black empowerment and the 
necessary means to achieve it. Less clear, however, are fac-
tors that might account for modern UUs' not scoring decisively 
higher on the index of demonstrated civil rights militancy. 
It could be that, while members of pro-BAC groups and groups 
with obvious interest in solving societal needs,.modern UUs 
also come from generally smaller· UU groups and recently 
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established ones. Such precariousness associated with these 
k,inds of groups may inhibit group membership from engaging 
in noticeably deviant civil rights militancy. Again, modern 
uus are younger family heads and this could deter such in-
volvement. Too, the fact that modern UUs are recent joiners 
of uu groups and may not, therefore, have been exposed to 
some of the earlier militant civil rights work of several of 
the sampled groups should be taken into consideration. These 
findings corroborate the already known interaction between 
religious self-ascription and the variables of age cohort, 
social actionism, and membership group type. 1 But the limit-
ed interaction between ascription and actionism or local re-
ligious group activity in terms of demonstrated civil rights 
militancy may have to be further explored in order to ascer-
tain why these uus, possessing such outspoken feelings in 
favor of black empowerment and future civil rights militancy, 
do not score higher in demonstrated militancy. Thus, the 
modern religious self-ascription type of orientation is evi-
denced in uus who are less socially settled and who are less 
committed to the institutional form of liberal religion that is 
1Tables 51 through 54 illustrate religious self-as-
cription' s independence of theism as a control in ascrip-
tion's relationships with either estimated Black Power or 
demonstrated civil rights militancy. However, though politi-
cal party seems to be a more efficient predictor of both de- -
pendent variable scores than ascription, the facts that party 
is categorized as Demoorat/other (obscuring independents) and 
that only 60 per cent of sampled Ss appear in the tables may 
render the .use of party as predictor to be in fact more illu-
sionary than realistic. Those controls in Exhibits 11 
through 14 which are not listed in the tables were not found 
to be significantly associated with religious ascription. 
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represented by Unitarian Universalism. 
Local Religious Group Activity 
Materials pertinent to participation in religious 
groups stated that those members who participated a great deal 
were ideologically committed to the groups' programs and were 
loyal to the friendships with fellow members. High participa-
tion in the organizational fabric of the group was said to be 
characteristic of locally oriented individuals who used their 
membership group as some sort of reference group for values 
and behavior. Low participation, on the other hand, was seen 
as indicative of nonconformity to group norms, perhaps be-
cause of dissatisfaction with the membership group as refer-
ence group and the consequent substitution of a nonrnernbership 
out-group as reference group. Low participation was thought 
to be connected with cosmopolitanism, with social concern for 
the needs of disadvantaged nonmembers, and with ethical out-
look rather than ritual devotionalism. Participation, accord-
ing to the literature, was shown to be associated with vari-
ous levels of prejudice and discrimination as regards minority 
groups in the larger society. For instance, high participa-
tion was found to be linked with greater prejudice and intol-
erance of racial groups--especially when such religious. group 
participation followed the social class lines of the many 
denominations and their respective local congregations. Low 
participation, however, was found to be associated with a 
utopian orientation to social change that included less ·prej-
udice toward minorities, more hlirnanitarian concern for racial 
r 
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equality, .and more militant involvement in activities tangen-
tial to achieving black empowerment. Despite the predictions 
from theory, the pissertation's data analysis showed that it 
was high local religious group activity that was tied to 
higher scores on the indices of estimated Black Power and 
demonstrated civil rights militancy. 
Table 55 in Appendix J lists the twenty-three related 
control variables that are either positively or negatively 
associated with local religious group activity. Using the 
customary labeling conventions to indicate >10% or <10% dif-
ferences between the activity .levels, the writer found that, 
in contrast to UUs with high local religious group activity, 
UUs with low activity are definitely not members of any local 
organizations or sub-committees in their local UU groups. 
Moreover, .low active UUs definitely do not consider member-
ship in UU groups to be very important. Indeed, low active 
UUs definitely do not have close friends in their UU groups 
nor are they at all likely to belong to organizations affil-
iated with the UUA. Low active UUs are definitely less 
interested in the ecstatic ideal of group fellowship and are 
definitely less informed-about denominational affairs through 
reading thelJU World. Low active UUs also definitely do not 
say that they attend services for the ecstatic experience of 
group fellowship or the responsive experience of celebrating 
common values. The UUs with. low local religious group activ-
ity definitely express less desire 'to become engaged in mili-
tant civil rights activities ·in the: future. And they are 
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slightly less likely to attend services for motivation to 
serve others or for ethical development. Low active UUs are 
slightly less orthodox in te'rrns of assenting to General 
Assembly policy resolutions on solving social problems and 
are slightly less inclined toward the Democratic party. Low 
active UUs, finally, are slightly less desirous of personal 
development as a UU group emphasis. 
With respect to negative associations between local 
group activity and related controls but again in contrast to 
UUs with high local religious group activity, UUs with low 
activity are found to be members slightly more often of UU 
groups whose structure in terms of per capita budget is above 
the median for all sampled groups. Low active UUs are slight-
ly less often located in Class I and II as measured by the 
Hollingshead Two Factor Index of Social Position. If married 
and with families, low active UUs are slightly less likely to 
have children under 18. These same low active UUs, while 
slightly more frequently members of UU groups whose sizes are 
above the median for all sampled groups, are definitely more 
often members of UU groups that have supported the UUA goals 
by making better than average contributions to the UUA's 
Annual Fund. Low active UUs definitely come from UU groups 
with more than two top officials, from gr.oups dating back be-
fore 1952 1 and from groups 50 .per cent or more of whose mem-
bership holds organizational affiliations outs.ide .the UUA. 
Evidently, the control variable analysis has revealed 
that uus with low local religious. group activity are ·generally 
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quite low on most measures of religiosity and communal involve-
ment either in their local UU groups or in the UUA. Their 
lack of desire, much .less past participation, with regard to 
militant civil rights activity as well as their basic indif-
ference to socially pressing issues of the times' may go far 
toward explaining why low active UUs do not estimate Black 
Power highly or express engagement in civil rights efforts. 
These findings support the discernible limited interaction 
between local religious group activity and social actionism 
in terms of the first dependent variable and similar inter-
action with actionism and ascription in terms of the second 
dependent variable. 1 Very apparent is the absence of UU group 
involvement on the part of low actives that could generate 
more 'favorable approaches to the black empowerment variables. 
Yet, ironically, low active UUs are members of large, struc-
tured, officially directed, and financially contributing UU 
groups. Perhaps the social class variable does demonstrate a 
tenuous though important link between both the detachment 
from religious .group and insensitivity to mino.rity needs on 
the part of low active UUs. The overall image of uus with low 
local religious group activity is one of marginality. These 
UUs seem to be simply passing through r_itual stages of liberal 
religious faith on their way to eventual dissociation, or at 
1Tables 56 through 59 disclose local reli9ious group 
activity's independence of those.controls whose associations 
with activity were >.200; none-~f the other controls (see 
Exhibits ·11 through~l4l were found to be associated with· 
local act.ivity. · 
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least dormancy, in respect to their practice of Unitarian 
Universalism. 
social Actionism 
The theoretical framewrk and sources relative to 
social actionism have characterized low social actionism as a 
function of personal religious concerns as opposed to social 
interests. Low actionism was said to be related to desire to 
preserve the religious institution and to values that supported 
religious traditions. High social actionism, however, was re-
counted in the literature as being associated with ·social and 
political activism, innovative attempts at fundamental social 
change, and values that give paramount importance to humani-
tarian service High social actionism has been joined with 
militant radicalism both within the UUA and in the larger 
society as such radicalism has sought to empower blacks and 
other minority groups. These radicals with their support of 
direct action tactics and even racial separatism have been 
compared with liberals whose rational and moderate approach 
to racial integration has received wide attention with the 
emergence of Black Power. High actionists seemed collectiv-
istic; they questioned integration as an end in itself and 
they tried to overcome institutional prejudices toward race. 
Low actionists were depicted in the literature as liberal 
but still racially biased, .as reluctant to change race rela-
tions strategies, and as committed more to group maintenance 
than social reform. Radical UUs were thought to be ·aeeply 
interes·ted in the religious eXperierice ·q~alities· ·of the black 
r 
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empowerment issue in the UUA; liberal UUs were considered to 
be steadfastly opposed to establishing what they regarded as 
a social or political creed that ignored the tradition of 
liberal religious pluralism. The dissertation's results 
pointed toward those traits of high actionists which had been 
enumerated in the theory, particularly high social actionism's 
association with high scores on both the index of Black Power 
and the index of demonstrated civil rights militancy. 
Although high social actionists in Unitarian Univer-
salism acted as the literature had foretold, an examination of 
Table 60 in Appendix J reveals thirty related control vari-
ables that are either positively or negatively associated with. 
social actionism. Retaining the same terminology as before, 
UUs with high social actionism are seen as definitely high on 
the index of orthodoxy concerning the importance of education 
and action in solving selected social problems. Other control 
variables positively associated with high social actionism are 
Democratic party allegiance, desire to become involved in fu-
ture militant civil rights activities, New Left philosophy, 
and membership in uu groups the majority of whose members 
have scored above the median for all sampled groups on the 
index of social problems. In terms of the variables mentioned, 
high social actionist UUs definitely differ from UUs low in 
social actionism. Moreover( .. high social actionists are def-
initely higher in espousing revolutionary tactics and defi-
nitely attach greater importance to the responsive. experience 
of celebrating common values· through attendance at uu. group 
I 
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services. High actionists are slightly more likely to attend 
services out of motivation to serve others. Definitely ex-
pressing commitment to uu merribership importance, high action-
ists also definitely inform themselves more often on denomina-
tional affairs by reading th~ 'UU World. UUs with high social 
actionism are slightly more 'likely to be women than men. 
These same actionists definitely favor the ecstatic ideal of 
fellowship among UU group members; they have definitely more 
out~group memberships but at the same time have many more 
close friends in their UU groups. High actionists hold 
slightly more positions in local UU group organizations or 
sub-committees. They regard intellectual stimulation slightly 
more importantly as a reason for attendance at services and 
they desire ethical development slightly more often as an im-
portant UU group emphasis. High social actionists are 
slightly less likely to have been converted to Unitarian Uni-
versalism from liberal or moderate religious denominational 
backgrounds. While· they indicate slightly less interest in 
personal development as an important UU group emphasis, high 
social actionists do score slightly higher on the index of 
racial separatism. 
With reference to the negative associations shown in 
Table 60 and in contrast to UUs with low .social actionism, 
UUs with high social actionism are slightly more often mem-
bers of uu. groups with greater. than two top officials. But 
high ·actionists are slightly les·s· likely to have been UUs 
for long or to have ·spent much. 'of their lives· in. general as 
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adherents to Unitarian Universalism. If married and with 
families, UUs high in social actionism have slightly fewer 
children under 18. High social actionists are slightly less 
inclined to possess traditional theistic beliefs. They also 
find themselves slightly more frequently to be members of UU 
groups whose structure as defined by per capita budget ex-
ceeds the median for all sampled groups. High social action-
ists are definitely less concerned with learning about their 
religious faith through religious education and definitely 
give less importance to worship as a reason for their attend-
ing uu group services. Finally, high social actionists are 
definitely low on particularism in that they acknowledge no 
narrow or precisely defined areas of social problem solving 
that can only be performed by certain, select body of persons. 
The analysis of data furnished by control variables 
that were measured on the survey questionnaire makes eminently 
clear the bases upon which social actionism is related to the 
two dependent variables. This control analysis also substan-
tiates the previous findings that social actionism is involved 
in limited interaction with all of the independent variables 
found associated with either estimated Black Power or demon-
str.ated civil rights militancy, or both. 1 The UUs with high 
1Tables 61 through 64 show that political party (on 
the actionism and Black Power relationship) and desired mili-
tancy (on both dependent variable relationships with actionism) 
are the only controls to effect changes in the original asso-
ciations. Having qualified party earlier, the writer notes 
that the placing of the desired militancy items at the survey's 
end probably elicited more socially desirable answers than 
actual answers. The index itself is basically a measure of 
wishful thinking. No other controls from Exhibits 11 through 
14 were significantly associated with actionism. The negli-
gible association between sex and actionism is the most inter-
esting but unexplored relationship between actionism .and a 
;related control. 
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social actionism, therefore, may be termed "mainstream UUs" 
insofar as commitments to their local UU groups and to the 
socially disadvantaged outside their uu groups are concerned. 
High actionists combine the most important aspects of uu 
group involvement with essentially very fa.vorable orientation 
toward the many ramifications ot the black empowerment issue. 
Perhaps this is why the social actionism variable has been 
shown to be the most influential of all the independent vari-
ables in accounting for the variation in UU attitudes and be-
havior with regard to Black Power and militant civil rights 
activities. 
Criticism of Methods 
In evaluating the conduct of the dissertation research, 
the writer has considered the major obstacles to a thorough 
understanding of the problem under investigation to be: (1) 
the datedness of some of the questionnaire items; (2) the 
limited sample and the 45 per cent return rate; (3) the dis-
parity of dissertation findings from some of Tapp's original 
survey data in 1966; and (4) the precision of measures of the 
major independent and dependent variables in the study. 
Although the problem of black empowerment in the UUA 
was a hotly contested issue in. American Unitarian Universal-
ism at the time that the writer was attending UUA General 
Assemblies and securing commitments in person from representa-
tive contacts from the sampled UU groups, by the time that 
the survey questionnaire was actually mailed the u·rgency of 
the issue had noticeably decreased partly because ·of Black 
r 
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Affairs Council setbacks at subsequent General Assemblies and 
partly because of UUA Board of Trustees' decisions in Boston. 
This was evident in the very few uu respondents who, _notwith-
standing their positive Black Power attitudes or civil rights 
militancy, expressed any memberships in those UUA groups 
associated with black empowerment (e.g., BAC, BAWA, FFR, LRY, 
Laymen's League as listed in questionnaire items #20 a to k). 
The black empowerment issue, _nevertheless, _has continued to 
reappear in the pages of the UU World though with little of 
the sensationalism as before. 
With respect to sampling, _the fact that four groups 
were dropped may have affected the responses somewhat. More 
important are the facts that only twenty groups were surveyed, 
that only 2,463 American UUs were sampled, and that only 
1,106 respondents supplied the data upon which this disserta-
tion analysis is based. Because a national study was intend-
ed so as to depict a wide scope of denominational opinion and 
action on the problem under investigation, the writer did not 
choose extreme groups of supporters or opponents of the 
Black Affairs Council nor did he try to balance church and 
fellowship member representation in the sample. 
The tables in Appendix G show many similarities be-
tween the data from the disse~tation and the findings of 
Tapp•s study, specifically on those parts of Tapp's survey 
that are replic;:ated in the dissertation. However, Tapp's 
analysis rested on more New Englanders, fewer college_ gradu-
ates, more professionals, .more youth, _and more Republicans 
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than were apparent in the 1972 study of American UUs. The 
latter study is being presented in this dissertation just a 
year after data colleCtion--something that took Tapp seven 
years to do. Despite differences with Tapp's investigation, 
both the 1966 and 1972 studies report basically similar atti-
tudes and behavior of American UUs. 
Finally, the dissertation measures of church/fellow-
ship membership, local religious group activity, _and religious 
self-ascription were taken from Tapp's own work; they seem 
both reliable and valid. However, the index of social action-
ism is the construct of the writer who followed Tapp's general 
suggestions for such a measure. As a broadly based set of 
questions, the actionism index certainly surpasses those 
items that restrict actionism to one arena, namely, race re-
lations; but one of the items in the index--that of selective 
conscientious objection--is no longer applicable due to the 
1973 peace settlement in Vietnam and the subsequent suspension 
of the draft. As for the variable of age cohort, both com-
puter analysis and the scientific literature (if not the 
popular, general literature) attest to the validity of an age 
cohort break at 50 years.· The measures of estimated Black 
Power and demonstrated civil rights militancy are basically 
cumulative rating scales whose contents, if not their scoring 
procedures, are unquestionably valid and reliable. Both · 
indices do point to ordinal quantification of attitudes and 
behavior in terms of black empowerment which ·.renders these 
measures appropriate to Ta~ and partial correlation analysis. 
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some taken from o-c.her sources and others adapted or con-
structed for the dissertation. Possibly the most glaring 
fault of the categorization scheme behind political party as 
a relevant control was its unanticipated obscuring of real 
political styles; computations concerning party stand incon-
clusive for the present. But the writer declares his confi-
dence in the assessment of his sample respondents in terms of 
the major variables in the dissertation. 
Implications for Further Research · 
Since the set of independent variables chosen from 
the literature on the problem, whether taken singly or to-
gether, did n6t re~lly account for that much of the variation 
in attitudes and behavior of American UUs on the black 
empowerment variables, one would design further research to 
determine just what does account for these differences. 
Political party stands out as an important alternative 
independent variable; this could be studied in terms of ac-
tual affiliation, simple identification, or inunediate past 
voting behavior to name but a few ways in which to operation-
alize the political persuasion of liberal religionists. 
Certainly, party seems relevant to the variables of age, 
ascription, activity, .and actionism as these were associated 
with estimated Black Power or demonstrated civil rights 
militancy, or both. Perhaps average age of children, .if any, 
is also an important variable since converts to Unitarian 
Universalism have been reported in the literature as beihg 
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especially attracted to a liberal faith that would provide 
their offspring with. a different religious tradition than 
their own. Another variable may be degree of residential 
mobility though this variable affected only age and meiriber-
ship group. 
In terms of religiosity dimension measures, one has 
to continue to develop adequate techniques whereby to assess 
those characteristics of religious liberalism that are both 
similar and unique in regard to more traditional religious 
variables. Orthodoxy, as measured by importance attached to 
various areas of UUA General Assembly. social policy resolu-
tions, must be considered--despite the uu claims to deny this 
variable--since it is associated with all of the dissertation's 
independent variables and has peculiar pertinence to the black 
empowerment issue. The desire for fellowship is another re-
curring variable. Other variables that are associated with 
at least four of the five independent variables are (1) atten-
dance at services for ethical motivation to serve others; 
(2) theistic belief in God; (3) worship as desired group 
emphasis; (4) the need for a group to emphasize personal de-
velopment; (5) number of years as a UU; and (6) the proportion 
of an individual's life spent as a UU. 
The organization variables must be pursued in order 
to understand the effects of local group milieu on uu .reli-
giosity. Leadership stands out as related to four of the 
five independent variables;. group size, structure, environ-
mental ties, consensus on social problems, .and year of origin 
are other organizational variables linked with at least three 
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of the independent variables. Obviously more rigorous indices 
of these organizational attributes must be constructed; the 
dissertation merely sought to su9gest tentative indices in 
order to control for the effects of organizational variables. 
Finally, as previously mentioned, some attempt should 
be made to survey those groups of UUs who have been: exceed-
ingly positive or sharply negative of the separatist thrust 
of the Black Power proponents of the Black Affairs Council. 
The top leadership, past and present, and the lay and clerical 
members of BAC and Black and White Action (BAWA) are 'likely 
subjects for such an inquiry. Also, those UUs who have made 
financial or some other demonstrable contributions to the 
cause of black empowerment should be surveyed. And some at-
tention must be. given to those persons who have left Unitarian 
Universalism during the last five years in order to determine 
whether their leaving had anything to do with the polarizing 
issues of black empowerment within the UUA and of separatism 
versus integration as a civil rights approach in the larger 
society. From all of this discourse on implications for 
further research, there hopefully can be obtained a more pre-
cise understanding of what accounts for the variation in 
attitudes toward Black Power and in behavior that demonstrated 
civil rights militancy on the part of American Unitarian Uni-
versalists. This dissertation in sociology is intended to 
break ground in that direction. 
r 
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APPENDIX A 
RESEARCH ENCOMPASSING UNITARIAN UNIVERSALISTS 
Although Wach (1964: 279) contended that sufficient 
study had been made of historical and theological writings of 
Unitarians and Universalists, he did admit that little re-
search existed in regard to the social characteristics of UU 
leadership and group members. UUs and similarly dissident 
religious groups are, in Oemerath and Theissen's estimate 
(1966: 675), "a neglected phenomenon on the Ame:riean :religious 
scene." This Appendix, therefore, attempts to bring together 
various levels of social science research on Unitarian Uni-
versalism, much of which has been useful in defining the dis-
sertation's problem. Studies relative to the independent 
variables as stipulated in the five sets of research questions 
are cited in the appropriate sections of Chapter II. 
Research Allusions to UUs 
Demerath and Lutterman (1969: 94, 100) observed that, 
despite their social activism, UUs are popularly--often sci-
entifically--conceived to fall within the "traditional lairs 
of religious liberalism" along with Lutherans, Quakers, 
Northern Baptists, the YMCA, and United Church of Christ. 
For example, Gockel {1969: 637) relegated UUs to the ''other 
religion" category in a study of religion and worldly success. 
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It could well be that, because they are considered members of 
one of "a score of half-way house denominations" and are seen 
as a body that is "statistically small and geographically iso-
lated on the Protestant map" (Marty, 1970: 8; 1972: 28), UUs 
continue to be classified in the same "other" category as 
liberal Congregationalists and fundamentalist groups, such as 
the Church of God (Rhodes and Nam, 1970: 257). These research 
allusions only obfuscate the differences between UUs and other 
American religious groups. 
Research Partially Inclusive of UUs 
Lipset (1964: 76, 84) singled out UUs as a distinct 
body of high-status members whose numbers are "disproportion-
ately concentrated in the cities of the East" and whose New 
England roots favor a decidedly Republican political orienta-
tion. As a result of their educational and occupational 
rankings, Larson (1965: 17) found UUs quite alike in attitudes 
and background to Episcopalians and Congregationalists. This 
could help explain why Datta {1967: 628-631) was able to re-
port overrepresentation of UUs among current and outstanding 
American scientists in terms of self- or f arnily-designated 
religious affiliation. Palmer (1969: 30)· characterized 
Unitarian Universalism as a major type of religious worldview; 
it was further described as nonholy in outlook and as associ-
ated with dominant, not submissive, behavior. Another study 
by Eckhardt and Newcombe (1969) noted that uus had generally 
distinct personality differences and social attitudes that 
overshadowed their anti-militaristic activities. While 
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highlighting uu traits, these research inclusions did not go 
far enough in delineating UUs as a specific group. 
Research Wholly Focused on uus 
Most of the research on UUs has been done either by 
denominational commissions or by UU social scientists. The 
first national assessment was Unitarians Face a New Age (1936) , 
a report under the direction of H. Paul Douglass that pointed 
to the necessity of developing educational and social pro-
grams to solve societal problems. Unitarians Advance (1944) 
combined data with argumentation such that the Church of the 
Larger Fellowship, a publication-linked aggregate of geo-
graphically isolated humanists, was subsequently established. 
Still another study, Unitarians Unite! (1947), laid the 
groundwork for the emergence of the lay fellowship movement 
within Unitarian Universalism. L. Bartlett proceeded to 
popularize fellowship data (1960) which later became more 
rigorously analyzed in her dissertation in sociology (1966). 
Her husband, J. Bartlett (1969), did a five-year survey of 
UU ministerial attrition (from 1964 to 1969) that revealed 
no relationship between exits from the ministry and group 
type, size, or location or the defecting ministers' educa-
tion and professional training, age at ordination, or theo-
logical orientation. Perhaps no other topic has been 
accorded so much attention in Unitarian Universalist research 
than that of the ministry. The first nation-wide study of 
the newly merged Unitarian Universalist Association was A 
Plan of Education for the Unitarian Universalist Ministry 
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(1962) • The UUA updated in 1970 the Mills and Morse survey 
(1968: 2) of clergy salaries in twenty denominations includ-
ing the UUA; it was announced that the average UU minister's 
salary, housing allowance, utilities, and benefits came to 
$13,544--an 8 per cent increase over 1968 and a continuation 
of the rank of UU ministers as the highest paid clergy in 
the nation. That same year, Gillilan (1970: 26) was complet-
ing a dissertation on ministerial vocational changes and 
views of parishioners. 
In addition to programs, church and fellowship 
structure, and the ministry, UUs have also been carrying out 
research on how their denominations (before merger in 1961) 
and their Association (after merger) have confronted press-
ing social issues of the times. Feuer (1966: 368) detailed 
the history of a Burlington, Vermont, Unitarian church that 
was formed in 1810 with a politically revolutionary image; 
had established itself as a high-status body by 1867, but 
eventually declined in membership when little could be 
found of theological interest to converts. Sykes (1970: 34) 
used his data on the class structure of Unitarian churches 
in Massachusetts from 1780 to 1880 in an effort to substan-
tiate the New England, urban, and high socioeconomic roots 
of liberal religion in general. The UUA commissioned a 
study, Free Church in a Changing World (1963), that led to 
the merger of separately financed and denominationally 
limited service projects throughout the world in a common 
Unitarian Universalist Service Committee. Finally, the 
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UUA Committee on Goals (1967: 5) conducted the first in-depth 
questionnaire survey of UUs across the United States "to ex-
amine the long-range theological and sociological goals of 
the liberal religious movement." While Haney (1967) and 
others were roundly critical of what they believed was its 
inappropriate quantification of a qualitatively religious ex-
perience, the Report of the Committee on Goals nevertheless 
strove to systematize data on the nontraditional theological 
beliefs and avant-garde (relative to the times) social atti-
tudes and behavior of UUs. A profile surfaced of UUs as 
"dominantly urban and suburban people," an "upper income, 
highly educated, professionally employed group." Their gen-
eral approval of conscientious objection, civil disobedience, 
and the free expression of human sexuality--arnong other 
things--clearly demarcated UU responses from those given in 
comparable surveys of other American denominations. And 
from the Goals Comptittee data, Tapp (1971: 44) developed 
eight factor-analyzed dimensions of UU religiosity: (1) 
personal beliefs, ~tyles, and values; (2) social and ethical 
values; (3) church sociality values and participation; (4) 
psychological development·values; (5) esthetic-reflective-
worship values; (6) educational function of church; (7) 
church as source of personal friendships; and (8) intra-
sectarian affirmations. Certain of these dimensions, there-
fore, eminently served the writer in his present dissertation 
on UUs and black empowerment. Other research that specifi-
cally pertains to UUs and prejudice or discrimination appears 
in the textual discussion of Black Power and civil rights 
militancy. 
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APPENDIX B 
1972 UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST SURVEY 
Dear UU Respondent: 
Below is a list of questions concerning you and your 
views on some contemporary issues in America. 
anteed complete anonymity in your responses. 
You are guar-
And, because 
you are an essential element in the national sample of UUs, 
a copy of the survey's results is yours upon request. 
There are basically three kinds of questions which 
you are asked to respond to: 
(1) those to be answered with a check mark I on the 
line beside the statement that most aptly 
expresses your reply--
e. g. : What is your citizen status? 
I citizen alien 
---
(2) those to be answered by writing in full on a 
line beneath the question--
e. g.: What city do you liye in? 
Chicago 
(3) those to be answered by circling the number under 
a category that best represents how you feel 
about a certain topic--
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What do you feel about the nwage-J?rice" 
Phase Two? Like 
. 'l) 
1 
Dislike 
"(2) 
2 
Unsure 
(3) 
3 
The questions are brief, to the J?Oint, and have been 
pre-tested on other Unitarian Universalists. If you wish to 
answer more fully to a given question t.han s.pace permits, 
J?lease use either the blank left-hand margin or the SJ?ace at 
the top or bottom of the page. However,· ·avoid writing in 
the numbered column to the right or on the stamped, return-
addressed side of this page, below. Again, many thanks in 
advance for yc>ur J?articiJ?ation! 
.. 
Michael ?-1cCloskey 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - ""." 
TO: Michael McCloskey 
5446 West Hi99ins Avenue 
Chic~go, Illinois 60630 
stamp 
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1. a) How long have you been a Unitarian or Universalist? 
(specify number of years) 
no b) Were you born a Unitarian? 
Were you born a Universalist? 
___ yes 
___ yes ---no 
---
2. · (If you were not born a UU) What was your own religious 
affiliation before joining a Unitarian Universalist 
church or fellowship? 
3. a) Are you a member of a UU church or fellowship? 
(check one) 
church fellowship 
---
not a member 
of either 
b) (If not a member of either) Are you a regular 
participant in the activities of a UU church or 
fellowship? church 
---
fellowship 
---
4. How important would you say your membership or partici-
pation in your UU church or fellowship is to you? 
(check one) extremely important 
quite important 
fairly important 
not too important 
s. What is your sex? male female 
6. What is your age? (specify number of years) 
7. What is your race? white black 
mongoloid 
8. a) What is your marital status? (check one) 
---
single, never married 
married, never divorced 
--- divorced and remarried 
---
--- divorced or separated 
widowed 
--- other (specify) : 
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b) (If applicable) List separately the individual ages 
of each of your children. 
9. a) What was the highest grade level of school you 
completed? (specify number of years) 
b) (If applicable) What was the highest grade level 
of school your spouse completed? (specify number 
of years) 
10. a) What is your occupation? (be as specific as you 
can) 
b) (If applicable) What is your spouse's occupation? 
(be as specific as you can) 
11. a) Where did you live five years ago? (check after each) 
in the same house as now: yes no 
-in the same communiti as now: yes no 
in the same state as now: yes no 
-
b) (If you checked "no" to "same state as now") 
What state did you live in then? 
12. - How do you identify yourself politically? (indicate 
whether Republican, Democrat, Independent or some other 
category and tell whether you regard yourself as con-
servative, moderate, liberal, or radical in the category 
of your choice 
13. Below is a list of general statements which state one 
or more points of view about the structure of society 
in the United States. Using your own value system, 
please circle beside each statement the one number that 
best describes the way you feel about the particular 
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statement. Circle 1 if "strongly agree," 7 if "strongly 
disagree," or one of the numbers in between that indi-
cates approximately where you would place yourself in 
agreement or disagreement with the statement. 
Statement 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
a) There are legitimate 
channels for reform which 
must be exhausted before 
attempting disruption. 1 
b) Real participatory 
democracy should be the 
basis for a new society. 1 
c) Compromise is essen~ial 
for progress. 1 
d) Although men are intrin-
sically good, they have 
developed institutions 
which force them to ac,t 
in opposition to this 
basic nature. l 
e) Although our society has 
to be changed, violence 
is not a justified means.l 
f) People should not do re-
search which can be used 
in ways which are con-
trary to the social good.l 
g) Disruption is preferable 
to dialogue for changing 
our society. 1 
h) If the structure of our 
society becomes non-
repressi ve, people will 
be happy. 1 
i) Extensive reform in 
society only serves to 
perpetuate the evils; it 1 
will never solve problems. 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
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Strongly Strongly 
Statement Agree Disagree 
1 2 3 ·4 5 6 7 
j) The United States needs 
a complete restructur-
ing of its basic ins ti-
tutions. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
k) Anyone who violates the 
law for reasons of 
conscience should be 
willing to accept the 
legal consequences. l 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1) "The Establishment" 
unfairly controls every 
aspect of our lives; we. 
can never be free until 
we are rid of it. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
14. How regularly do you read the uu World? (check one) 
of ten 
--- occasionally 
--- seldom 
never 
---
---
I have not heard of this publication 
15. Would you personally define your own religion as "Christian"? 
___ yes no 
---
16. a) Which one of the following best describes where you 
would prefer the Unitarian Universalist Association 
to be theologically ten years from now? (check only 
one) 
closer to liberal Protestantism 
--- closer to the ecumenical movement within 
--- Christianity 
---
closer to an emerging, universal religion 
closer to a distinctive, humanistic religion 
b) Would you care to elaborate on your answer? 
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17. a) Which one of the following statements comes closest 
to expressing your beliefs about God? (check only 
one) 
"God" is a supernatural being who reveals 
himself in human experience and history. 
"God" is the ground of all being, real but 
not adequately describable. 
"God" may appropriately be used as a name for 
some natural processes within the universe, 
such as love or creative evolution. 
"Gop" is an irrelevant concept and the central 
focus of religion should be on man's 
knowledge and values. 
"God" is a concept that is harmful to a worth-
while religion. 
b) Would you care to elaborate on your answer?~~~~~-
18. How important to you are the following aspects of attend-
ing church or fellowship service? Circle beside each 
aspect the one number that .best describes the way you 
feel concerning its importance. Numbers range from 1 
(not important) to 3 (very important) • 
Aspect of Attending 
Service 
a) intellectual stimula-
tion . ............... . 
b) fellowship •.••••••••• 
c) celebrating common 
values .............. . 
d) personal reflection •• 
e) music and aesthetic 
satisfaction ••••••••• 
£) motivation to serve 
others .............. . 
g} ethical development •• 
h} group experience of 
participation and 
worship •••••••••••••• 
Not Im-
portant 
(1) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Somewhat 
Important 
(2) 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Very Im-
portant 
(3) 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
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19. a) How active has your participation generally been in 
your local church or fellowship? (check oner 
very active 
--- moderately active 
--- slightly active 
--- inactive 
---
b) In how many separate committees or activity sub-
units in your local church or fellowship do you ~ 
hold memberships? (specify number of committees/sub-
units) 
20. Below is a list of UUA-related organizations. To which 
of these organizations did you once or do you now belong? 
Circle beside each organization listed the one number 
that best expresses your membership status. Number 
choices are 1 (do now belong), 2 (did~ belong), or 
3 (never belonged) • 
UUA-related 
Organization 
a) Liberal Religious 
Youth • ..••••.•••.•••• 
b) SRL, A Free Religious 
Do Now 
Belong 
(1) 
1 
Fellowship.'.'.':. • . • • . • 1 
c) uu Service Committee, 
Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
d) UU Women's Federation 1 . 
e) UU Laymen's League... 1 
f) UUs for Black and 
White Action......... 1 
g) Liberal Religious Peace 
Fellowship........... 1 
h) Fellowship of Religious 
Humanists ••••••.••••• 
i) uu Christian Fellow-
ship, Inc •..••.••••• 
j) uu Black Affairs 
Council, Inc ••••••••• 
k) Fellowship for Renewal 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Did Once 
Belong 
(2) 
2 
I 2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Never 
Belonged 
(3) 
3 
3 
3 
l 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
21. 
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Of your three closest friends, how many are members or 
participants in your local uu church or fellowship? 
none one two 
--
_three 
22. Listed below are snme major emphases of local churches 
and fellowships. Please· circle be~ide each emphasis ·~ 
one number that best describes the way you feel about 
what each of your local church's or ·fellowship's emphases 
should be. Numbers ra~ge.from 1 (not important) to 3 
(very important) • · · 
Emphasis Should Be 
Not Im-
portant 
. {l) , 
Somewhat 
Important 
'(2) 
Very Im-
portant 
(3) 
a) public worship. • • • • • • • • • 1 1 
b) social action •••••••••••. 1 
c) Fellowship. among members 1 
d) religious education ••••• 1 
e) personal development •••• 1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3· 
3 
3 
3 
3 
23. Beside each of the social problems below, please circle 
the one number that best describes how important it is 
to you that liberal religion (in the local church, fel-
lowship, or denomination).be involved in education and 
action. Numbers range from 1 (not important) to 3 
(very important) • 
Not Im-· Somewhat Very Im-
Social Problem portant important .portant 
. {l) (2) (3) 
a) alcoholism ••••••••••••• 1 2 3 
b) poverty ............ •.•. 1 2 3 
c) legalizing homosexuality 1 2 3 
d) removing penalties for 
drug addiction ••• ~ •••••. 1 ·2 3 
e) curbing pollution of 
natural resources •••••• 1 2 3 
f) increasing peace 
activities •••••••••••••.. l 2 3 
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Not Im- Somewhat Very Im-
Social Problem portant Important portant 
; (1) (2) ' (3) 
g) fostering consumerism 1 2 3 
h) backing "women's 
rights" amendment .•••• 1 2 3 
i) securing amnesty for 
draft resisters •••••.• 1 2 3 
j) banning smoking in closed 
public places ••••••••• 1 2 3 
k) supporting equal oppor-
tunity in housing ••••• 1 2 3 
24. With regard to the above social problems, if you had been 
asked how important is it to you that UUs as individuals 
rather than liberal religion (in the local church, fel-
lowship, or denomination) be involved in education and 
action, what would have been the differences in any or 
all of the numbered choices you made above? {be as 
specific as you can) 
25. If a person of draft age is opposed to certain wars 
(such as Vietnam) rather than to all wars, do you think 
he should or should not be eligible for classification 
as a conscientious objector? (check only one) 
___ should be eligible 
___ should not be eligible 
don't know 
---
26. With which of the following statements do you !!!2!!!. 
agree? (check only one) 
I am for the busing of school children where no 
quality education exists. 
I am against the busing of school children in all 
circumstances. 
I am for the busing of school children in all cir-
cumstances since quality education is a myth. 
I am for the busing of school children as an ·interim 
measure until quality education is achieved. 
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27. a) What does the phrase "Black Power" mean to you? 
b) Do you favor the idea of Black Power or not? (check one) 
favor 
don't favor 
--- unsure 
---
---
other (specify) : 
28. Beside each of the statements below, please circle the 
one number that best describes how you may agree or dis-
agree with a particular statement. Numbers range from 
1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree). 
s ome-
Some- what 
Strongly what Don't Dis- Strong! 
Statement Agree Agree Know Agree Disagre 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
a) Stores in a black 
neighborhood should 
be owned and run by 
blacks. 1 2 3 4 5 
b) A school with 
mostly black chil-
dren should have 
mostly black 
teachers. 1 2 3 4 5 
c) Blacks should have 
nothing to do with 
whites if they can 
help it. 1 2 3 4 5 
d) Whites should be 
discouraged from 
taking part in 
civil rights 
organizations. 1 2 3 4 5 
e) There should be a 
separate black 
nation here. 1 2 3 4 5 
y 
e 
r r· 
' 
29. 
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If the word Chicano (Mexican-American) had been substi-
tuted for the word "black" and Anglo had been substituted 
for the word "white" in the above list of five statements, 
what would have been the differences in any or all of 
the numbered choices you made above? (be as specific as 
you can) 
30. To which of the following organizations, if any, do you 
belong? (check as many as apply) 
---
NAACP or Urban League 
CORE or SNCC 
---ACLU 
SDS or NOW 
---
--- Memorial Society 
---
U.N.Association 
SANE or UWF 
League of Women Voters 
Planned Parenthood Association 
other (specify): 
31. Finally, please indicate whether or not you have already 
engaged in or done each of the activities listed below. 
Also, would you now engage in or continue to do each of 
them? Circle beside each activity and under both colUIJ\ll 
headings the number l if "yes" or 2 if "no." 
I have alread~ I would now 
engaged in or engage in or 
Activity done: continue to ·do: 
Yes No Yes No 
(1) (2) (1) (2) 
a) boycott firms 
unfriendly to 
minority group 
civil rights 1 2 1 2 
b) persuade people 
about minority civil 
rights through con-
versation and dis-
cuss ion 1 2 l 2 
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I have alreaai I would now 
engaged I Activity in or engage in or done: continue to do: 
Yes No Yes No 
{l)' (2) (1) (2) 
c) write or petition 
congressional rep-
resentatives in 
Washington to work 
for civil rights l 2 l 2 
d} participate in 
mass public demon-
strations for 
civil rights l 2 l 2 
e) commit an act of 
violence to achieve 
civil rights 1 2 l 2 
f) violate a law con-
sidered unjust 
regarding minority 
civil rights l 2 1 2 
g) go to jail for 
civil rights l 2 1 2 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND OPINIONS! Please follow these 
steps in putting your completed questionnaire in the return 
mail: 
(1) Fold on dotted line, leaving first page showing. 
(2) Sta;rle or tape shut to comply with postal regulations. 
(3) Kindly deposit in the nearest mailbox at your 
earliest opportunity. 
APPENDIX C 
EVENTS IN AMERICAN RACE RELATIONS SINCE 1500 
Relationships between blacks and whites in America 
have long been the object of social science research. Early 
in the period of the last thirty years, Davis, Gardner, and 
Gardner (1941) were investigating race relations in terms of 
the variables of region, population, and bureaucracy. At the 
same time, Warner and Lunt (1941) presented their account of 
the influence of caste and class in racial matters. Later 
appeared Myrdal's succinct exposition (1944) of what he 
termed as "the American dilemma"--an official proclamation 
of equality for all who share a common dignity and the wide-
spread personal contradiction of that ideal through white 
racism. And Drake and Cayton (1945) discerned the veritable 
gap with respect to social, political, and economic resources 
that existed between the races. This gap, in part, only 
seemed to compound the racial antagonisms that surfaced from 
psychological sources according to Allport (1954) and that 
were manifested in prejudice and discrimination. 
In the last decade, further inroads were made in 
the scientific study of white bigotry and black politics. 
Kardiner and Ovesey (1962) demonstrated the tragic effects 
of culturally reinforced white superiority in the psychotic 
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denials by blacks of their own self-worth. Glazer and 
Moynihan (1964) described racial-ethnic tensions in metropol-
itan New York City in terms of interest group politics. 
Moynihan (1965) also reported on what he regarded as prob-
lems inherent in the structure of black family life in America. 
Blalock (1967) systematically explored the links between power, 
property, and the mobilization of effective resources that are 
said to lie at the heart of black-white conflict today. 
Molotch's contrast between segregationists and integrationists 
(1969), Pettigrew's caution against racial separation (1971), 
and Ryan's "savage discovery" of the physical violence at-
tached to victim blaming (1971)--all bring the conceptual ap-
paratus of social science to bear on current conflict between 
blacks and whites. To these may be ad~ed the data generated 
by the analyses of interracial violence in America (Graham 
and Gurr, 1969), particularly with reference to such urban 
riots as those in Washington, D. C. (Gilbert, 1968), Cleve-
land (Masotti and Corsi, 1969), and in twenty-three other 
cities across the nation whose civil disorders were well-
documented in 1967 (National Advisory Commission on Civil 
Disorders, 1968). 
The above social science research, although supportive 
of an understanding of historically important variables in 
black-white relations, paid scarce attention to the current 
rifts between liberal and radical whites and between moderate 
and militant blacks. Therefore, the writer examined a selec-
tion of popular commentaries concerning contention within 
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white and black communities as to the most realistic goals 
and effective means of achieving racial equality. DuBois 
(1953) advocated an informed militancy for blacks in his refu-
tation of the coalitional stance of Booker T. Washington's 
"Atlanta Compromise." Baldwin (1963) attacked white racism 
and urged black self-help. Martin L. King (1964) spelled 
out the advantages of nonviolence in civil rights demonstra-
tions. c. Brown (1965) and Malcolm X (1965) biographically 
portrayed the mutually unfamiliar and hostile interracial 
climate that led to repeated conflicts between blacks and 
whites in urban America. From an international perspective, 
Fanon (1966) decried the psychological and physical violence 
done to blacks by white exploitation in pursuit of economic 
gain. Carmichael and Hamilton (1967) excoriated institutional 
as well as personal white racism and the apparent paternalism 
of white-liberal and black-moderate politics. "White Power" 
in Barndt's opinion (1968) was the decisive factor in the 
powerlessness of both blacks and whites to rid their nation 
of racial hate. Grier and Cobbs (1969) wrote of the black 
norm of skepticism that pervades most dealings with whites 
and of the resentment among blacks for the denigration of 
their color. All of these popular works, then, serve to 
underline both the immediate threat to blacks which is posed 
by the disregard of what has been named "a white problem" 
(Joynes, 1969: 202) as well as the startling dearth of fac-
tual data on the radical-liberal and militant-moderate inter-
racial crisis in America. Recent anthologies on the black 
r 
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woman (Cade, 1970), on being black (Guthrie, 1970) and expe-
riencing "soul" (Rainwater, 1970), and on black activism 
(Meier, 1970) could quite conceivably reduce white ignorance 
of the black situation. Moreover, empirical elaboration on 
white reactions to Black Power (Fager, 1967), searching for 
the underlying variables behind confessions of white racism 
(L. King, 1969), and analyzing possibly significant differ-
ences in the goals and tactics of white liberals as con-
trasted with white radicals (Locke, 1970) might well establish 
a vantage point from which to evaluate intelligently and 
critically the contemporary interracial conflict in America. 
The following exhibits, .therefore, are offered as an histor-
ical backdrop for the action relevant to Unitarian Universal-
ism and black empowerment that occupies center stage in the 
dissertation. 
Slavery, Abolition, and White Religion 
Although slavery was not initially planned as a 
permanent institution, it fast became an economic and polit-
ical necessity in the original American colonies. As 
Exhibit 1 shows, whites founded, developed, and legi·timated 
black dependency through slavery with the help of religion. 
Franklin (1964: 299) said that the earliest examples of 
racial segregation were "to be found in the practices of the 
churches." As an ally of the pro-slavery movement, the 
churches were reflecting the culture in which they existed 
(Fichter, 1964: 31). Whether Spanish Catholic or English 
Protestant, the institution of religion contributed to the 
r 
r 
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eventual eradication of the will to self-determination and 
group power (Hicks, 1961: 154) 1 African pride and language 
(Frazier, 1963: 6), and resources other than those connected 
with physical survival (Donald, .1952: 113). Slave revolts 
were suppressed and laws were enacted as "property rights be-
came more important than human rights" (Dumond, 1961: 343). 
With the sanction of religion, slavery became a way of life 
for the former African natives. And, notwithstanding those 
few white radicals and black militants who sought to liber-
ate the slaves by sometimes violent means, the majority of 
whites and blacks warily acconunodated to the arrangements 
of bondage. 
Reconstruction, Segregation, and White Reactions 
Lincoln's "Emancipation Proclamation" in 1863 called 
for the freeing of slaves in the Confederate States and pre-
cipitated the delegitimation of slavery elsewhere in the 
nation (Franklin, 1968: 126). Following the Civil War, cer-
tain legal measures were taken to insure the recognition of 
black rights. The Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and 
Abandoned Lands was established in 1865 at the same time that 
the thirteenth amendment to the Constitution was passed for-
bidding slavery. The Civil Rights Bill of ·1865 led to the 
passage of the fourteenth amendment in 1866 which guaranteed 
civil equality. When the fifteenth amendment in 1870 was 
enacted to protect voting rights of blacks, the South had 
been under martial law for three years. The process of re-
construction began to dissipate, however, with the gradual 
Slavery Phase· 
Introduction 
Development 
Legitimation 
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EXHIBIT l 
WHITE RELIGION AND BLACK SLAVERY 
Political and Religious Activity 
Spanish conquistadors imported Africans in 
1500's for West Indies' farm work and 
there (1526) occurred the first of 250 
slave revolts prior to America's Civil 
War 
Dutch traders exchanged African captives for 
food and water to prevent a crew mutiny 
at Jamestown, Virginia {1619) 
Virginia enacted a law justifying slavery 
on the Africans' not believing in Christ 
(1670) 
Bishop Gibson of London (1727) declared that 
efforts at slave Christianization did 
not abrogate civil property rights 
Every colony had a slavery law by 1755 and, 
despite black contributions to the 
Revolutionary War (e.g., Crispus Attucks 
and James Armistead), many state legis-
latures retained the laws after 1776 
with the tacit approval of most of the 
churches 
The expressive but limited Christianization 
of slaves by the Baptists and Methodists 
attracted black converts more than did 
more restrained denominations, although 
the Quakers disregarded religious pro-
scriptions on bible reading and un-
monitored church attendance by slaves 
so as to improve their lot 
Free blacks formed their own churches (e.g., 
Richard Allen's African Methodist 
Episcopal Church in 1785) for black ex-
pression and social cohesion 
Slavery Phase 
Legitimation 
Consequences 
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EXHIBIT 1--Continued 
Political and Religious Activity 
White churches exercised extreme vigilance 
over their black believers especially 
following the slave revolts led by 
Gabriel Prosser in Virginia (1800), 
Denmark Vesey in South Carolina (1822) , 
and Nat Turner in Virginia (1831) 
Missionaries of various denominations tried 
to make slavery at least tolerable for 
the slaves but voodoo cults gave them 
stiff competition in 1.n11 i.n.i<Jna after 
the Haitian revolt (1809) 
Whitney's invention of the cotton gin made 
slavery imperative to the Southern 
economy and its desire to capture the 
English textile trade after 1815 
Some churches supported the African Coloni-
zation Society that was founded in 1816 
to convey free blacks to Monrovia in 
Liberia 
A few other churches joined fugitive slave 
organizer, Harriet Tubman, in construc-
tion of the "underground railway" to 
move liberated slaves northward 
Negro spirituals became passwords signaling 
slave escapes as well as expressions of 
slave resentment 
The Fugitive Slave Law (1850) returned run-
aways to their masters and the Dred 
Scott decision (1857) denied citizen-
ship rights to blacks--both laws 
heightened the factionalism between 
Northern and Southern Baptists, Method-
ists, and Presbyterians 
Frederick Douglass advocated militancy by 
blacks so as to obtain their freedom 
Slavery Phase 
Consequences 
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EXHIBIT l--continued 
Political and Religious Activity 
John Brown used the bible and bloodshed in 
his futile attempt to arm blacks in 
Southern border states (1859) 
Sources: J. Brown (1968); Donald (1952); Douglass 
(1968); Dumond (1961); Franklin (1964); Frazier (1963); 
Hughes and Meltzer (1956); L. King (1969); Leonard (1963); 
Phillips (1952); Washington (1969); and Weatherford (1934). 
. ' 
rise of the "Black Codes" in many Southern states in the 
1870's. This development of racial segregation was a tide 
that could not be stopped by the Civil Rights Bill of 1875 
that provided for social equality. between the races. And, 
in 1883, the Supreme Court struck down that Bill and re-
stricted the meaning of the fourteenth amendment to apply 
only to racial discrimination by states and not to practices 
of individuals (L. King, 1969.: xv). Exhibit .2 shows some 
of the white response to reconstruction that ·came to be 
known as segregation. Whether the result of misguided zeal 
or the outgrowth of deliberate malice, segregated black re-
ligious groups within larger white church con.texts became 
a common reality. And pr~grarns directed at the needs of 
blacks were not always accorded the full backing of· white 
religionists. Furthermore, the policy of isolating black 
sectors in urban communities begot interracial strife. 
Black militancy was awakened in an absence of wnite under-
standing of the felt needs of black Americans. With black 
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EXHIBIT 2 
WHITE SEGREGATIONIST REACTIONS TO RECONSTRUCTION 
Activity 
Missionary 
efforts 
Black churches 
Race riots 
White Reactions 
...... 
Though several denominations sent te.:ichcrs 
· and money to Southern white and black 
churches in the 1860's, religious proj-
·ects were not fully implemented for the 
urban and rural poor uritil the 1880's 
and thes·e were conducted largely by 
extra-parochial social service organiza-
tions 
Many white church groups set aside separate 
black denominational branches as could 
be seen in Southern Methodism's Colored 
Methodist Episcopal Church (1866), the 
black Masonic cooperatives of the 1870's, 
Southern Presbyterianism's Afro-American 
Presbyterian Church (1898), and.the 
establishment of the black episcopacy 
for black branches by the Central Juris-
diction of MetHodism and by the Snedecor 
Presbytery in the 1900's 
White political harassment and physical vio-
lence gave way to street bloodshed in 
Springfield, Illinois (1908), Chicago 
and East St. Louis, Illinois, and twenty-
six. other cities (1919} , Harlem (1935} , 
and Detroit (1942) 
'Sources: Abell (1962); Bailey (1964}; H~ghes and 
Meltzer (1956) ; and Meier and Rudwick (1969} • 
political gains during reconstruction only the vaguest of 
I 
memories, many blacks migrated northward from the South be-
ginning with the cessation. o~ Wo.rld War I •. Their pursuit 
of economic gains, however, .was hard fought; the No.rth ·sub-
. -
stituted ·de facto s~gr~gation for the South.''s· 'de' ju.re 
segregation. It the Depression dampened their succes·ses, 
' 
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the magnolia myth, Jim Crow laws, and the Ku Klux Klan only 
served to remind blacks that little good could be had from 
returning South (Marden and Meyer, 1962)_. Thus, the ghetto 
became home to those blacks whose powerlessness overwhelmed 
them as well as to those black militants who were determined 
to change "the racist element in all aspects of national 
life" (Golden, 1964: 370). Because the bulk of the churches 
failed to challenge segregation (Hough, 1968: 168) 1 .radical 
blacks turned to the courts and to power.strategies of their 
own. 
Desegregation and Integration 
Exhibit 3 shows some bench marks in the legal process 
of desegregation. Although social scientists had predicted 
the demise of segregation (A. Rose, 1948~ Pettigrew, 1971), 
responsibility for the actual termination of segregation fell 
to the Supreme Court. The first half of the twentieth cen-
tury witnessed numerous decisions that meant the end of the 
legal supports for the separation of the races, particularly 
in education. And Exhibit 4 shows that it was largely the 
work of blacks, who were militant for their times, and white 
liberals that made the movement for racial integration a 
reality. Initially, progressive blacks organized for power 
apd use? legal and educational programs to achieve acceptance 
of integration by the larger society. Funds from private 
and public coffers, Federal interyention, and the development 
of a variety of protest strategies in coalition with whites 
and blacks and other minority groups--these were important 
Year 
1915 
1917 
1923 
1927 
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EXHIBIT 3 
LEGAL BENCH MARKS IN DESEGREGATION 
Decision 
Supreme Court ruled that Oklahoma's provision for 
voter literacy tests, which exempted by a 
"grandfather clause" those whose forebears 
were eligible to vote before 1066, was uncon-
stitutional 
Supreme Court ruled that a city government-sponsored 
residential segregation ordinance in Louisville, 
Kentucky, was·unconstitutiorial 
Court held that due process was the right of all 
before courts of justice regardless of race 
Court struck down a -"whites only" Democratic 
primary in Texas · 
1938 Court r~led that the exclusion of blacks from 
1950 
' 1953 
1954 
1955· 
1956 
graduate law schools through the offering of 
out-of-state scbolarships to whites was il-
legal 
Court required that there be no discrimination in 
graduate school admissions and refused to 
recognize separate-but-equal schools or seg-
regation within schools themselves · 
Court rules that segregated seating in movie 
theatres as well as in public conveyances 
(e.g., buses) was unconstitutional 
Court denied the constitutionality of separate-b~t­
equal public schools and called for the inte-
gration of the schools 
Court further ruled that desegregation of schools 
must proceed with all deliberate speed 
Court restricted the broadness of the phrase, 
"with all deliberate 'speed" 
Sources: Amaker (1969); Campbell and Pet~igrew 
(1962); Golden (~964); Za?grando.(1969). 
r 
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aspects of the drive to integrate businesses, public accom-
modations, voter registration, and the like. Possibly the 
most impressive advocate of racial integration was Martin 
Luther King. It was Dr. King who, from Montgomery to Selma, 
dominated the black civil rights leadership and helped guide 
that era's efforts to supplant racial apartness with racial 
togetherness. The Civil Rights Acts of 1964, 1965, and 1967 
represented congressional responses to the integration 
thrusts of Dr. King and others. These guaranteed rights of 
minorities to, among other things, public accommodations, 
equal opportunity in jobs and in housing, and freedom from 
voter restrictions such as poll taxes and literacy tests. 
Public apathy was especially shaken by the massive, integrated 
march on Washington (Rustin, 1963: 11); concern for integra-
tion became institutional as well as individual. Yet, fol-
lowing the dramatic August 28th March on Washington in 1963, 
white politicians were by and large slow to take seriously 
the message of "freedom now!" Demonstrations continued in 
the name of integration but the tenor and tactics of these 
activities became more strident and aggressive. By 1966 the 
civil rights movement of black-white political coalitions 
was openly being called into question by contemporary advo-
cates of Black Power. 
Nationalism and Black Power 
From the earliest of shipboard and plantation slave 
revolts, a significant minority of American blacks have long 
been declaring their ardent desire either to return to the 
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EXHIBIT 4 
EFFORTS AT RACIAL INTEGRATION 
Event/Person/Group 
NAACP (1909) 
NUL (1910) 
BPP (1920's) 
Catholic Bishops 
(1939-1943 and 
1958) 
Legal Defense 
Fund (1939) 
CORE (1942) 
Martin L. King 
(1955-1956) 
Little Rock, 
Ark. (1957) 
Civil Rights Bill 
(1957) 
Effort 
National Association for the Advancement 
of Colored People was founded for 
education 
National Urban League was founded for 
legal action 
Brotherhood of Pullman Porters was founded 
by A. Philip Randolph as an economic 
bloc 
Bishops' Conference condemned segregation 
as immoral, urged economic integra-
tion, and backed constitutional rights 
of blacks 
NAACP established an autonomous fund to 
help pay for court cases against 
segregation 
Congress of Racial Equality was founded 
for more direct action for integra-
tion and Bayard Rustin began sit-ins 
in the Greyhound Bus Terminal in 
Washington, D. C. 
He assumed leadership role in Montgomery 
Bus Boycott (Alabama) and founded 
the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference 
Eisenhower used Federal troops to inter-
vene in school desegregation case 
Legislation created the National Civil 
· Rights Commission as well as the 
Civil Rights Division of the Depart-
ment of Justice 
Event/Person/Group 
Sit-ins (1960) 
SNCC (1960) 
Freedom rides 
(1961) 
Di::c:ect'actioi;i (1961-1966) 
March on Wash-
ington (1963) 
· sources: 
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EXHIBIT 4--Continued 
Effort 
Using Rustin's example of the 1940's, 
massive sit-ins began with the 
Greensboro, N.C., lunch-counter dem-
onstrations that were nonviolent and 
which were vindicated by the Supreme 
Court's denial of the legality of 
arrests after the NAACP filed sup-
portive briefs 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
was founded in order to register more 
black voters in the South 
Buses carried demonstrators backed by 
CORE to integrate Southern interstate 
commerce facilities for eating, 
sleeping, and recreating 
The King march in Albany, Georgia, (1961); 
the James Meredith entrance to the 
University of Mississippi (1962); the 
King march and jailing in Birmingham, 
Alabama (1963); the killings of 
Medgar Evers, a Mississippi NAACP 
head, and of "Freedom Walker" William 
Moore in Alabama (1963); the Mississippi 
Summer Voter Registration Project 
(1964); King's marches in Selma, Ala-
bama (1965) and in Chicago (1966)--all 
were examples of action that was taken 
by, or befell, proponents of racial 
integration 
A massive display of white liberal and 
black activist support for interracial 
change in the direction of an inte-
grated nation was led by, among others, 
Dr. King · 
See Exhibit 3. 
African homeland or to organize an effective base of power 
here in the United States. Modern Afro-Americans today can 
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trace their immediate past to the African-style religious 
sects of the beginning of the twentieth century, to the lit-
erary contributions of nationalist blacks from the days of 
DuBois, and to the political and economic movement that was 
Garvey's "back-to-Africa" ideal. 
Noble Ali Drew introduced Atlanta blacks to his 
Moorish Temple sect in the early 1900's. Wallace Fard car-
ried the Islamic faith to Detroit in 1930 and was succeeded 
in 1934 by Elijah (Poole) Muhammad. The latter's Black 
Muslims have since then stood for a separate black nation, 
founded on a black religious asceticism and fostered by black 
schools. The Muslims' aim, according to Muhammad, is to 
oppose the "white devil" with independent black economic 
power (Muhammad, 1965). Similar to the Muslims' "autoemanci-
patory nationalism" has been the rise of the Black Jews in 
New York (Bretz, 1964 ) along with Black Coptics (C. Brown, 
1965) • The race pride of these groups has been echoed in 
such black sects as those of Father Divine, Elder Michaux, 
and Daddy Grace (Reid, 1956) • 
Besides the religious exaltation of blackness, this 
century has also seen the development of black writers and 
spokesmen who favor black nationalism and oppose the acqui-
sition of dominant white values (Safa, 1968: 45}. Playwright 
LeRoi Jones, now Muslim Imamu Baraka, received the Best 
American Play award for 1963 with his script for "The Dutch-
man"; although the Black Arts Theatre which he founded in 
Harlem in 1965 did not last, he worked almost si~gle-handedly 
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to bring the Congress of African Peoples to Atlanta in 1970. 
James Baldwin, noted for his books Notes of a Native Son 
(1955) , The Fire Next Ti:me (1963), and Tell Me How Long the 
Train's Been Gone (1968), has long sympathized with the Mus-
lims and defended the ideas of Malcolm X. Baldwin's endorse-
ment of black self-help earned him the invitation to preach 
on "White Racism" before the World Council of Churches in 
Stockholm in 1968. 
Finally, in addition to religious and literary nation-
alism, the drive toward political and economic nationalism 
was greatly enhanced by Marcus Garvey's Universal Negro 
Improvement Association of the l930's. Garvey endeared him-
self and his dream for an Empire of Africa to many impover-
ished blacks; he is credited for coining the phrase, "Black 
is beautiful" (L. King, 1969: xvii). Garvey also founded 
the African Orthodox Church as a ritually anti-white body in 
1925. and followed tnis with his Black Star Lines, a fleet of 
ships for transporting blacks who wished to return to Africa 
(Lincoln, 1964: 82). Garvey's attempts, however,only alien-
ated middle-class blacks from what they regarded as just a 
black form of the Colonization Society (1816-1886). Though 
his black capitalism was enticing, his repudiation of white 
Christianity and white values made him unpopular to middle-
class blacks. They, instead, chose to ignore "the only 
serious Negro nationalist movement to rise in the United 
States" before the 1960's (Frazier, 1957: 21). Garveyism 
failed in part because of the lack of middle-class black 
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support (Essien-Udom, 1962: 24) which was one day to become 
so committed to positive pride in being black (Parsons and 
Clark, 1966: 404). Indicted for fraud in connection with his 
shipping company, Garvey died in prison; with him died a 
vehicle but not the ideal of "back-to-Africa." Ron Karenga 
was to revive the theme again in his founding of the group 
known as US after the 1965 Watts riot in Los Angeles. His 
call for a separate black nation that was politically and 
economically independent of white Americans was duplicated 
in yet still another nationalist group, the Republic of New 
Africa. Richard Henry, New Africa's self-proclaimed president 
in 1970, drafted plans ~or occupying five of the Southern 
states in an effort to build an all-black land. Like Garvey, 
Karenga's and Henry's attempts have been met with guarded 
enthusiasm on the part of middle-class blacks (Gregor, 1963: 
417) • 
Black Power, on the other hand, has achieved wide-
spread support in the black communities across the nation, 
perhaps in view of its different meanings for a variety of 
people. Exhibit 5 supplements the discussion of Black Power 
elsewhere in the dissertation. Black Power, as the writer 
understands it, has taken the "nationalism of a subculture" 
that is black consciousness explained above (Relyea, 1968: 
510) and has fashioned it into effective "mobilization of 
black people for the development of their economic resources, 
collective identity, and political power" (Elder, 1971: 674). 
Whether in the form of international councils or revolutionary 
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EXHIBI.T 5 
DEVELOPMENTS IN THE BLACK POWER MOVEMENT 
Occurrence 
Niagara Movement 
(1906) 
Pan African 
Councils 
Revolutionary 
Action Move-
ment (1961) 
Race riots 
U963-1968) 
Killings or 
shootings 
(1965-19711 
SNCC 
Black Contribution or White Response 
William E. B. DuBois helped found this 
civil rights group to oppose Southern 
white supremacy and edited its journal, 
· Crisis 
Five international conferences were held 
between 1919 and 1945 with American 
blacks as participants 
Robert Williams, former Monroe (N.C.) 
NAACP head who was arrested for kid-
napping and violence, escaped to China 
where he organized RAM partly to de-
flect racial integration efforts in 
the United States 
Cities such as Danville (Virginia) , 
Cambridge (Maryland) , Jackson (Mis-
sissippi) I Los Angeles, Chicago, 
Newark, Detroit, Milwaukee, Cleveland, 
and Washington, D.c.--along with at 
least fifty-six other cities--experi-
enced urban tumult 
Malcolm .X was killed by a rival Muslim .. 
faction; James Meredith was shot on 
·,a Black i=>ower march; Martin L. King 
was assassinated in the context of a 
garbagemen's strike; Fred Hampton and 
Mark Clark were killed in their 
Panthers' quarters; George Jackson 
was killed in a prison escape; three 
black students were killed at Jackson 
State 
It became overwhelmingly black in 1963 
and switched from.nonviolent integra-
tion to violent revolution under the 
leadership of Stokely Carmichael and 
H. Rap Brown--the former popularized 
Black Power after Meredith's wounding, 
the latter urged retaliatory killing 
in the Newark and Cambridge riots, · 
and both joined the.Black Panthers in 
1967-1968 
Occurrence 
CORE 
SCLC 
NAACP 
NUL 
National Welfare 
Rights League 
(19 6 6} 
A. Philip Randolph 
Institute (1966) 
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EXHIBIT 5--Continued 
Black Contribution or White Response 
It, too, went largely black in 1963 and, 
under the leadership of James Farmer 
(later Assistant Secretary of HEW), 
Floyd McKissick, and Roy Innis--the 
first advocated separatism if neces-
sary, the second defined the radical 
and militant means to attain Black 
Power, and the third declared that 
the integration was dead 
After King's death in 1968, Ralph Abernathy 
led the King-planned Poor Peoples' 
March on Washington, supervised the 
erection of a "Resurrection City" (the 
abandonment of which produced a minor 
riotl, and precipitated the break 
from SCLC's Operation Breadbasket of 
Jesse Jackson's People United to Save 
Hurnani ty (PUSH) 
From its ranks came Supreme Court Justice 
Thurgood Marshall and its current 
head, Roy Wilkins, has gradually ac-
cepted the need for militancy but has 
taken pains to dissociate the NAACP 
from separatism and nationalism 
It proposed a "Domestic Marshall Plan" to 
aid the urban poor in 1966 and, under 
the leadership of the late Whitney 
Young, the Urban League accepted a 
modified form of Black Power but only 
as a means to integration 
This was established by the late George 
Wiley·,· .. an ex-CORE worker, who tried 
to effect needed change in the wel-
fare system and to secure the guar-
anteed annual income allowance 
It suggested a "Freedom Budget" in which 
the Federal government was requested 
to create jobs and to provide a liv-
ing wage for the. poor, while at the 
same time its direc-€.or, Bayard Rustin, 
opposed the stridency of Black Power 
r 
Occurrence 
NEGRO (19 6 8) 
Black Panther 
Party for 
Self-Defense 
(19 66-19 7 3) 
Black studies 
programs 
Black political 
winners 
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EXHIBIT 5--Continued 
Black Contribution or White Response 
Under Thomas Matthew, the National Economic 
Growth and Reconstruction Organization 
has used Black Power as a means to in-
tegration but has also backed black-
owned banks and businesses 
As a result of Watts and inspired by the 
apparent necessity of war between the 
races, this group was founded by Huey 
Newton in Oakland who requested that 
the United Nations recognize Afro-
Americans as a distinct national people; 
its members have been active in often 
violent activities--Jack Trueblood in 
the 1967 San Francisco State protests, 
Bobby Seale in the 1968 Chicago conven-
tion demonstrations, Eldridge Cleaver 
in a policeman's killing in 1968 and 
who now is self-exiled from the Party 
itself, and Angela Davis who was dis-
missed from the University of California 
in 1966 for her Communist Party member-
ship and who was recently exonerated 
of the charge of conspiracy to murder 
Marin County Court officials 
From 1967 to 1969, black student associa-
tions emerged on many college campuses 
partly as a result of black student 
protests at such institutions as 
Northwestern, Berkeley, Urbana, CUNY, 
and Cornell 
Despite the congressional sacking of Adam 
Clayton Powell in 1966, since then 
over ninety-five blacks have been 
either elected or appointed to some 
high urban political post including 
the mayorships of Cleveland, Newark, 
Washington (D.C.), Los Angeles, At-
lanta·, Gary, Detroit, etc., as well 
as to the delegate's seat in Congress 
from the District of Columbia; in 
addition, more than a dozen black 
legislators serve in the Senate or 
L 
Occurrence 
Black Power 
Conferences 
(1966 to 1968} 
White House Con-
ference (1968) 
National Confer-
ence of Black 
Churchmen 
(1966-196 8) 
IFCO (1967) 
BEDC (1969} 
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EXHIBIT 5 --Continued 
Black Contribution or White Response 
House--a feat to rival the twenty-two 
that entered Congress during recon-
struction times 
The first national BPC elaborated the 
Black Power concept; the second BPC 
advocated black nationalism and black 
radicalism; the third BPC adopted the 
Republic of New Africa's platform of 
a separate black nation in the United 
States 
A national meeting, "To Fulfill These 
Rights," was held at the White House 
but, in the wake of King's assassina-
tion and because black separatism 
was increasingly becoming appreciated, 
many militant blacks--even some tra-
ditionally oriented leaders--stayed 
away from the sessions or roundly 
criticized the 1965 Moynihan report 
on the black family as racist and dis-
torted 
NCBC was formed in 1966 to counter what 
was said to be white racism in re-
ligion; in 1967 the NCBC endorsed 
direct action tactics and black con-
sciousness, and in 1968 they accepted 
Black Power and changed their origi-
nal name from "Negro" to "Black" 
Churchmen 
Inter-religious Foundation for Community 
Organization was founded by the NCBC 
to channel funds into noncompetitive 
denominational projects on race 
The Black Economic Development Conference 
grew out of a national meeting in 
Detroit which made BEDC a joint fund-
ing body for black programs in black 
communities 
Occurrence 
"The Black Mani-
festo" (1970) 
NBPC (1972} 
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EXHIBIT 5 --Continued 
Black Contribution or White Response 
This document, authored by James Forman 
(formerly of SNCC) and signed by 
Fannie Lou Hamer (past spokeswoman 
for the Mississippi Freedom Democrats 
of 1965) and others, demanded $500 
million from white churches in repara-
tions for past racism as well as 
created various appeal and funding 
groups 
A National Black Political Convention met 
in Gary, Indiana, to consolidate 
Black Power gains but was divided be-
tween militants and moderates 
Sourees: Costello (1968); Defeuer (1971); Frazier 
(1963); Fuller (1968); Haughey (1970); Hunter (1970); Moore 
(1970); Olmstead (1970); Santos (1971) • 
insurgency, whether through reorientation of traditional 
civil rights groups or the creation of new and more militant 
ones--the Black.Power movement has striven to achieve black 
self-determination both through the ballot box as well as by 
such forceful means as violent protests and vigorous articu-
lation of power ideology. Black Power supporters engineered 
the strategy of racial reparations which was regarded by 
some whites as devastatingly insensitive (Spencer, 1970: 
606) and reverse racism (Bolner, 1968: 44), by some blacks 
as a necessary challenge to white-controlled social action 
(Banks 1 1969: 264) and "notoriously underpriced" (Locke, 1970: 
50) ,. and by many of both races as one way to solve an inter-
racial crisis in social justice (Neuhaus, 1969: 4). Black 
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Power followers, moreover, have also tended toward racial 
separatism. Characterized as "pathological" (Genovese, 
1970: 482), "immoral" (Knight, 1969: 32}, and a new apartheid 
(Schoonover, 1970: 42}, this latest variant on the Black 
Power theme has come to be viewed by both radical whites and 
militant blacks as an historical expedient (Llorens, 1968: 
95} and "necessary prelude for assimilation and integration 
to take place on an egalitarian basis" (Safa, .1968: 62). 
Separatism split the major civil rights groups (viz., CORE, 
NAACP, SCLC} at their 1968 conventions; it further attacked 
aspects of white liberal and radical paternalism (Nadler, 
1968: 282}, the marginal black middle-class (Gilbert and 
Eaton, 1970: 49), and the notion of integration as an optimum 
goal (Benson, 1971: 329}. Racial separatism, then, seems to 
represent a very contemporary form of nationalism that seeks 
to obtain its end through Black Power. Coupled with the 
older nationalistic race pride and the more recent social 
reparations, Black Power and its separatist strategy are 
today's culmination of the black struggle to be free that 
had its birth in the conditions of American slavery. 
r 
' 
APPENDIX D 
UNITAR,IAN UNIVERSALIST RACE RELATIONS SINCE 1790 
The following are ·supplementary exhibits concerning 
I 
uus, Black Power, and civil r~ghts militancy in an historical 
context: 
EXHIBIT 6 · 
ABOLITION AND UNITARIAN UNIVERSALISM 
.Example 
Universalists 
(1790) 
James Lowell and 
Harriet Beecher 
Stowe (1800's) 
William Lloyd 
Garrison. 
Unitarian 
churches ·(19th_. 
century) 
Impact 
The Philadelphia Universalist Convention 
was the first liberal religious body 
recorded in opposition to slavery· 
Both Unitarians, the first regarded aboli-
tion of slavery as essential to human 
progress; the second wrote Uncle Tom's 
Cabin · 
A dorrr.ant Unitarian and disenchanted from 
the liberal left, Garrison joined a 
small band of abolitionists, edited 
The Liberator in Washington (D.C.) in. 
the 1830's, and chastised the churches 
as "bulwark of American slavery" 
.Abolition emanated from Transcendental 
Unitarians and eighty Unitarian minis-
ters signed a Boston anti-slavery 
petition (1840's} 
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Example 
Women activists 
(1830-1850) 
William Ellery. 
Channing 
William Furness 
Universalists 
C.1846) 
Theodore Parker 
Charl.es Sumner 
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EXHIBIT 6--Continued 
Impact 
Unitarian women, such as Susan B. Anthony 
who made speeches with Frederick 
Douglass ~or abolition, Mary R. Liver-
. more and Lydia Maria Child who wrote 
against slavery, and Elizabeth c. 
Stanton who got her husband to retire 
from cotton trade and whose household 
wore wool not made by slave labor--all 
worked to secure abolition 
Channing preached his first anti-slavery 
sermon in 1830 and joined the aboli-
tionists in 1835 though not in the 
style of Garrison; his pamphlet, 
Slavery, was followed by The Abolition-
ists (1836) 
Furness subscribed to The Liberator and 
gave his first anti-slavery sermon in 
Philadelphia in 1839; he made speeches 
with Garrison and Douglass in behalf: 
of abolition, opposed the Fugitive 
Slave Law and devoted time to the 
underground railway, met in the role 
of minister the body of John Brown 
(1859} at Philadelphia, and helped 
foil a plot to assassinate President-
Elect Lincoln 
The Massachusetts Universalist Convention 
at Hingham publicly deplored slavery 
as one of the greatest "social evils 
of, the time· 
· A well-known, eloquent Unitarian minister 
' and orator, .Parker denounced the 
Fugitive Slave Law as inhuman and un-
godly, .worked for abolition, and he 
·is said to have.conspired with John 
Brown on the Harper's Ferry raid 
Lawyer and later Senator Sumner success-
fully argued a case against .segregated 
schools· in Boston (1849) using the 
"separate 'but not equivalent"' idea 
r 
I 
·Example 
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EXHIBIT 6--Continued 
Impact 
that subsequently emerged as the 
Supreme Court's viewpoint in Brown v. 
Board of Education (1954) 
Moncure D. Conway In 1854 Conway was immediately hired as 
minister of Washington's All Souls 
Unitarian Church (founded by John 
Quincy Adams and John C. Calhoun) fol-
lowing his sermon on "our special 
national sin, .the greatest of all 
sins--human slavery" 
Sources: Ahlstrom (1970); Baltzell (1964); Beeler 
(1970); Bruns (1973); Edgell (1955); Geffen (1961); Grant (1968); 
Lipset (1964); Parke (1963); Scott (1957); Staples (1970). 
EXHIBIT 7 
UNITARIAN UNIVERSALISM DURING RECONSTRUCTION AND SEGREGATION 
Example 
Thomas Wentworth 
Higginson 
Thomas Starr 
King (1861) 
James Freeman 
Clarke and 
Julia Ward 
Howe (1862) 
Impact 
A Unitarian clergyman who is said to have 
conspired with others in John Brown's 
Harper's Ferry raid, Higginson later 
became colonel of the first black 
regiment in the Union army 
A Unitarian minister from San Francisco, 
King labored among the slaves and 
troops during the Civil War; the West 
Coast uu theology school bears his 
name today 
Clarke as minister urged Howe .to write a 
work for national morale during the 
Civil War; Howe wrote ·.the "Battle Hymn 
of the Republic" and set it to the 
popular but one~verse .tune .of "John 
Brown's Body" 
Example 
Horace Greeley 
(1862) 
Free Religious 
Association 
(1869) 
Universalists 
(1890) 
John Haynes 
Holmes (1908) 
Clarence R. 
Skinner (1927) 
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EXHIBIT 1~-continued 
Impact 
Greeley published the "Prayer of Twenty 
Millions" summing up national senti-
ment for an end to slavery; Lincoln 
directly replied to the piece and 
forthwith issued the Emancipation 
Proclamation in 1863 
A combination of humanitarians, Transcen-
dentalists, ethical radicals, and 
social mystics, the FRA inquired about 
the "Negro problem" but failed to act 
on this issue as an organized body 
Virginia Universalists established the 
· first graded school for "Negro 
children" at Suffolk 
He founded the Unitarian Fellowship for 
Social Justice whose program from the 
outset was civil rights and integra-
tion; he also helped found the NAACP, 
NUL, and CORE 
A Universalist theologian at Tufts Univer-
sity, he was a social activist whose 
poem, "Cry Brotherhood," advocated 
black self-respect 
Our Faith Demands This Universalist declaration resolved 
(1943) · to work for "the just status of 
Negroes" 
Sources: Bruns (1973); Chatfield (1969); Cole (1956); 
Persons (1963); ~cott (1957}. 
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EXHIBIT 8 
DESEGREGATION, INTEGRATION, AND UNITARIAN UNIVERSALISM 
Example 
Universalist Church 
of America (1953-
1957) 
American Unitarian 
Association 
(1954-1960) 
Unitarian Univer-
salist Associa-
tion (1961-1967) 
Conference on Re-
ligion and Race 
(1963) 
Impact 
It declared itself open to members re-
gardless of race, endorsed racial 
equality through desegregated schools, 
and favored open housing 
It stated itself as a racially inclusive 
church, noted areas of black and 
white agreement, saw racial harmony 
as the result of open housing, 
called for an end to segregation, 
offered help to any AUA church that 
suffered because of its integration 
stand, and favored integrated schools 
and peaceful protests to halt dis-
crimination 
The UUA endorsed freedom of residence 
to break de facto urban segregation, 
urged public school desegregation, 
called for Federal intervention to 
end racial exclusivity in public 
services and organizational member-
ships, produced the "Negro Protest" 
adult program, approved of nonviolent 
protest and created human relations 
councils, demanded the cessation of 
job discrimination and police brutal-
ity, sought increased black voter 
registration and backed the congres-
sional seating of Mississippi Freedom 
Democrats, encouraged sanctions 
against-apartheid, and supported 
Alinsky's FIGHT group to end job dis-
crimination by Eastman-Kodak 
The UUA endorsed the national CRR fully 
and established its own Commission on 
Religion and Race to prevent a schism 
over the local polity issue in the 
UUA 
Example 
March on Washington 
( 19 6 3) 
Department of So-
cial Responsi-
bility (1964) 
J~mes J. Reeb's 
killing (1965) 
Consensus on Social 
Justice (1966) 
Henry Ware Lectures 
(1966 and 1968) 
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EXHIBIT 8--Continued 
.... 
Impact 
Over 1,200 UUs marched in the name of 
the UUA despite UUA disputes over 
civil disobedience and "preoccupa-
tion with race" 
The UUA created this department under 
Homer Jack, former head of Chicago 
Council Against Racial and Religious 
Discrimination, to carry on the 
efforts of the Fellowship for Social 
Justice; a Freedom Fund was also 
started for racial programs 
Reeb, former Assistant Minister at All 
Souls Unitarian Church (D.C.), was 
peaten to death in Selma, Alabama; 
this precipitated Martin L. King's 
march there and led to the creation 
of the James J. Reeb Memorial Fund 
for civil rights 
Both the Commission on Religion and 
Race and the Department of Social 
Responsibility drafted this consensus 
that UU membership would not rest 
on any creedal test nor on "race, 
color, sex, or national origins"; 
the documen·t opposed segregation 
in any form, supported nonviolent 
"responsible civil disobedience 
for greater racial justice," encour-
aged voter registration, open occu-
pancy, fair hiring practices, acces-
sible public accommodations, inter-
racial marriage and adoption, and 
the document provided for an 
integrated ministry and religious 
education programs on integration 
These UUA general Assembly lectures 
were given by Martin L. King (1966) 
and by former Cleveland mayor Carl 
Stokes (1968) 
Example 
Whitney M. Young 
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EXHIBIT 9--Continued 
Impact 
The Unitarian director of the NUL from 
1961 to 1971, Young was dubbed "Mr. 
Human Relations" for his efforts 
at keeping NUL from undergoing the 
shift to separatism of CORE; ini-
tially skeptical of Black Power, 
Young accepted self-determination 
but pressed for integration and 
interracial coalition politics 
Sources: Cousins (1961); Greeley (1971); Jack (1967; 
1968); Staples (1970); Wright (1966). 
EXHIBIT 9 
UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST ASSOCIATION AND BLACK POWER 
Example 
Black UUs for Radical 
Reform (1967) 
Emergency Conference 
on uu Response to 
Black Rebellion 
(1967} 
Impact 
The BUURR group in Los Angeles was 
the first black uu organization to 
develop; it opted for militant 
direct action 
In the aftermath of widespread urban 
·riots and under the aegis of the 
Commission on Religion and Race, 
this conference was addressed by 
Floyd McKissick but at the outset 
BUURR convened a black UU caucus 
which later presented for "unquali-
fied and total endorsement" such 
proposals as (1) priority aid to 
Black Power groups, (2) withholding 
of funds from the Urban Coalition, 
(3) a Black Affairs Council to 
implement the demands of a Black 
Unitarian Universalist Caucus, (4) 
support of reparations legislation 
Example 
UUA Trustees (1967) 
National Caucus of 
Black UUs (1968) 
General Assembly 
(1968) 
UUA Trustees (1968) 
General Assembly 
(1969) 
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EXHIBIT 9--continued 
Impact 
as compensation for slavery, and 
(5) recognition of a black American 
culture 
The Board accepted only part of the 
Caucus proposals and admitted that 
nonwhites were historically few in 
the UUA 
Black UU groups were represented by 200 
participants in this first national 
meeting in Chicago 
Although the UUA Board had recognized 
the Black Affairs Council (BAC) 
along with a coalition group known 
as Black and White Action(BAWA), 
the delegates ignored the latter 
and agreed to fund BAC with $250,000 
for each of four years "to improve 
the conditions of black Unitarian 
Universalists and black people in 
America"; the meeting also passed 
resolutions supporting minority 
group self-determination, minority 
economic ventures, and equal hous-
ing opportunity 
The Board voted to accept BAWA along 
with BAC as affiliates because of 
the former's avowed anti-separatism 
White radical and militant black sup-
porters of BAC disrupted the meeting 
with their "Black Agenda" that de-
manded a raparations investment by 
the UUA of $5 million for black-run 
projects, $5 million for general 
minority programs, and the $250,000 
for BAC; although delegates refused 
the idea of reparations, BAC funding 
was preserved but nothing was given 
to BAWA, and the delegates passed 
resolutions in favor of P~oject 
Equality and in opposition to racism 
in hiring practices (especially in 
Assembly hotels) 
Example 
FULLBAC and FFR 
(1968-1970) 
UUA Trustees (1969) 
Black Investment 
Corporation (1970) 
UUA Trustees (1970) 
General Assembly 
(1970) 
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EXHIBIT 9 -Continued 
Impact 
Militant whites formed a "Full-Funding-
of-BAC" (FULLBAC) group to assure 
UUA support from 1968 to 1969; a 
"moral caucus" walked out of the 
1969 General Assembly and instituted 
a radical white Fellowship for Re-
newal (FFR) which held regional 
meetings and worked for BAC until 
1970 ' 
Despite Assembly negation, the Board 
voted to fund BAWA with $50,000 and 
later discontinued BAC funding when 
budgetary deficits forced cutbacks 
and after BAC had violated UUA 
policy that forbade independent fund 
raising by affiliates 
BAC's subsequently lone fund raising 
effort led to the formation of BIC 
which, with Securities and Exchange 
Administration approval, proceeded 
to sell BAC bonds as reparations 
investments yielding 5 per cent· 
annual interest 
The Board rejected requests for contin-
ued BAC funding in keeping with 
the past two Assemblies' votes; it 
declared BAC disaffiliated and 
noted no BAC audit 
Alt~ough BAC boycotted the meeting and 
presented an informal conciliatory 
seminar on black identity within 
the UUA, delegates chose to preserve 
the UUA fiscally and thus defeated 
motions to restore BAC funding or 
allot BAWA funds; they did urge 
individual uus to support both or-
ganizations on their own and passed 
resolutions lauding the self-help 
efforts of all minorities and oppos-
ing private academies as substitutes 
foz- desegregated public schools 
r 
L 
Example 
General Assembly 
(1971) 
General Assembly 
(1972) 
BAC (1970 to date) 
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EXHIBIT 9 --Continued 
Impact 
Delegates defeated an interracial co-
alition's attempt to provide BAC 
with 10 per cent of the UUA budget 
as a parallel to black representa-
tion in the United States; they 
also voted not to "further divide 
the denomination and strain the 
national budget" and, instead, en-
dorsed joint BAC-BAWA funding cam-
paign to be conducted voluntarily 
on the local group level in the UUA 
Since BAC at this time decided not to 
request further UUA funds and 
thereby undercut its white supporters 
who had hoped to secure a yearly 
allotment of 10 per cent of the UUA 
budget for BAC, the Assembly agreed 
to a motion made by the Trustees 
which called for "educational and 
noncompetitive fund raising efforts 
of all related UU organizations 
active in the field of racial jus-
tice"; resolutions were also passed 
urging Senate ratification of the 
u .N. 's "Human Rights" document, 
urging support of all means to ob-
taining integrated quality education, 
and urging congressional rejection 
of pending anti-busing amendments 
to bills 
BAC leader Haywood Henry joined LeRoi 
·Jones in the African Congress in 
Atlanta in 1970 and he, along with 
other BAC leaders participated in 
the Gary Black Political Convention 
in 1972; although BAC created the 
"May 26 Empowerment Fund" in 1970 
for its programs and in 1971 had 
absorbed the Black UU Caucus into 
one group to save money, the member-
ship of BAC was faced with internal 
disunity in 1973 when BAC's execu-
tive secretary tried to rename the 
organization the Black Humanist 
Fellowship only to be vigorously 
opposed and taken to court by BAC's 
treasurer 
Example 
BAWA (1970 to date) 
General Assembly 
(1973) 
Related events 
(1969 to date) 
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EXHIBIT 9--continued 
Impact 
BAWA's affiliate status was raised to 
associate level and it organized 
a ministry for Human Unity and 
Social Change under a white UU; 
BAWA 1 s programs have included the 
Community Outreach Alliance in New 
York City, a Washington (D.C.) 
civil rights office, and a $1,000 
donation to the Leadership Confer-
ence on Civil Rights which was 
largely credited for the defeat of 
the 92nd Congress' anti-busing bill 
For the first time since 1968, the BAC 
versus BAWA issue was not raised; 
however, delegates passed resolu-
tions promising equal opportunity 
employment to minorities at UUA 
Headquarters and also joining the 
Interfaith Committee on Social Re-
sponsibility in Investments in 
social action investment of UUA 
endowment funds 
Connecticut uus opened the first black 
history museum not sponsored by 
blacks; a 'black Reeb Memorial Fund 
Scholar was killed in Mississippi; 
UUA published a race education kit,_" 
"Black America-White America--Under-
standing the Discord"; black UU 
John Cashin was nominated National 
.. Democratic candidate to oppose 
Wallace .. for Alabait)a governor; UU 
Chicago seminary opened the first 
black studies center for black 
churchmen 
Sources: Hampton (1967); Harris (1971); Hohler (1966); 
Howlett (1967); Jack (1968; 1971); Lecky and Wr~ght (1969) ;· 
Poinsett (1968); uu wo·r1d (1969-1973}· •· 
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APPENDIX E 
ABRIDGED HISTORY OF UNITARIAN UNIVERSALISM 
There appears to be no single convenient source that 
contains the rather fascinating history of Unitarian and Uni-
versalist liberal religion. In order to provide greater 
depth to the analyses of the hypothetical relations between 
group membership type, religious orientation and participation 
of members, and the black empowerment variables, the writer 
has heeded Means' suggestion (1970: 192) to make special use 
of history in the sociology of religion. This is represented 
in the following sections on origins, ideological develop-
ments, and the English and American foundations of liberal 
religion. Furthermore, .the unique organization of the Unitar-
ian and Universalist communities in the United States is 
amply detailed. And this permits fuller appreciation of the 
liberal religious context in which Black Power and civil 
rights militancy have been raised. 
Libera~ Religion's Origins 
Unitarians .have historically accentuated a reasoned 
approach to life and to matters religious. Universalists, 
too, traditionally have directed their attention to the human 
needs of mankind in keeping with their belief that all are 
saved. Both groups have variously indicated their psychological 
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debt to the Ionian and Athenian philosophers (Scott, 1957: l; 
L. Bartlett, 1960: 28) as well as to the Israelite and 
Essene conununities (Mendelsohn, 1967b:91) for the rational 
and humane approaches to God and man as exemplified in Unitar-
ian Universalism. The liberal religious predecessors of to-
day's uus denied the Trinity as irrational and not based on 
sacred writings; they went so far as to deny Christ's divinity 
as Arius did (C. Wright, .1955: 203). Modern UUs cite such 
liberal believers as Origen whose spirituality exceeded the 
limits of creed and ritual (Cole, 1961: 7), Pelagius whose 
explanation of man's salvation through positive action rather 
than through immediate grace seemed antithetical to Augustine's 
theology (Mendelsohn, l967b:46), and da Vinci whose empirical 
bent was guided by ethical and not mystical religious impera-
tives (Mendelsohn, 1967b:Sl). Modern UUs also point to such 
sectarian groups as the Montanists, the Ebionists, and a host 
of French, English, and German reform movements as having 
laid the groundwork for lay leadership, humanitarian concerns, 
and fellowship that are traits of Unitarian Universalism 
(Bartlett, 1960: 23; Mendelsohn, 1967b:44; Scott, 1957: 2). 
And UUs can liken themselves to early Christian gnostics who 
denied the need for only one church and who affirmed the · 
right of personal conscience in religion (Scholefield, 1967: 
56) • 
Ideological Developments in Liberal Religion 
The theologically unorthodox and heretical views of lib-
eral-religionists during the sixteenth to eighteenth ·centuries 
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continued the intellectual and institutional critique begun 
by their forebears. The Protestant Reformation--in particu-
lar, Luther, Calvin, Henry VIII--greatly expedited the ideo-
logical development of liberal religion that was to be termed 
"Unitarian" in the 1638 Transylvanian league of anti-Trinitar-
ian churches. This first appearance of the Unitarian name 
was the logical result of John Sigismund's political edict of 
religious toleration in Transylvania and Francis David's 
theological assurances to King John that there was but one 
God (Scholefield, 1967: 57). Many authors had composed trea-
tises attacking the Trinity and had substituted the primacy 
of imiivi<lYal con:;?ciencer oYt it wa~ sociniu1;1' ci~cla:rat.ion 
that Jesus was merely a human exemplar for mankind which sig-
nificantly abetted the forces for religious democratization 
that included the immediate antecedents of Unitarianism and 
Universalism. Presbyterianism, Congregationalism, Methodism, 
the Quakers, the Plymouth Brethren--all responded to the col-
lapse of traditional religious plausibility structures in 
ways that would be echoed by subsequent Unitarians. And the 
Baptists, German pietists, and Independents were to pave the 
way for Universalists. 
Liberal Religious Foundations in England and America 
John Biddle popularized Unitarian theology in England 
in the 1600's; this same nation witnessed the founding of the 
first anti-Trinitarian church at Exeter in 1719 to be followed 
in 1774 by the first officially Unitarian church of London. 
Stephen Nye published the first History of Unitarianism there 
r 
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in 1687. As for Universalism, .James Relly 's book in 1759 
entitled Union promoted the notion of universal salvation in 
the form of a modified Calvinism (Cloyd, 1959: 7). Relly 
joined evangelist George Whitmore in spreading Universalism 
throughout England. 
In America religion had gradually become established 
in the colonies, particularly in the Anglican and Congrega-
tional churches. Though the first Universalist book, Temple 
of Wisdom, appeared in the colonies in 1688, religious toler-
ance only very slowly became a reality in the next century. 
And, despite the rise of dissident religious groups such as 
the Baptists and the Quakers, colonial believers persisted 
indifferently in Calvinism until the Revolutionary War (C. 
Wright, 1955: 223). From 1735 to 1745 America did undergo a 
"Great Awakening" of primarily evangelical religious experi-
ence that rejected established church formalism with its al-
leged blurring of the sinner-saint distinction. But even in 
this instance, religious liberals, such as the incipient 
Universalist Charles Chauncy and the confirmed Unitarian 
Jonathan Mayhew, were forced to dissociate themselves from 
what they regarded as emotional revivalism on the part of the 
evangelized orthodox denominations (C. Wright, 1955: 42, 195). 
It was not until the ideas of Jacobus Arminius, a Dutch re-
visionist of Calvinism, became current in America that reli-
. gious liberals were able to undercut the ministerial and 
ecclesial control over the laity that was exercised by Congre-
gationalism. Arrninian thought argued in favor of man's ability 
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to overcome sin on his own; Arminian values included the 
right of private judgment to choose good or evil, the avail-
ability of salvation for all from a benevolent God, and the 
need to assess human activity in rational terms. It was this 
challenge to Congregationalism on the part of the Arminians 
that directly led to the legitimation of Unitarianism in 
America. 
Unitarian Belief and Organization 
Unitarianism first appeared in New England when a 
formerly Episcopalian church in Boston was converted to Uni-
tarian belief in 1782. Its Arminian leadership was later in-
volved in securing the Hollis Professorship of Divinity at 
Harvard for Unitarian theologian Henry Ware in 1805. This 
resolved the much debated "Unitarian Controversy'~ in which 
intellectual factions had taken sides on the "dangers" or the 
benefits of liberal theology. With the later appointment of 
Unitarian Samuel Webber as president of Harvard, the liberal-
izing of the ministry in New England was assured (Parke, 
1963: 63-66). Unitarians launched their first newspaper, 
The Christian Register, in 1821; their informal -Unitarians' 
Anonymous Association became the forma~ly established American 
Unitarian Association in 1825. Another Bostonian, William 
Elle~y Channing, almost single-handedly developed Unitarian 
theology from its European foundations (Parke, 1963: 87). 
He extended the Arminian trust in God's benevolence, individ-
ual conscience, and rational skepticism to include the notion 
of man's inherent perfectibility and the need for humanitarian 
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action (Edgell, 1955: 68). Channing's firsthand impressions 
of slavery in Virginia induced him always to hate and preach 
against such bondage; his actions in this respect, however, 
never exceeded his verbal endorsement of restrained abolition-
ism (Edgell, 1955: 103). Though students of Channing's ideal-
ism and individualism often allude to his educational and 
class background as reasons for his advocacy of personal in-
ternal reform rather than of group social reform (Edgell, 
1955: x, 47), nevertheless Channing's famous sermon, "Unitar-
ian Christianity," which he delivered in Baltimore in 1819, 
was reputed to be the most forceful American articulation of 
the combined Arian-Arrninian bases for liberal religious dis-
sent from established church preoccupations (Edgell, 1955; 
229) • 
Another major exponent of Unitarianism--this time, 
outside of New England--was the English chemist and discoverer 
of oxygen, Joseph Priestley. Banished from his native land 
for his deviant theological writings, Priestley at first 
tried to erect a utopian commune in Northumberland, Pennsyl-
vania. When this failed, he went to Philadelphia in 1794 to 
assume the pastorate of the church at which Washington, Jef-
ferson, Franklin, and both Adarnses had attended. The sugges-
tions by Priestley that small, lay-led religious. groups be 
formed to enhance intellectual experience and that religious 
independence should follow political independence seemed 
radical at the time (Geffen, .1961: 20-32) • Priestley collab-
orated with the then prestigious Universalist church ·in 
l 
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Philadelphia but his own First Unitarian Society was disbanded 
in 1804 because of a plague and because of his pro-American 
and anti-colonial teachings. He died soon afterwards, ironi-
cally just as Unitarian President Jefferson was applying the 
principles of rational democracy so important to Priestley 
and his followers (Scholefield, .1967: 6) • 
Besides Channing and Priestley, other early American 
Unitarians contributed to the development either of new forms 
of liberal religion or of bold approaches to social problems. 
Those who engaged in the former activity included Ralph Waldo 
Emerson, a ministerial student of Channing's who eventually 
concluded that God resided in nature and not in religion. 
His disaffection for traditional liberal theology was eloquently 
expressed in his 1838 Harvard "Divinity School Address." 
Emerson's message was that Christianity of whatever form was 
a corrupt obstacle to man's self-perfection. His leaving 
the Unitarian ministry thereafter only served to increase the 
interest of many of his supporters in the Transcendentalist 
movement (Parke, 1963: 105-110). However, one who had heard 
Emerson's address but who decided to remain in the Unitarian 
ministry was Theodore Parker. He vowed to work from within 
liberal religious structures for its own reform as well as 
to bring about social change in the larger society. Parker's 
belief that the love of man was the key to knowing the truth 
about God (Parke, .1963: 111-113) has endeared itself to a 
leading contemporary UU supporter of the Black uu Caucus, 
Jack Mendelsohn. It was Mendelsohn who helped lead the moral 
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caucus walkout from the 1969 General Assembly in order to 
dramatize the need to fund black-conducted programs in the 
black community. And it is Mendelsohn (1967b:64) who has 
lauded Parker as the "conscience of American Unitarianism." 
Parker, for his part, later came to regard the American Uni-
tarian Association as "a sect, hidebound, bridled with its 
creed, harnessed to an old, lumbering and crazy chariot, 
urged with sharp goads by near-sighted drivers" (Cole, 1961: 
42). This he said because he saw liberal religious tradition 
"going nowhere" if it did not take up the cause of abolition 
or recognize dissent from within the Association. But 
Parker died at the outset of the Civil War before his efforts 
could be seen to bear fruit. 
Universalist Belie£ and Organizati6n 
George de Benneville, who had rejected the authority 
of an established church in favor of "a fellowship of free 
minds," emigrated from Europe to America in 1741. With a 
Quaker publisher, he collaborated on producing in Philadelphia 
two years later the first German bible for Americans; texts 
particularly conveying Universalist ideas were specially 
underlined (Scholefield, 1967: 58). Another Universalist 
preacher, John Murray, landed in New Jersey in 1770 and at 
once found receptive believers. By the end of the decade 
Murray had been installed as permanent minister in a Glouces-
ter, Massachusetts, Universalist church. Murray's unortho-
doxy, however, is said to have ·soon "sided with conventional 
Protestant sectarian and ecclesiastical interests" (Scott, 
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1957: 3); his followers valiantly tried to resist any devia-
tion from Murray's doctrines. 
Universalism quickly organized on state-wide levels 
and held its first national convention in Oxford, Massachu-
setts, in 1785. One year later Gloucester Universalists had 
successfully contested a state's right to raise taxes for 
Congregationalism. In 1788 Universalist ministers won the 
right to officiate at marriages and in 1790 the first Univer-
salist Sunday School was initiated. Thirty years later The · 
Christian Leader made its debut as the first Universalist 
newspaper. The General Convention of Universalists in the 
United States was established in 1833 and a General Reform 
Association, in 1847. Unlike the Unitarian concentration in 
southern New England, the West, and Pacific coast, Universal-
ists were numerous in northern New England, the Ohio valley, 
and the Southeast (Baker, 1961: 13, 16). And Universalists 
proceeded to erect forty secondary schools and several insti-
tutions of higher education, such as the California Institute 
of Technology, the universities of St. Lawrence, Bradley, and 
Tufts, and the colleges of Goddard and Lombard (now affiliated 
with the University of Chicago). 
Perhaps the greatest single influence in shaping 
grass-roots Universalism was Hosea Ballou. A convert from 
Baptism and friend of the poorer class in which he had been 
raised, Ballou was ordained by Murray in 1794 and began to 
preach a modified Calvinism. But familiarity with rational 
deist writings and a conviction that Universalism needed a 
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consistent underlying philosophy encouraged Ballou eventually 
to deny the Trinity and adopt an Arian view of Christ's · 
humanity. However, Ballou's combining of reason with univer-
sal salvation did not include 'the Arrninian and Socinian view-
points apparent in Unitarianism. In the latter denomination, 
Channing had not only disregarded Priestley's life style and 
therefore Priestley's writings; Channing also was unwilling 
to take seriously the work of Ballou (McGill, 1958: 24). 
Despite Ballou's overtures for rapprochement between the two 
denominations, little came of unity talks until after the 
Civil War; Channing's departure from traditional Christian 
liberalism in 1819 effectively silenced these attempts (Cole, 
1961: 41-42). Sallou is credited for much of the authorship 
of Universalism's "Declaration of Faith" in 1803 at Winches-
ter, New Hampshire. Though it cost him the friendship of 
John Murray, Ballou's Winchester profession outlined basic 
tenets of belief. He followed that document with his impor-
tant Treatise on the Aton·ement in 1805; largely influenced 
by Chauncy's thought, Ballou clearly stated that God was one, 
that all men achieve heaven, and that religion must be demo-
cratically rational (Cole~ 1961: 22~23). 
Just as in Unitarianism there had been sharp dis-
agreement over theological and social action goals, s.o, too, 
Ballou's belief in sin's being punished only in this life 
drew him into conflict with an increasing number of "young 
Turks." Ironically, Ballou's editorial tolerance in The 
Christian Leader was betrayed by his firm intention not to 
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permit dissenting opinion on the matter of punishment for 
sin. This merely sensationalized the "Restorationist Contro-
versy" in which a schismatic group of twenty laity precipitated 
denominational defiance of Ballou's spiritual authority in 
1831. The splinter group ultimately won out with its asser-
tion that retribution for sin came after death; their protest 
showed that uniformity of opinion was not required in Univer-
salism. Ballou subsequently embraced Priestley's Socinian 
beliefs, blended enlightened deism with Christianity, and was 
continued as leader because of his willingness to compromise 
in the interest of denominational solidarity (Scott, 1957: 
38-39). Ballou never really prompted Universalism to take a 
dramatic stand against slavery. Rather, he is reported to 
have resembled Channing as a scholarly heretic but not a 
social rebel. Ballou turned to education and to personal re-
form to realize the aim of abolition. 
Unitarian Universalism Before and After Merger 
Before the 1960-1961 merger into the Unitarian Univer-
salist Association, both denominations had periodically dis-
cussed unification and had intermittently collaborated in 
organizations and for social service ends. Separate develop-
ments within each religious body contributed to their mutual 
association as well. 
In terms of separate developments, a National Confer-
ence of Unitarian Churches was organized in 1865 to overcome 
local church autonomy; a Christian rather than a naturalistic 
theory of religion was adopted. Radical religious liberals 
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proceeded to counter this consensus with their own creation 
of the Free Religious Association in 1867. This assortment 
of humanitarians, Transcendentalists, ethical radicals, and 
social scientists never succeeded in managing their individ-
ualist tendencies so as to effect organized reform of liberal 
religion or of American society. Universalists, on the other 
hand, did surmount state loyalties and the tradition of 
recognizing only advisory powers in a national.association. 
Despite the establishment of the Universalist General Conven-
tion in 1866 and the ratification of a new constitution in 
1870, not all Universalists accepted these developments; many 
joined the Free Religious Association and stayed with it un-
til its dissolution into the World Parliament of Religions 
in 1893. 
Meanwhile, Unitarian and Universalist merger commis-
sions were instituted in the 1890's in view of the comparable 
youth and women's groups and overlapping foreign mission pro-
grams of the two denominations. The International Associa-
tion for Religious Freedom was established in 1900 and still 
endures today as a worldwide body of liberal religious 
churches whose aims are to foster theological tolerance, 
spread humanism, and consolidate secular service projects. 
Barred from participation in the Federal Council of Churches 
in 1908 because of their deviant theological views, Unitarians· 
joined with Universalists and interested Jewish groups in the 
National Federation of Religious Liberals. But by 1930, this 
association had grown theologically conservative,· .had made 
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overtures to more moderate Protestant denominations, and had 
forced the American Rabbinical Association to look ·elsewhere 
for liberal religious collaboration. The Federation dis-
banded; but as a consequence of its having brought together 
Unitarian and Universalist youth groups in discussions on 
unity, another merger commission was set up between: the two 
denominations. In 1933 the Free Church in America was formed 
by fifty-seven Unitarian and twenty-eight Universalist groups 
in order to hold the line against religious humanism. But 
the popularity accorded the "Humanist Manifesto" of 1933 
overwhelmed the Free Church's efforts in this regard. As yet 
another attempt to institutionalize liberal orthodoxy, the 
Free Church disappeared in 1938. Universalists on their own 
had also published a "Statement of Faith" at their Washington 
(D.C.) meeting in 1935. This avowal of fellowship, personal 
reform, and faith in Christ vainly tried to stem the influ-
ence of religious humanism. Paradoxically, Universalism's 
willingness to maintain its Christian flavor was ignored by 
the Federal Council of Churches which three times rejected 
membership applications from the Universalists in the early 
1940's because of "insufficient evidence of Christian lean-
ings" (Cummins, 1966: 12). As humanism penetrated both de-
nominations, a Unitarian and Universalist Joint Relations 
Committee was inaugurated in the late 1940's that led to the 
total merger of both denominations' youth groups in the Lib-
eral Religious Youth by 1953 •· That same year, Unitarianism 
and Universalism created the Council of Liberal Churches, Inc.~ 
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this body pooled departments of education, publicity, and 
publications. An outgrowth of the Council was the renaming 
of denominational newspapers as Universalist Le'ader (1953) 
and Unitarian Register (1958) • 
Like the Universalist "Restorationist Controversy" 
that had officially sanctioned the negation of uniformity of 
belief in 1831, the Unitarian "Issue of the West" of 1886 
arose concerning the need to adhere to ethical rather than 
Christian beliefs. Unitarians had split into a Western and 
an Eastern Conference over the same question of creedal uni-
formity. The matter was resolved by the turn of the century 
when both factions agreed to seek after truth alone (Parke, 
1963: 130). These occurrences in both denominations prepared 
Unitarians and Universalists to accept tentatively, then by 
and large endorse, religious humanism as a contemporary mani-
festation of liberal religion. Agreement on humanism made 
denominational merger inevitable. 
In 1961 it was estimated that between 30,000 and 
70,000 Universalists and 100,000 to 120,000 Unitarians joined 
in.the merger of both denominations' 700 to 1,000 churches 
and fellowships {Chworowsky, .1963: 186, 195) • The Unitarian 
Universalist Association represented a liberal religious con-
stituency larger than any separate totals for Unitarianism 
or Universalism (Cassels, 1969: 12). The basic principles 
of liberal religion which constituted UUA goals have already 
been mentioned (see page 23). And the most recent statistics 
for UUA groups and individual membership have also been cited 
in Chapter III and Appendix H. The latest budget figures for 
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1971-1972 showed assets (to include Beacon Press, .Church Loan, 
Plant-Current-Endowment Funds) at a little over eleven million 
dollars. UUA revenues totaled almost two million dollars 
while expenditures as of June 30, .1971 (to include administra-
tion, distribution, divisional services, and contingencies) 
ran to about 1,7 million dollars (UUA, 1973; 196-197). Thus, 
with support for its programs by constituent churches and 
fellowships as well as through contributions to the UUA Annual 
Fund, the Association has been able to sustain itself as both 
a clearing house for ideas and services in addition to being 
a source of interdenominational government and administration. 
Finally, the current organizational structure has 
been presented in Exhibit 10 as a summary illustration of the 
intricate arrangement and diversified func~ions of the UUA 
today. 
EXHIBIT 10 
STRUCTURAL-FUNCTIONAL ELEMENTS IN THE UUA 
Name 
988 Constituent Groups 
22 UUA Districts 
5 Interdistrict 
Representatives 
Structure-Function 
627 churches and 361 fellowships 
Organization of groups by state: 
entire or partial, single or. in 
clusters · 
Coordinators and assistants on 
the district level 
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EXHIBIT 10--Continued 
Number a Name 
l General Assembly 
4 Assembly 
Corcunittees 
22 Board of Trustees 
Membership 
15 Board Committees 
9 Executive Officers 
7 Executive 
Committees 
6 Departments 
59 Related Organiza-
tions 
Structure-Function 
Annual meeting of lay and clergy 
delegates from constituent groups 
to decide overall UUA policy and 
pass resolutions of importance 
Support services for annual 
meeting (e.g., plans, review) 
Elected within districts or at-
large to decide policy between 
Assembly meetings 
Support services (e.g., social 
issues, ministerial) 
Elected/appointed administrators 
who guide day-to-day .business 
through four off ice divisions 
Support services in leadership 
Clearinghouse services to UUA 
groups for ministry, publica-
tions, education and social con-
cern, extension and leadership, 
Beacon Press, and personnel 
Groups (Associate, Affiliate, 
Related, Intermediate} and col-
lectivities (theological, inter-
nat.ional, retirement} 
aBased on 1972 data in 1973 UUA Directory. 
APPENDIX F 
RELATED 1972 QUESTIONNAIRE MATERIALS 
The following are materials relative to the mailed 
questionnaire and include the confirmatory postcard, original 
cover letter, follow-up cover letter, and a UUA official's 
letter expressing awareness of and interest in the disserta-
tion survey: 
Confirmatory Postcard 
In return for your co-operation allow me to 
send you a survey summary. If you would like 
one, please fill in the information below. 
(Complete the following) 
city state 
zip 
· TO: Michael Mccloskey 
5446 West Higgins Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60630 
185 
stamp 
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Original Cover Letter 
May 26, 1972 
Dear Unitarian Univeisalist: 
The 1970's are important years for Unitarian Univer-
salism in the United States. UUs·are continually challenged 
to think about and act upon pressing issues of social change. 
However, not since May of 1966--when the first nation-wide 
study of the Unitarian Universalist Association was conduct-
ed--has there been a survey of our total membership. 
Therefore1 you are invited to participate in this 
1972 Unitarian Universalist Survey of a national sample of 
UUs and their opinions. I am undertaking this research on my 
own initiative and with my own funds as part of a dissertation 
on liberal religion. My definition of "religion" is quite 
fluid. It simply assumes that.the UUA is a religiou~ organi-
zation made up of churches and fellowships and that UUs are 
committed to the principles of individual freedom of religious 
belief. 
Since this is a large study, I jnitially sampled UU 
churches and fellowships in· order to secure representation of 
a variety of groups, regi·ons, and communities in a relatively 
small sample of groups. This explains how your own group w~~ 
selected. Next, I contacted a person designated either by 
your church minister or your fellowship leader in order to 
obtain a list of names from which to sample individual Uni-
tarian Universalists. This indicates how your name was select-
ed. Because of the carefully designed nature of the sample,even 
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a small number of non-responses throws the study off. Conse-
quently, your participation is extremely important and your 
opinions are essential in presenting an accurate,-representa-
tive picture of what UUs are thinking and doing across the 
nation today! 
I certainly encourage your participation and will 
assure you of three things: 
l} the questionnaire is not to be signed and no pre-
coded numbers are used which could identify you 
personally. This guarantees you complete anonym-
ity and your responses will be kept in strict 
confidence. 
2} the questionnaire has been kept relatively brief, 
simple, and direct yet allowing you options to 
express yourself more fully. This enables you 
to convey your views more easily and to return 
your questionnaire more rapidly at this busy time. 
3} you will receive a free copy of this· survey' s 
results provided you also complete the enclosed 
postcard and mail it separately for me. This 
permits me to-do you a service and stamps are 
affixed for all mailings. 
This study has been discussed both with UUA officials 
as well as various ministers and lay leaders. Should you -
have further questions, please phone collect at (312} 286-8106 
in Chicago. My sincere thanks in advance ~or your cooperation 
and the candor of your opinions! 
Cordially yours, 
Michael Mccloskey 
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Follow-up cover Letter 
July 22, 1972 
Fellow Unitarian Universalist; 
Please disregard this follow-up if you returned your 
1972 Unitarian Universalist Survey which I mailed you last 
month. 
If you did not complete your questionnaire, I am again 
inviting you to participate. However, if both original and 
follow-up were sent you by mistake (i.e., you are neither a 
member nor a participant in a tiu church or fellowship} , kindly 
indicate this and your name on the enclosed postcard and re-
turn it alone to me. 
As you recall, this survey is part of my personally 
financed dissertation to update information about our total 
membership since the 1966 national study. Because we as mem-
bers of a liberal religious association are involved with 
pressing issues of human concern in· America today, the re-
sults of this 1972 survey--yours for the asking--certainly 
should interest you. 
You. are recipient of this follow-up in accord with 
normal sampling procedures. If you never received the origi-
nal questionnaire or have not as yet returned it, may I 
earnestly urge you to fill out the enclosed form to which 
stamp~ have been affixed for easy mailing. In view of the 
carefully designed nature of my nation-wide sample,· even a 
smaTl ·number· o:f· non-.:responses: :throws· the· study o:ff·. There-
fore, your participation is vitally essential to presenting . 
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an accurate, representative picture of what UUs are thinking 
and doing across the country. 
Again, I would like to remind you that you are guar-
anteed complete anonymity and that you may phone me collect 
in Chicago at (312) 286-8106 if you have any further ques-
tions. Thank you in advance 'for your cooperation and the 
candor of your opinions! 
Cordially yours, 
Michael Mccloskey 
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UUA Official's· Letter 
unitarian 
universalist 
association 
of churches and fellow-
ships in North America 
Mr. Michael McCloskey 
102 East Chestnut Street 
Apt. 1208 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
Dear Mr. Mccloskey: 
Raymond c. Hopkins, S.T.D. 
Executive President 
25 BEACON STREET 
BOSTON 
MASSACHUSETTS 02108 
617 742-2100 
June 25, 1970 
I was glad of the opportunity to meet with you the 
other day to discuss the research project that you are under-
taking for part of your doctorate degree in relation to the 
values and concerns of the membership of a random sample of 
Unitarian Universalist churches and fellowships in the United 
States. It sounds like an extremely fascinating and worth-
while project to me and I am sure that you will be able to 
secure the cooperation of the leaders of any churches and 
fellowships that your ran~om sampling may select. 
If there is any other way in which I may be of assis-
tance in your project, please let me know. 
Sincerely yours, 
Raymond c. Hopkins 
RCH:JH 
APPENDIX G 
COMPARISON OF 1966 AND 1972 SURVEYS FOR SELECTED DATA. 
The following tables· present comparisons of the 1966 
Committee on Goals survey of UUs ·and the 1972 dissertation 
I 
survey of UUs with respect to sample derivations and returns. 
Also noted are selected variable findings from both ·samples 
and further comparisons with'l970 United States Census datai 
TABLE 17 
GROUP TYPE SAMPLES OF UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST· 
SURVE~S, 1966, 1972 
Universe and Sample Groups 1966a 1972 
. . N. . .... (.%) . . . . : N: . . . (%l . 
· Universe and Invited S'amp·le 
Churches in universe 
Church sample invited 
703 580 
59 (8.3%) 15 (2.6%) 
Fellowships in universe 401 385 
Fellowship sample invited' · · : : · 51 (12. 7%) 9 (2. 3%) 
Universe total groups 1 1 104 965 
Sample total· groups · llQ · (9.9%l · 24 (2.4%) 
Invited and Participating · 
Samples 
Church sample invited 
Churches participating 
Fellowship sample invited 
Fellowships participating · 
Total sample invited· 
Sample participating 
59 
44 (74 •. 5%) 
51 
; .. ·3 6· ( 7.0 • 5 % ) 
llO . 
' 80 '(72. 7%) 
as . . 
· ource:· Committee ·on Goals (1967) • 
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15 
12 (80.0%) 
9 . 
' ·." 8 {88. 8%) 
24 
20 .(83.3%) 
.. 
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TABLE 18 
MEMBERSHIP SAMPLE 'OF UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST . 
SURVEY:S, .1966, 1972 
Sample Groups and Membership ,l966a 
N (%) 
1972' 
(%)· 
sample Groups 
Churches participating 
Fellowships participat~g . 
· Total 
Sample Membershipb 
Members in church sample 
Members responding 
Members in fellowships 
Members responding 
?:1otal ·sample members 
.Total responding 
'44 
. '36 
80 
(55.0) 
(45.0) 
{100.0%} 
N 
12 
9: . 
20 
{60.'0) 
(40.0) 
{100.0%) 
32,597 2,129 
· 10,390 {31.8%1-. .907 ... (42.4%) 
3,622 334 
1, 767 (48. 7%) 199 (60.0%) 
36,219 2,463' 
12,157 . (33.5%)1,106 (44.9%) 
asource: Conunittee on Goals (1967). 
bThe Conunittee on Goals survey, formally approved by 
the UUA in 1965, was conducted through a $10,000 UUA grant 
(to cover questionnaire printing, the mailing out of 36,219 
questionnaires in 110 packets, and services of the project 
director) • Minister and lay contacts in 110 sampled groups 
were requested to distribute the questionnaires, prepare cover 
letters, and take care of needed follow-ups (all at the con-
tacts' own expenses). Only 80 U.S. and Canadian groups par-
ticipated in the survey and contacts began mailing question-
naires on May 1, 1966; questionnaires were returned to the 
contacts who, in turn, forwarded them in group packets to the · 
project director. Returns were accepted until February 1, 
1967. Anonymity was guaranteed though questionnaires were 
precoded to distinguish which groups they represented. Pre-
tests of the instrument were made on three uu groups in the 
Chicago area. Copies of summary data were promised only to 
group contacts. Fellowships were randomly sampled as were 
churches whose membership had shown increases from 1961 to 
1965. Other churches were ·sampled on a proportionate-to-size 
basis. Once the 110 fellowships and churches had been sampled, 
questionnaires were sent :to group· contacts so that every group 
member could be surveyed. Returns were weighted in order to 
neutralize differences in the way the ·various groups had be.en: 
sampled. 
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TABLE 19 
1966 AND 1972 UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST SURVEYS AND 1970 
UNITED STATES CENSUS DATA FOR SEX, AGE,· .RACE, 
AND .MARITAL STATUS 
Characteristic l966a l972b c 
. . . . .. 1970 . 
Sex 
Male· 43 ~ 7% ' 43. 8% ' 48.5% 
Female '. . '56 .3 . 56.2 51.4 
Total l00.0% l00.0%. 100.0% 
d Agd 
Un er 25 yrs. 3.3% 7 .1% . 22.0% 
25-34 18.9 15.7 17.7 
35-44 33.0 24.7 16.3 
45-54 . 21. 2 26.9 16 ;3 . 
55-64 
'. 
12.0 12.2 13.4 
65 yrs. and over i·1.6 . . ' 13.4 14. 2 
Total Ioo.011. l00.0% .lOO,O'I 
Race e 
White 98.6% 87.5% 
Negro and other races · .. ·-·-· 1.4 12.5 
Total 100.0% 100.0% 
Marital Status f 
Single, never married 8.9% 10.5% 
,•; 
25.5% 
Married, never divorced 72.1 64. 3 . 61.8 
Divorced and remarried 8.2 9.6 
Divorced or separated 5.2 9.2 5 .• 5 
Widowed 5.5 5.9 . 8.1 
Other . . . . ' . .. : .. s 
---
Total lOQ.1% 100.0% 99.9% 
aN= 12, 157. Sou·rce:·· Conunittee on Goals (1967} • 
bN:::::; lfl06. 
c . N=203f2ll,926. Calculated from U.S. Dept. of Conunerce, 
Bureau of the Census,· .·1970 Gen·er·al' Populatio'Il' 'Characteristics 
(Washington, D.C.: u. s. Government Printing Of:f;icel / .Tables 47, 50 and 54. · 
dThe 1972 study included only 8 persons under 16 while 
Census includes any any and all children. 
eThe 1966 study omitted the: 'question; a 1967 UUA estimate 
put black uu membership at l, 5.00 or 9. 5% of United States UU 
groups designated as usable 'in the 'dissertation. 
fcensus cat~gories were not really comparable. 
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TABLE 20 
1966 AND 1972 UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST SURVEYS AND 1970 
UNITED STAT~S CENSUS DATA FOR REGION, MOBILITY, 
OCCUPATION, AND EDUCATION 
Characteristic 
. d Region 
Northeast 
North Central 
West 
South 
Other U.S.A. 
Total 
Residential Mobilitye 
Moved in past 5 ye~rs 
Not moved in past 5 years 
Total 
Occupatione 
Professional 
Manager or business owner 
Clerical or sales 
Skilled labor or trade 
Manual labor or personal 
service 
Other/unknown 
d . e E ucation 
Total 
College graduates 
Some college 
High school graduate 
Some high school 
Eighth grade or l~•s 
'l'otal 
7.6% 
20.9 
12.9 
58.5 
99.9% 
27.5% 
72.5 
100.0% 
65.3% 
17.0 
8.7 
6.2 
1.5 
1.2 
99.9% 
60.1% 
23.4 
11.1 
4.2 
1.2 
l00.0% 
21.6% 24.1% 
27.6 27.5 
31.8 31.0 
. 18 .9 17.3 
99.9% 99.9% 
38.7% 46.8% 
61.3 53.2 
100.0% 100.0% 
44.2% 14.0% 
15.0 11.0 
7 • .2 23.3 
3.2 29.8 
7.1 22.0 
23.2 
99.9% 100.1% 
70.7% 11.0% 
17.6 11.0 
8.9 31.5 
2.6 19.5 
.2 26.9 
100.0% 99.9% 
~N= 12,157. Source: Committee on Goals (.1967}. 
cN= 1,106. 
N=203,211,926: Calculated from Census Tables 59, 72, 
75, and 81 
The 1966 study used widely different regional cate-
gories, such as New England, Midwest, Pacific, and Other (at 
least 12 Southern states) • 
ecategory criteria varied among the surveys and Census. 
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TABLE 21 
1966 AND 1972 UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST SURVEYS IN 
TERMS OF GENERAL-BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS 
Characteristic 
Length of UU membershipc 
0-2 years 
3-10 
11 or more years 
Tota.l 
Religious preference before UUd 
Always a UU 
Liberal or liturgical Protestant 
Fundamental Protestant 
Catholic 
Jewish 
Other 
No organized religion 
Total 
Children in f arnily 
None 
One 
Two 
Three 
Four or more 
Total 
Political party supportede 
Democratic 
Republican 
Other 
No party 
Total 
16.0% 
40.1 
43.8 
99.9% 
11.7% 
45.0 
6.2 
3.3 
2.4 
3.9 
27.6 
100.1% 
18.6% 
13.1 
30.4 
23.4 
14.5 
100.0% 
56.3% 
33.8 
3.7 
6.2 
100.0% 
1972 
15.4% 
31.3 
53.3 
100.0% 
44.6% 
12.7 
5.4 
6.2 
5.5 
25.6 
100.0% 
20.4% 
10.0 
32.8 
22.3 
14.6 
100.1% 
51.0% 
19.3 
26.8 
2.9 
100.0% 
a bN=l2,157. Source: Committee on Goals (1967). 
cN= 1,106. 
dThe 1972 categories were 3-11, 12 or more years. 
The 1972 study disclosed 9.4% born UUs; these were 
not included under preference. 
eThe 1972 study showed 25.4% independents and 1.4% 
other; these were combined into an overall "other" category. 
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TABLE 22 
1966 AND 1972 UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST SURVEYS IN 
TERMS OF·RELIGIOSITY AND INVOLVEMENT MEASURES 
Measures 
Personal religion Christian 
Yes 
No 
Total 
Desire UUA theology 10 years 
from now 
Closer to liberal 'Protestantism 
Closer to ecumenical moveme~t . 
Closer to universal religion . 
Closer to humanistic religion 
Total · 
Belier in God 
Supernatural being 
Ground of all being 
Natural processes 
Irrelevant concept 
Harmful concept 
Total 
Participation in local UU c;zroup 
Very active 
Moderately active 
Slightly active 
Inactive 
Total' 
. 
Close· friends· ·in ·1ocal uu ·group 
None· 
One 
Two 
Three· 
Had not three close friends · 
Total 
. 43 .1% 
.. '56'. 9 
Ioo.0% 
6.4% 
4.8 
36.7 
52.0 
99.9% 
2.9% 
23.l 
' 44.2 
28.0 
. 1. 8 
l00.0% 
21.6% 
39.5 
29.2 
.. , . 9. 6 
99.9% 
46.3% 
21.2 
13 .9· 
9.7 
. 8'. 9 
100.0% 
32.1% 
67.9 . 
!Oo .0% 
4.4% 
4.2 
33.8 
57.5 
99.9% 
2.7% 
20.8 
50.2 
23.9 
2 .3 
99.9% 
24.0% 
·38. 0 
26.3 
.. 11.7 
Ioo.or 
A6.9% 
25.0 
17.7 
10.3 
' ' • • > 
--- '. 
99.9% 
~N = 12, 157. source·:: .C'omrnittee on Goals (1967} • · 
N • 1 1 106. 
r 
APPENDIX H 
TABLES OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERASSOCIATIONS 
The following tables are intended to supplement Table 
16 which summarizes the detected interassociations between 
each independent variable in terms of every other one: 
TABLE 23 
ASSOCIATION BETWEEN MEMBERSHIP GROUP TYPE AND AGE COHORT 
Age Cohort 
<50 
2,50 
Missing N=4 
Total 
Membership Group Type 
Church Fellowship 
531 
374 
905 
TABLE 24 
cj)=0.1312 
149 
48 
197 
p <.OS S. 
ASSOCIATION BETWEEN MEMBERSHIP GROUP TY~E . 
AND RELIGIOUS SELF-ASCRIPTION 
Religious 
Self-Ascription. 
Modern 
Historic 
Missing N=81 
Total 
Membership Group 'l'ype 
Church. Fellowship. 
544 
292· 
836 
197 
cj)=0.1069 
148 
41 189-
p <.05 s. 
r 
t 
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TABLE 25 
ASSOCIATION BETWEEN MEMBERSHIP GROUP TYPE 
AND LOCAL RELIGIOUS GROUP ACTIVITY 
Local Religious 
Group Activity 
Low 
High 
.Total 
Membership Group Type 
Church 
348 
537 
885 
Fellowship 
64 
132 
196. 
Missing N=25 ¢=0.0504 p >.05 N.S. 
TABLE 26 
ASSOCIATION BETWEEN MEMBERSHIP GROUP TYPE 
AND SOCIAL ACTIONISM 
Membership .Group Type 
Social Actionisrn Church Fellowship 
Low 
High 
Total 
470 
434 
904 
86 
112 
198 
.Missing N-4 ¢-0.0633 p <.05 s. 
Religious 
TABLE 27 
ASSOCIATION BETWEEN AGE COHORT AND 
RELIGIOUS SELF•ASCRIPTION 
Age Cohort 
Self-Ascription <50 >50 
Modern 475 214 
Historic 157 176 
Total 632 390 .. 
Missing N-84 Tb-0.2102 ¢-0.2081 p .;.o5 s. 
r 
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TABLE 28 
ASSOCIATION BETWEEN AGE COHORT AND 
LOCAL RELIGIOUS GROUP ACTIVITY 
Local Religious 
Group Activity 
Low 
High. 
Total 
Missing N=29 
Age Cohort 
<SO 
240 
424 
664 
¢=0.0482 
TABLE 29 
>SO 
170 
243 
413 
p >.05 N.S. 
ASSOCIATION BETWEEN AGE COHORT AND SOCIAL ACTIONISM 
Social Actionism 
Low 
High 
Missing N=8 
Total 
<SO 
317 
362 
679 
Age Cohort 
¢=0.0940 
TABLE 30 
>SO 
237 
182 
419 
p <.05 s. 
ASSOCIATION BETWEEN RELIGIOUS SELF-ASCRIPTION 
AND LOCAL RELIGIOUS GROUP ACTIVITY 
Local Religious 
Group Activity 
Low 
High 
Total. 
Missing N=93 
Religious Self-Ascription 
Modern 
2S6 
428 
684 
Historic 
127 
. 202 
329 
p >.05 N.S. 
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TABLE 31 
ASSOCIATION BETWEEN RELIGIOUS SELF-ASCRIPTION 
AND SOCIAL ACTIONISM 
Religious Self-Ascription 
Social Actionism Modern. Historic 
Low 
High 
Total 
305 
385 
690 
200 
133 
333 
Missing N=83 <P-0.1465 p <.OS 
TABLE 32 
ASSOCIATION ~ETWEEN LOCAL RELIGIOUS GROUP 
AC~!V!TY AND SOC1At ACTION!SM 
Local Religious Group Activity 
Social Actionism Low High 
Low 227 315 
High 184 352 
Total 411 667 
Missing N=28 1r =0.0111 b <P-0.0758 p < .Os 
s. 
s. 
r 
l\l?~ENDIX I 
BLACK POWER, CIVIL RIGHTS MILITANCY', AND 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE OVERLAP 
This Appepdix presents supplementary ·partial corre-
lation and cross-tabulation tables.with regard to relation-
ships between the two dependent variables and each of the 
five independent variables, controlling for other indepen-
dent variables singly or in appropriate combination. Tables 
33 to 39 show the effects of independent variable overlap 
on the associations for estimated Black Power; tables 40 to 
43 show the overlap effects on the associations for demon-
strated civil rights militancy. It is noted that the com-
puter's listwise deletion of values has reduced the Ns under 
the partials. 
TABLE 33 
ESTIMATED BLACK POWER, MEMBERSHIP GROUP TYPE, AND 
PARTIAL CORRELATIONS FOR INDEPENDENT 
.. ·.· ; VARJ;ABLE 'CONTROLS.' .· . . . 
Association 
Zero-
order 
Estimated Black 
Power and Member-
ship ·Group Type 
+0.065 
.. ·- ..... (N=lO 6.8) 
Partial correlation 
First-
. order 
Religious 
Controlling for 
Second-
order 
Age Self- Social 
Aqe Cohort/ 
Social 
Actionism Cohort .Ascription Actionism 
+0.045 +0 •. 055* +0.050 +0.033* 
.· .{N.=.10:6.4).' .. lN.=.9.94.) .. .' .. {N.;=l0.6.8.) . .''.''.'(N=.1064) 
*p>.05 N.S •. 
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T1\BLE 34 
ESTDU\TED BL~CK POWER, MEMBERSHIP GROUP T~PE, 
AND rARTLTIONS FOR INDEPENDENT 
Estimated 
Black 
Power 
Low 
High 
Estimated 
Black 
Power 
Low 
'High 
, :VARIABLE, CONTROLS . . 
{_% A.ge Cohort Partitions) 
(.<SO) 
Church Fellowship 
38.6 .. 33 •. 1 
61. 4 ". 66'. 9 
100.0% 100.0% 
(521) (145) 
Tb=+0.046* 
'(~',=6.6.6.) .. ' . 
. (>SO} 
Estimated · - .. 
Black· 
Power Church Fellowship 
Low . 60. 9 S4.2 
H~gh. .. ·39 .1 .. 45. 8 
l00.0% 100.0% 
(350) 
Tb=+0.044* 
. . . (N.=-.3.9.8). 
(48) 
(% Social Actionism rartitions) 
{Low} (High) 
Estimated· 
Black 
Church ;Fellowship "l,>ower . Church Fellowship 
62.6 
.. ·37. 4 
100.0% 
(_447) 
49.4 
.. -so·. 6 
l00.0% 
. (85) 
·· Tb=+0.099 
. . . (N=.53.2.). .· .. ·. 
Low 
High 
. I 
31.5 
.. '68. 5 
100.0% 
(426) 
30.9 
.. '69 .1 
100.0% 
(110). 
. Tb =+O • 0 0 4 * 
.. · .. ·.{N.=.5.3.6.)'.' .' .' . 
* pf". 05 N.S.· 
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TABLE 35 
ESTIMA,TED BLACK POWER, AGE COHORT, AND 
PARTIAL CORR.ELATIONS FOR INDEPENDENT 
.VARIABLE. CONTROLS· . 
Association Par~ial Correlation Controlling for 
Zero-
·order 
H. 
"d Q) .µ 
Q) :.s: H 
.µ 0 0 
n:s ~ ..c:: 
s "d 0 
·.-1~ s::u 
.µ 0 n:s 
en ttJ Q) 
ill l"9 
"' ~ .:i: 
~ 
.,.., 
..c:: 
Cll ~ 
H ::=' <LI 
Q) 0 ~ 
~ 1-1 >t w~ ~ 
~ 
First-
. ·order 
s:: 
Cll 0 
::=' .,.., 
0 I .µ 
.,.., 4-l ~ 
bl r-i .,.., 
·.-t Q) H 
r-i {ll t) 
(l) Ill 
p:j 
.:i: 
s .. 
Cll 
r-i .,.., 
n:s s:: 
•.-1 0 
O•.-t 
~t 
.:i: 
Cll 
::=' 
Second-
. order 
' s:: 0 s 
.,.., r-i Cll 
01 .µ n:s .,.., 
.,.., 4-l ~ .,.., s:: 
blr-i •.-( 0 0 
·.-t <LI H 0 •.-t 
....i en t.Hf.l .µ 
Cl) Ill 0 
p:j .:i: .:i: 
Third-
order 
-0.220· -0.213 -0.189 -0.200 -0.178 -0.173 
. (N;::lO 64.) ... (N=:l0.64.). . . (N;:::;9.9l). '. .· .·(N;:i:l0.6.4}.' .' '.'(N;:::9.9.ll.' '.. ·: ._. '..(N.::9.91) 
Estimated 
Black 
Power 
Low 
High 
TABLE 36 
ESTIMA,TED BLACK POWER, AGE COHORT, AND 
PARTITIONS FOR RELIGIOUS 
, ·. SELF~A.SC;R,IETION, 
C..% Religious Sel~.-A.scX'i;pt:Lon Partitions) 
(Modern) · (Historic) 
<50 : ;>50 <50 . >50 
. 32. 7 
.. '67. 3 
l00.0%. 
(468) 
51.2 
. ' ·4-a. 8 
100.0% 
(207) 
Tb=-0.175 
Estimated 
Black 
. I:>ower 
' 
Low 48. 3 · 
High '. Sl. 7 
. 100. 0% 
(lSl) 
69.7 
.. 30·. 3 
100.0% 
(165) 
Tbi::1~0.2l7 
.................. (N.;:::;.675.) ........ . . . . . . . . .... '.' . '.'(Nr:;.3.16}.' .. 
r 
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TABLE 37 
ESTIMATED BLACK POWER, RELIGIOUS SELF-ASCRIPTION, 
AND PARTIAL CORRELATIONS FOR INDEPENDENT 
Association 
· Zero-order 
Estimated 
' Black l?ower 
. VARIABLE:: CONTROLS: · 
Partial Correlation Controlli~g for 
Second-·order 
. ' 
and M~mber- Age 
Cohort/ 
Social 
Actionism 
Relig ious ship 
Self- Group Age 
Cohort 
Social 
Actionism Ascription Type· 
-0.197 . -0.191 -0.159 -0.167 -0.131 
.(N:;r.99.4). . .. ·. '. · .. (N=9.9.4.)'. .·. · .. ·(N~.9.91).· .' ...... ·{N.:;:;.9.94.)'.".' .··.· .' .· .(N.:;;9.9.l) 
TABLE 38 
ESTIMATED BLACK POWER, RELIGIOUS SELF-ASCRIPTION, 
AND PARTITIONS FOR AGE COHORT 
Estimated 
Black 
Power 
(% Age Cohort Partitions) 
. (550 l Q..5,0) 
Modern ··· Historical Mode;l:'n .. : Historical 
EstiJna,ted 
Black 
J;>oweI; 
.. 32. 7 48·. 3 Low ' 51. 2 .. 69.7 
'. '67. 3 · , s1 .. 7 . H~gh· . '48. 8 .. 30·. 3 
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
(468) . (lSll C.207} {165) 
Tb=-0.139 Tb~-.o .187 
. ·.· .' '. '.'(N=6l9.)'.' .· .... '. . ·: .' . 
. . .' .' .' .' .' '.{N?.3.7 2.) . .' . . 
f' 
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TABLE 39 
ESTIMATED BLACK POVIBR, SOCIAL ACTIONISM, A.ND 
~A.RTIA.L·COR.RELAT~QNS FOR INDEPENDENT 
'-VA.R.IA.BLE, .CONTROLS.· 
Association 
zero-order 
Estimated 
Black 
Member-·" 
ship 
Partial Correlation Controlling for 
·, Fi:cst-order Second-order 
Age 
Power 
and 
Social 
Actionism 
Group Age 
Type Cohort 
Religious 
Self-
Ascr iption 
Local 
Reli-
gious-
Group 
Activity 
Cohort/ 
Reli-
gious 
Self-
Ascription 
+0.292 +0.290 +0.280 +0.262 +0.291 +0:254 
. (N=lO 6 8). . . (N.=10.6 8). (N.=.10.64) . .' .'(N.=.9.9.4.). . . . (N.~.104 6 ). . . . (N.=.9.9 l) 
TABLE 40 
DEMONSTRATED CIVIL RIGHTS MILITANCY, RELIGIOUS 
SELF-ASCRIPTION, AND PARTIAL CORRELATIONS 
FOR INDEPENDENT VARIABLE CONTROLS 
Association Partial Correlation Controlling for 
Zero-order · First-order Second-order 
Demonstrated 
Civil Rights 
Militancy 
and 
Religious 
Self-Ascriptio11 
Local 
Religious 
Group 
Activity· 
-0.152 -0.148. 
(N=l025) .... .' .·:. ·. '. '{N.=.10.13.). '. :· 
. Social 
A.ctionism 
Local 
Religious 
Group 
Activity/ 
Social 
Actionism 
-0.116 -0.113 
.' .{N=.1023) ...... '. .. {N.=._1011) .. 
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TABLE 41 
DEMONSTRATED CIVIL RIGHTS MILITANCY, RELIGIOUS 
SELF-ASCRIPTION, AND PARTITIONS 
',,,,FOR,SOCIAL,,ACrIONISM,. 
Demon-
strated 
Civil 
Rights 
Militancy 
Low 
High 
(Low) 
Modern 
69.8 
30.2 
100:0% 
(305) 
(% Social Actionism Partitions) 
His tor- · , Demon -
ical strated 
82.0 
18.0 
100. 0% 
(200) 
Civil 
Rights 
Militancy 
Low 
H~gh 
(High} 
Modern. 
43.6 
56.4 
1'0'0:'0% 
(385) 
Histor-
ical 
54.9 
·45 .1 
100.0% 
(133) 
. Tb;:::-0 .136 Tb=-0.098 
. (N=505) .. . (N=518) 
TABLE 42 
DEMONSTRATED CIVIL RIGHTS MILITANCY, LOCAL RELIGIOUS 
GROUP ACTIVITY, AND PARTIAL CORRELATIONS 
FOR INDEPENDENT.VARIABLE CONTROLS 
Association 
zero-order 
Demonstrated 
Civil Rights 
Militancy 
and 
Local 
Religious 
·Group 
Activity 
+0.149 
(N=l081) ..... . 
Partial Correlation. Controlling for 
· l?i·r·st-·o·rder 
Religious 
Self-
Ascription 
+0.145 
... ·. (N.:i:ilQ.l'.3.);-. .' .... 
Social 
. Actionism 
+0.132 
. ... · .. ·(N=.10? 8) 
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TABLE 43 
DEMONSTRATED CIVIL RIGHTS MILITANCY, SOCIAL 
ACTIONISM, AND PARTIAL CORRELATIONS FOR 
INDEPENDENT• • VA,~IABLE.: C:ONT~QLS. 
Association 
Zero-order 
Demonstrated 
Civil Rights 
Militancy 
and 
Social 
Actionism 
+0.283 
(N=ll02) · 
Partial Correlation Controlling for 
Religious 
Self-. 
Ascription 
;Local 
Religious 
Group 
Activity 
+0.271 +0.270 
.. (N.=.1023.), ...... (N=l0.7.8.} .. . 
Second-order 
Religious 
Self-
Ascription/ 
Local 
Religious 
Group 
Activity 
+0.262 
.(N=lO.ll) 
APPENDIX J 
BLACK POWER, CIVIL RIGHTS MILITANCY, 
AND RELATED CONTROLS . 
Each of the five sets of major research questions that 
. guided the dissertation research contained a question asking 
how might the particular independent variable affect the de-
pendent variables. In addition, each set listed a question 
that sought to determine whether or not there are distinguish-
able characteristics of UUs who are dichotomized on each of 
the independent variables. By making use of over fifty addi-
tional variables from the survey questionnaire, the writer 
tried to learn how any or all of these variables might have 
been related to one or more of the major independent variables 
in order to use appropriate additional variables as controls 
on the original associations between the independent variables 
and the two dependent variables of estimated Black Power and 
demonstrated civil rights militancy. 
This Appendix, therefore, briefly defines in opera-
tional terms each of the more than fifty additional variables 
that have been selected for examination with regard to their 
possible effects on the major dissertation variables. All 
these variables are justi:t;ied by the literature on Unitarian 
Universalism and black empowerment. Tables are then pre-
sented concerning associations and partial correlations with 
the independent and dependent variables. 
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EXHIBIT 11 
SELECTED SOCIOECONOMI.C AND DEMOGRAPHIC CONTROLS 
Variable Survey Item (s) · Categories and N's 
Region postal markings ·and pre- Northeast 
positioned "First Class" ·North Central 
239 
305 
352 
210 
Residential 
Mobility 
Sex 
Marital 
Status 
Number of 
Children 
Average Age 
of Children 
Education a 
Occupationb 
Political 
Party 
Social Classd 
question #11-a 
question #5 
question #6 ... a 
question #8-b 
question #8-b 
question #9-a 
question #10-a 
question #12 
questions #9-a, 10-a 
a . 
· South.· 
West 
not moved 
moved 
blank· 
male 
female 
blank 
married 
other 
·blank 
<2 
>3 
<18 
>18 
none 
>college grad 
<college grad 
677 
427 
2 
484 
620 
·2 
7ll 
394 
1 
700 
• 406 
510 
369 
227 
780 
326 
professional 647 
nonprofessional 459 
Democrat 530 
other 576 
Class I, II ·717 
Class III-V 305 
~ indeterminate 84 
bRespondent's education only 
Respondent's occupation only, using Hollingshe~d's 
executiv8, mana,9erial, .administrative types as "profess7ona1." 
Other= .282 independents,· .213 .·Republicans,· .al miscel-
laneous • d . . . .. . . · · 
·. Sour·ce: Hollingshead (1957). 
r 
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. EXHIBIT '.12 
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL AND RACE~RELATED CONTROLS 
Variable. Survey Item(s.)· .. Categories and Ns 
Attitude 
towards 
Busing 
Attitudes 
toward 
Racial 
Separatisma 
Attitudes 
towards 
Revolut~onary 
Tactics 
New Left b 
Philosophy 
Desired Civil 
Rights c 
Militancy 
question #26 
ques.tions #28, a 
through. e 
questions #13, .,,p, 
e,. 9, .i, k 
questions #13;. ~' .d, . 
f' h, j' l 
questions #31, a 
through g (the 
"would now" col.) 
favoring 
not favoring 
uncategorizable 
favoring 
not favoring 
uncategorizable 
favoring 
not favoring 
uncategorizable 
favoring 
not favoring 
uncategorizable 
high 
low 
337 
681 
88 
556 
469 
81 
586 
500 
20 
515 
566 
25 
664 
432 
aDichotomized at the median. : Source: Campbell and 
Schuman ~1968: 18). 
Dichotomized at the median ... Source: Christie, 
discriminating 
a personal 
Friedman, and Ross (1969: 388-391); these most 
items were selected for use by the.writer from 
letter b~ Christie. 
Dichotomized at the median. source: Christie, 
Friedman, and Ross (1969; 388-391); most discriminating items 
(see above note). 
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EXH"IBIT 13 
CONTROLS FOR DIMENSIONS: OF RELIGIOSITY 
Variable Survey It'eiri (s) · Categories and Ns 
Ideolo9:ical 
Ethical is~ as question #18-f ,high' 313 
Service low 774 
blank· 49 
Ethical. iaevel- question #18~g high 435 
oprnent low 623 
blank· 48 
· Theisrnb I question #17-a high 784 
low 278 
blank 44 
Orthodoxy0 questions #23, high 628 
a through k low 459 
blank 19 
p t' 1 . d ar 1cu arisrn question #24 high 432 
low 471 
blank 203 
. · Public Ritual 
Worshipa question· #22-a high 315 
low 764 
blank 27 
Comrnitrnente question #4 high 543 
low 546 
blank 17 
.Local Organ- question #19-b one or more 533 
izations none 573 
UUA organi- ques'tions #20 , .. one or more . - 239 
zations a through k · none 867 
Private Ritual 
}?ersonal R~- . question #18-d high 499 
f lection low 558 
blank 49 
r 
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EXHIBIT .13--Continued· 
Variable· . Survey ·Itelri(s) Categories and Ns 
... 
. . 
I 
Personal Devel- question #22~e high 684 
opmerita low 388 
blank 34 
· Ex:eeriential f. 
C f' · a on irming question #18-e · high. 347 
low 721 
blank.· 38 
Responsivea question #18-c high 377 
low 675 
blank · 54 
Ecstatic Ex- question #18-b high 618 
periencea low 456 
blank 32 
Ecstatig question #22-c high 664 
Ideal low 417 
·blank 25 
Revelationala question #18-h high 302 
low 766 
blank 127 
· Intellectual 
Informationg question #14 high 347 
low 742 
blank 17 
Stimulation a question #18-a high 749 
low 349. 
blank 28 
Learninga questi.on #22-d high 599 
low 482 
blank 25 
. . h 
·Involvement 
Group Friends question· #21 ' one or more 587 
none 519 
Out-group Mern- que.s'tion #30 one or more 567 
berships none 539 
r 
Variable· 
Years as UU 
Born UU 
Prior Reli-
gioud Af-. 
f iliation1 
Proportion 
of Life as 
.. uu. 
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EXHIBIT '.13--Continued 
survey. ·Item (s) · 
question· #1-a 
question #1-b 
question .#2 · · 
ratio of years as 
uu to age 
Categories 
_:ill years 
2:,12 years 
blank 
yes 
no 
liberal 
conservative · 
none 
<one-third 
>one-third 
uncategorized 
and Ns 
460 
590 
56 
104 
l,002 
493 
330 
283 
618 
430 
58 
aoichotomized as "very important" or "other." 
bDichotomized as high (any of the first three choices) 
or low ("irrelevant/harmful"). 
cDichotomized at median on index of s·ocial problems 
since these are matters on which UUA General Assemblies (1961 
to date) have passed general resolutions. 
dDichotomized as "no differences" or "differences." 
eDichotomized as "extremely/quite" or "fairly/not."· 
£Source: Stark and Glock (1968a:l25-127). 
gD~chotomized as "often" or "other." 
h Suggested by Stark and Glock (1968a:l63, 183). 
iGroupings of denominations according to ·scheme in 
Glock and Stark (1965: 120~121). 
Index 
Urban Com-
munity 
Size 
UU Group 
Goals 
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EXHIBIT 14 
ORGANIZATIONAL VARIABLE CONTROLS 
I 
Basis for Dichotomy. Categorie~ and Ns 
median community size 'in which · high ·urban 578 
churches· and fellowships are lo'-'.' urban 528 
located-65,253 
median percentage of funds 
which the local group gave 
the UUA Annual Fund as com-
pared with. what the UUA sug-
gested for that group to 
. give = . 2 9 • 4 % 
high goals 596 
low goals 510 
UU Group median budget of the local high budget 769 
low budget 337 Structure' group per capita membership 
· (budget derived from ratio 
of a group's total operating 
expenses to total membership) 
= $127.48 
UU Group 
Leadership 
UU Group 
Consensus 
on BAC 
UU Group 
. Consensus 
on Social 
Problems 
UU Group 
Year of 
Origin 
median number of top officials many leaders 786 
in local group (viz., minister, few leaders 320 
president, director of religious 
education) = 2.2 
group is listed in UU World, 
in group bulletins, at UUA 
General Assemblies as favoring 
the stand of Black Affairs 
Council over that of Black and 
White Action 
median score for total survey 
respondents on index of social 
problems ("orthodoxy")=24; the 
median scores for members of 
twenty groups were then derived 
median year in which the local 
. group or~ginated=l952 
pro-BAC 
not pro-
BAC 
497 
609 
high social 446 
low social 660 
1952/earlier 676 
post-1952 430 
. 
Index 
UU Group 
Environ-
mental 
Ties 
UU Group 
Member-
ship 
Attrition 
UU Group 
Size 
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EXHIBIT 14--Continued 
Basis for Dichotomy 
. from data on group members' 
non-UUA or out-group mem-
berships, it was determined 
which groups had >50% of 
their members with out-group 
ties 
average total increase or 
decrease in membership from 
1968 to 1971 was compared 
with total for 1972; median 
of five members lost on the 
average from all groups 
median size for all groups 
= 111 members 
Categories and Ns 
high ties 739 
low ties 367 
high loss 790 
low loss/ 
gain 316 
large group 871 
small group 235 
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TABLE 44 
ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN MEMBERSHIP GROUP TYPE AND CONTROLS 
UU Group 
Membership 
Attrition 
+0.417 
(N=llO 6) 
Ecstatic 
Experience 
+0.088 
(N=l074) 
Learning 
-0.063 
(N=l081) 
Worship 
-0.173 
(N=l079} 
Positive Associationsa 
uu Group 
Consensus 
on Urban 
Social Conununi ty, Desired 
Region rroblems Size Militancy 
+0.203 +0.176 +o .111 +0.151 
(N;::;ll0.6) .(Ni::=ll06). (Ni=ll06) (N=ll06). 
Or tho- Born Personal Group 
doxy uu Development ·;e"riends 
+0.084 +0.078 +0.073 +0.072 
(N=l087) (N=ll06) (N=l072) (N=llO 6) 
Negative Associationsa 
Prop or-
Local Con- ti on 
Organi- firm- of Life 
zations ing Theism as UU 
-0.075 -0.077 -0.087 -0.091 
(N=llO 6) (N=l068) (N=l063) (N=l048) 
Av. 
Age 
Chil-
dren 
UU Group· 
Environ- UU Group 
mental Struc-
Ties ture 
uu 
Group 
Leader-
ship 
uu Group 
Year of 
Origin 
Ecstatic 
Ideal 
+0.111 
(N=l081) 
Resi-
dential 
Mobility 
+0.065 
(N=ll04) 
Years 
as uu 
-0.160 
(N=lOSO) 
uu 
Group 
Size 
-0.184 -0.263 -0.349 -0.427 -0.447 -0.625 
.(N=879).(N=ll06 (N=ll06) CN=ll0.6l .lN;=ll06l (N=ll06) 
a Taub with p < .OS s. 
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TABLE 4S 
ESTIMATED BLACK POWER, MEMBERSHIP GROUP TYPE, AND 
PARTIAL CORRELATIONS FOR IMPORTANT CONTROLS 
Association 
Zero-order 
Partial Correlation Controlling for 
First-order 
Estimated Black 
Power and Mem-
bership Group 
UU Group UU Group uu Group 
Membership Environ- St.rue-
Attrition Region mental Ties ture 
Type 
* * +0.069 +O.OS3 +0.080 +O.OS7 
· (N=l06 8) (N=l068) (N=l068) (N=l06 8) 
+0.06S 
(N=l068) 
UU Group 
Leader-
ship 
+0.066 
(N=lO 68) 
UU Group UU 
Year of Group 
Origin Size 
* +0.034 
(N=l068) 
+0.088 
(N=l068) 
* p >.OS N.S. 
TABLE 46 
ZERO-ORDER AND PARTIAL CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ESTIMATED 
BLACK POWER AND BOTH MEMBERSHIP GROUP TYPE 
AND RELEVANT CONTROLS 
Zero-order Correlations 
Estimated Black Power 
and: 
Membership 
Group Type 
+0.06S 
(N=l068) 
UU Group 
Size 
* +0.004 
UU Group Year 
of Origin 
-0.076 
UU Group En-
vironmental *i.es 
+0.043 
aAll Ns = 1068 
First-order Partial corr~lationsa 
Simple Correlation 
(with Control) ; 
(UU Group 
Size) 
+0.088 
(UU Group Year 
of Origin) 
* +0.034 
(Membership 
Group Type) 
* +0.001 
(Membership 
Group Type 
* 
-0.041 
(uu Group En- (Merilbership 
vironmental Ties) Group Ty~e 
+0.080 .. +0.021 
* p >.OS N.S. 
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TABLE 47 
ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN AGE COHORT AND CONTROLS 
Positive Associationsa 
Av. Age Years Proportion UUA 
Organizations Children as UU of Life as UU Worship 
+0.674 +0.364 +0.217 +0.201 
(N=875) (N=l048) (N=l048) (N=l076) 
UU Group .UU Group 
Out-group Year of Lead-
Information Memberships Origin ership 
+0.168 +0.159 +0.155 +0.133 
(N=l085) (N=ll02) (N=ll02) (N=ll02) 
uu uu Group 
+0.176 
(N=llOO) 
Ethical ism 
Service 
+0.119 
(N=l053) 
Group Environ- Group 
Size Theism mental Ties Confirming Friends Learning 
+0.101 +0.087 +0.073 +0.067 +0.065 +0.064 
(N=ll02) (N=l059) (N=ll02) (N=l064) (N=ll02) (N=l077) 
Negative Associationsa 
Political Prior Religious Marital 
Stimulation Party Affiliation Status Separatism 
-0.062 -0.080 -0.080 -0.089 -0.119 
(N=l074) (N=739) (N=819) (N=llOl) (N=l022) 
Personal Revolution Desired Residential 
Development Orthodoxy Tactics Militancy Mobility 
-0.126 -0.136 -0.159 -0.191 -0.270 
(N=l068) (N=l083) (N=lOS3) (N=ll02) (N=llOO) 
a Taub with p <.OS s. 
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TABLE 48 
ESTIMATED BLACK POWER, AGE COHORT, AND PARTIAL 
CORRELATIONS FOR IMPORTANT CONTROLS 
Association 
Zero-order 
Estimated Black 
Power and Age 
Cohort 
-0.220 
(N=l064) 
Partial Correlation Controlling for 
First .. order 
Av. Age 
Children 
Years 
as uu 
-0.143 
(N=850) 
-0.184 
(N=l012) 
Worship 
-0.204 
(N=l04 3) 
TABLE 49 
Proportion 
of Life as UU 
-0.191 
(N=l012) 
Residential 
Mobility 
-0.193 
(N=l062) 
ZERO-ORDER AND PARTIAL CORRELATIONS BETWEEN 
ESTIMATED BLACK POWER AND BOTH AGE 
COHORT AND RELEVANT CONTROLS 
Zero-order Correlations 
Estimated Black Power 
and: 
Age 
Cohort 
-0.204 
(N=850) 
-0.219 
(N=l062) .. 
Av. Age 
Children 
-0.147 
(N=8 50) 
'Residential 
Mobility 
+0.126a 
(N=l062) 
First-order Partial Correlations 
Simple Correlation 
(with Control); 
(Av. Age 
Children) 
-0.143 
(N=8 50) 
(Residential 
Mobility) 
-0.193 
(N=l062) 
(Age 
Cohort) 
-0.146 
(N=850) 
(Age 
Cohort) 
+0.072a 
(N=l0.62) 
aSigns differ due .to different card punch symbols. 
r 
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TABLE ·so 
ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN RELIGIOUS 
SELF-ASCRIPTION AND CONTROLS 
Theism Worship 
+0.241 +0.180 
(N=l002) (N=l004) 
P it . A ' t' a os ive ssocia ions 
uu Group 
Proportion Year of 
of Life as uu Origin 
+0.143 +0.121 
(N=975) (N=l025) 
Ethical ism UUA G~Bup 
Service · Organizations Size Revelational 
+0.095 +0.076 +0.074 +0.068 
(N=996) (N=l023) (N=l025) (N=lOOS) 
N t . A ' t' a ega ive ssocia ions 
Av. Age Years 
Children as UU 
. +0.117 +0.113 
(N=820) (N.,.;976) 
Personal 
Sex. Reflection 
+0.066 +0.065 
(N=l023) (N=996) 
Residential 
Mobility 
UU Group · 
Ecstatic Consensus on New 
UU Group 
Marital Consensus 
Ideal Soc. Probl. Left Status on BAC 
-0.070 
(N=l023) 
-0.071 ... -0.073 
Born 
uu 
(N=l006) (N=l025) 
Prior Religious 
Affiliation 
Revolution 
.. Tactics 
-0.105 -0.11~· -0.148 
(N=l025). . . (N=775) .. .' ... (N=l02l) .. 
aTaub with. p <.OS S •· 
-0.077 -0.092 -0.092 
(N=l018) (N=l024) (N=l025) 
Desired 
Militancy 
-0.162 
(N=l.025). 
0 J.Jt-
ical 
Orthodoxy · Party 
-0.190 
. (N=l.010) 
. \ 
-0.232 
·(N=~92} 
r 
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TABLE 51 
ESTIMATED BLACK POWER, RELIGIOUS SELF-
ASCRIPTION, AND PARTIAL CORRELATIONS 
FOR IMPORTANT CONTROLS 
Association 
Zero-order 
Estimated Black 
Power and Religious 
Self-Ascription 
-0.197 
(N=994) 
Partial Correlation Controlling for 
First-order 
Political 
Party 
-0.133 
(N=666) 
TABLE 52 
Theism 
-0.177 
(N=973) 
ZERO-ORDER AND PARTIAL CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ESTIMATED 
BLACK POWER AND BOTH RELIGIOUS SELF-ASCRIPTION 
AND POLITICAL PARTY 
Zero-order Correlations 
Estimated Black Power 
and: 
Religious 
Self-
Ascription 
-0.187 
(N=666) 
Political 
Party 
+0.262a 
(N=666) 
First-order Partial Correlations 
Simple Correlation 
(with Control}; 
(Political 
Party} 
-0.133. 
(N=666) 
(Religious 
Self-
Ascription) 
+0.22Ba 
(N=666) 
aSigns differ due to different card punch symbols. 
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TABLE 53 
DEMONSTRATED CIVIL RIGHTS MILITANCY, RELIGIOUS 
SELF-ASCRIPTION, AND PARTIAL CORRELATIONS 
FOR IMPORTANT CONTROLS 
Association 
Zero-order 
Demonstrated Civil 
Rights Militancy 
and Religious 
Self-Ascription 
-0.152 
(N=l025) 
Partial Correlation Controlling for 
First-order 
Political 
Party 
-0.117 
{N=692) 
TABLE 54 
Theism 
-0.136 
{N=l002) 
ZERO-ORDER AND PARTIAL CORRELATIONS BETWEEN DEMONSTRATED 
CIVIL RIGHTS MILITANCY AND BOTH RELIGIOUS 
SELF-ASCRIPTION AND POLITICAL PARTY 
Zero-order Correlations 
Demonstrated Civil Rights 
Militancy and; 
Religious 
Self- Political 
Ascription Party 
-0.178 +0.300a 
(N=692) (N=692) 
First-order Partial Correlations 
Simple Correlation 
(with Control); 
(Religious 
(Political Self-
Party) Ascription) 
-0.117 +0.270a 
(N=692) (N=692) 
aSigns differ due to different card punch symbols. 
r 
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TABLE SS 
ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN LOCAL RELIGIOUS 
GROUP ACTIVITY AND CONTROLS 
Local 
Organizations 
+o.soo 
(N=l081) 
Information 
+0.18S 
(N=l07 3) 
Ethical 
Development 
+0.092 
UU Group 
Struc-
ture 
-0.066 
(N=l081) 
uu 
Group 
Goals 
-0.136 
(N=l081). 
Positive Associationsa 
Group UUA Ecstatic 
Commitment Friends Organizations Ideal 
+0.4S9 +0.243 +0.221 +0.198 
(N=lO 64) (N=l081) (N=lO 81) (N=l058) 
·Ecstatic Desired 
Experience Revelational Responsive Militancy 
+0.181 +0.162 +0.143 +0.105 
(N=l064) (N=l057) (N=l042) (N=l081) 
Ethical ism Political Personal 
Service Party Orthodoxy Development 
+0.087 +0.083 +0.081 +0.076 
Negative Associationsa 
uu 
Social Av. Age Group 
Class Children Size 
-0.092 -0.121 -0.122 
(N=l081) (N=863) (N=l081} 
UU Group UU Group uu Group 
Lead- Year of Environ-
ership Origin mental Ties 
;_0.144 
-0.1S9 -0.167 
(N=l081} (N=lO 81) (N=l081) 
a Taub with p ~.05 s. 
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TABLE 56 
ESTIMATED BLACK POWER, LOCAL RELIGIOUS GROUP 
ACTIVITY, AND PARTIAL CORRELATIONS 
FOR IMPORTANT CONTROLS 
Association Partial Correlation Controlling for 
Xero-order First-order 
Estimated Black 
Power and Local 
Religious Group 
Local 
Organizations Commitment 
Activity 
+0.093 
(N~l046) 
+0.069 
(N=l046) 
Group 
Friends· 
+0.082 
.(N=.10.46) 
+0.076 
(N=l029) · 
UUA 
Organizations 
+0.095 
(N=l046) 
TABLE 57 
ZERO~ORDER AND PARTIAL CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ESTIMATED 
BLACK POWER AND BOTH LOCAL RELIGIOUS GROUP 
ACTIVITY AND RELEVANT CONTROLS 
Zero-order Correlations 
Estimated Black Power 
and: 
Local 
Religious 
Group 
Activity 
+0.093 
(N=l046) 
+0.093 
(N=l029) 
Local 
Organizations 
+0.093 
(N=l046) · 
Commitment 
+0.05";* 
. (N=l029) 
* p > • 05 N.S. 
I 
First-order Partial Correlations 
Simple Correlations 
(with Control): 
(Local 
·Organizations) 
+0.069 
~=1046) 
{Commitment) 
+0.076 
(N=l029) 
(Local 
Religious 
Group 
Activity) 
+0.034* 
(N=l046) 
(Local 
Religious 
Group · 
.Activity) 
+0.013* 
{N=l029) 
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TABLE 58 
DEMONSTRATED CIVIL RIGHTS MILITANCY, LOCAL. 
RELIGIOUS GROUP ACTIVITY, AND PARTIAL 
CORRELATIONS FOR IMPORTANT CONTROLS 
Association Partial Correlation Controlling for 
Zero-order 
Demonstrated Civil 
Rights Militancy 
and Local Religious 
Group Activity 
+0.149 
(N=l081) 
First-order 
Local 
Organizations 
+0.111 
(N=l081) 
Group 
Friends 
+0.129 
(N=l081) 
Commitment 
+0.121 
(N=l064) 
UUA 
Organizations 
+0.140 
(N=l081} 
TABLE 59 
ZERO-ORDER AND PARTIAL CORRELATIONS BETWEEN 
DEMONSTRATED CIVIL RIGHTS MILITANCY AND 
BOTH LOCAL RELIGIOUS GROUP ACTIVITY 
AND RELEVANT CONTROLS 
Zero-Order Correlations 
Demonstrated Civil Rights 
Militancy and; 
Local 
Religious Local 
Group Organi-
Activity zations 
+0.149 +0.114 
(N=l081) (N=.1.0 81) : . 
Commitment 
+0.148 +0.087 
First-order Partial Correlations 
Simple Correlation 
(wit.h Control): 
(Local 
(Local Religious 
Organi- Group 
zations) Activity) 
+0.111 +0.056 
(N.=10.81) (N.=1081) 
(Local 
(Commitment) Religious 
Group 
Activity* 
+0.121 +0.022 
CN=l064} (N=1064):. .. (N=1064) '(N=1064} 
p >.05 N.S. 
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TABLE 60 
ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN SOCIAL ACTIONISM AND CONTROLS 
Orthodoxy 
+0.496 
(N=lO 8 6) 
. . . t' a Positive Associa ions 
Poli-
tical Desired 
Party Militancy 
+0.322 +0.293 
(N=739) (N=ll02) 
Ecstatic 
New 
Left 
+0.241 
(N=l078) 
Exper- Ethicalism 
UU Group 
Consensus 
on Social 
Problems 
+0.203 
(N=ll02) 
Responsive ience Service Commitment 
Inf or-
ma tion 
Revolu-
tion 
Tactics 
+0.164 
(N=l084) 
Sex 
+0.138 
(N=lOSO) 
+0.131 +0.124 
(N=l072) (N=l055) 
+0.124 
(N=l072) 
+0.120 +0.118 
(N=l085) (N=llOO) 
Ecstatic 
Ideal 
Out-Group Group 
Memberships Friends 
Local 
Organizations 
+0.116 
(N=l081) 
+0.110 +0.107 
(N=ll02) (N=ll02) 
Prior 
Ethical Religious 
+0.095 
(N=ll02) 
Personal 
Stimulation Development Affiliation Development Separatism 
+0.090 +0.077 +0.073 +0.069 +0.068 
(N=l076) (N=l056) (N=820) (N=l072) (N=l073) 
N t . A . . a ega ive ssociations 
uu Group Years Proportion Av. Age UU Group 
Leadership as UU of Life as UU Children Theism Structure 
-0.067 -0.080 -0.084 -0.086 -0.087 -0.090 
(N=ll02) (N-1046) (N=l044 (N=878) (N=l060} (N=ll02} 
Learning Worship Particularism 
-0.090 -0.118 -0.246 
(N=l081) (N=l078) (N=903). 
aTa~ with p <.05 s. 
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TABLE 61 
ESTIMATED BLACK POWER, SOCIAL ACTIONISM, AND PARTIAL 
CORRELATIONS FOR IMPORTANT CONTROLS 
Association 
Zero-order 
Estimated Black . 
Power and Social 
Actionism 
Partial Correlation Controlling for 
First-order· 
+0.292 
(N=l068) 
Orthodoxy 
+0.183' 
.· ... (N=.1.0.55). . 
New 
Left 
+0.267 
(N=l047) 
Political Desired 
Party Militancy 
+0.247 +0.183 
(N=713) ...... (N=902) .. ·.· 
uu 
Consensus 
on Social 
Problems 
+0.277 
(N=l068) 
P ar.ticular ism 
+0.254 
.. (N=.888) ·. 
TABLE 62 
ZERO-ORDER AND PARTIAL CORRELATIONS BETWEEN 
ESTIMATED BLACK POWER AND BOTH SOCIAL 
ACTIONISM AND RELEVANT CONTROLS 
Zero-order Correlations 
Estimated Black Power 
and: 
Social 
Action ism Orthodoxy 
+0.288 +0.273 
(N=l055) .... (N=l055) 
Political 
Party 
+0.311 +0.268 
(N=713) .. · .(N=713): .: : . : : 
Desired 
Militancy 
+0.277 +0.351 
(N=902) {N=902) 
' ....... ' 
First-order Partial Correlations 
Simple Correlation 
(with Control): 
(Social 
(Orthodoxy) Action ism) 
+0.183 +0.156 
. (N=l055) .. (N=l055) .. 
(Political (Soci~l 
Party) Actionism) 
+0.247 +0.187 
(N=713). . 
' . ' ' 
(N=713) ... 
(Desired (Social 
Militancy) Actionism) 
+0.183 +0.287 
(N=902) (N=902) 
.... . ' ... ' 
r 
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TABLE 63 
DEMONSTRATED CIVIL RIGHTS MILITANCY, SOCIAL 
ACTIONISM, AND PARTIAL CORRELATIONS 
FOR IMPORTANT CONTROLS 
Association Partial Correlation Controlling 
Zero-order First-order 
Demonstrated Civil Political Desired 
Rights Militancy Orthodoxy Party Militancy 
and Social 
Action ism +0.183 +0.217 +0.168 
(N=1086) (N=739) (N=923) 
+0.282 uu 
(N=ll02) Consensus 
New On Social 
for 
Le:f;t Problems Particularism 
+0.249 +0.262 +0.262 
(N=l078) (N=ll02) (N=903) 
TABLE 64 
.ZERO-ORDER AND PARTIAL CORRELATIONS BETWEEN DEMONSTRATED 
CIVIL RIGHTS MILITANCY AND BOTH SOCIAL 
ACTIONISM AND RELEVANT CONTROLS 
Zero-order Correlations 
Demonstrated Civil 
Rights Militancy and: 
Social 
Action ism 
+0.278 
(N=l086) 
+0.292 
(N=7 39) 
+0.277 
(N=923) 
Orthodoxy 
+0.249 
(N=lO 86) 
Political 
Party 
+0.297 
(N=739) 
Desired 
Militancy 
+0.398 
(N=9 23) 
First-order Partial Correlations 
Simple Correlation 
(with Control) : 
(Orthodoxy) 
+0.183 
(N=l086) 
(Political 
Party) 
+0.217 
(N=7 39) 
(Desired 
Militancy) 
+0.168 
(N=923) 
(social 
Actionism) 
+0.133 
(N=l086) 
(Social 
Action ism) 
+0.224 
(N=739) . 
(Social 
Actionism) 
+0.338 
(N=9.23) 
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